Signed English
Dictionary
A

Abattoir
Place open left hand in front of right chest - slide tip of right extended thumb down front of left forearm from wrist to elbow.

Able
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and thumb - place formation in front of nose. Whilst moving hand forward, close fingers onto thumb.

Aborigine
Move fingers of the open right hand (palm facing body) on to extended thumb of the open left hand - move formation towards body.

Abort
Left hand open - place right fist on left palm. Slide fist out and open to palm facing down and fingers spread.

About
Extend left hand index finger - circle extended right hand index finger in forward circles around left finger, left formation remains still.

Above
Move open right hand in an anticlockwise circle above left fist.

Absent
Open right hand, fingers spread, index finger and thumb pointing down. Flick hand up to palm forward, whilst closing tip of index finger onto tip of thumb.

Accept
Hold open hands, palm diagonally down, thumbs under in front of the body, whilst closing fingertips onto thumbs, turn hands back to finish with tips of fingers on chest.

Accident
Both hands form fists - bounce formations together.

Ache
Crook index finger, palm left, blade diagonally down. Bounce tip of this formation, from the wrist, to the left, twice.

Achieve
Place the side of extended right thumb on side of extended left index finger. Slide right thumb up left index finger.
**Acne**
Tap fingertips of cupped right hand on right cheek three times whilst moving right hand down slightly.

**Across**
Front of body, to end with blade down.

**Act**
Form fist with right hand thumb extended, slide blade of right fist along back of open left hand from wrist to fingertips.

**Activity**
Place cupped hands, fingers spread, palms down in front of body. Simultaneously swing formation to the right (to end with palms slightly right) and then to the left (to end with palms slightly left).

**Add**
Move fingertips of open right hand in an arc, into the palm of open left hand.

**Address**
Draw extended and spread index and middle fingers of right hand along the back of open left hand - left to right.

**Adelaide**
With extended right index and middle fingers, slightly apart, tap tips of formation on chin, twice.

**Admit**
Place tips of extended thumbs on chest. Flick hands forward to end with open hands, palm up.

**Adopt**
Extend index finger of left hand - hook extended right index finger on to left index finger - move formation to body.

**Adult**
Place tips of slightly bent right hand fingers on right side of head - move hand away from head then shake twice.

**Adventure**
Extend right thumb, index, and middle fingers, palm forward, at shoulder height. Turn formation to palm back.

**Advertise**
Roll right fist off palm of open left hand to end with right palm up in front of left hand.
Aeroplane
Extend thumb and little finger of right hand and move formation away from body in slight upward movement.

Afford
Form 'o' with the right index finger and thumb. Other fingers spread, place the tip of 'o' formation to waist then move forward in a small arc.

Afraid
Cup right hand - bounce edge of thumb and index finger against left side of chest, twice.

Africa
Move right hand extended index finger down inside of left hand extended thumb and along edge of left index finger.

After
Place right hand thumb tip into crooked right index finger - flick thumb up.

Again
Extend right hand index and middle fingers palm left - drop formation from wrist twice.

Against
Extend index fingers of both hands, hold to left side of the body - simultaneously bounce hands, once.

Age
Extend right thumb - move it in a small forward circle parallel to left palm - end by placing right thumb tip on left palm.

Agenda
Place open left hand in front of body. Place edge of extended right thumb on fingers of left hand. Roll right formation down left hand in three small movements.

Agent
Extend both thumbs, palms down, and place in front of body, left hand in front of right hand. Simultaneously move right hand forward and left hand back, then return hands to original positions.

Ago
Open right hand in front of right shoulder, move hand back over right shoulder.

Agree
Place tips of extended thumbs together - move hands apart in downward arcs - finish by placing first and second knuckles together.
Ahead
Open hands, left in front of right. move right hand over left to end well in front of left hand.

Aid
Extend right hand thumb, and place formation on palm of open left hand. Move formation forward.

Aim
Extend index finger of left hand, palm right. move tip of the extended right thumb, in a forward arc, to finish on tip of left index finger.

Air
Open right hand, fingers spread - move in anti-clockwise circles at head height.

Airport
Open left hand in front of body, right hand thumb and little finger extended - place right formation in left palm and move along left hand.

Alarm
Form wholehanded 'c' with left hand - with extended right hand index finger, tap left thumb twice.

Alive
Right hand thumb extended - move in forward circles in front of body, touching chest in passing.

All
Hold open right hand palm down in front of right side of body. sweep arm in an arc back toward the body.

Alligator
Place right hand on left, palms together - move hands apart and back again with heels of hands kept together.

Allow
Form fist with right hand, thumb extended - move forward in shallow arc to palm forward.

Almost
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger - shake formation forward and back from the wrist, twice.

Alone
Extend right hand index finger - move formation in small forward circle, then very slightly down in front of chest - palm faces body throughout.
Along
Extend right hand thumb - slide up the left arm from wrist to elbow while left palm faces down in relaxed fist.

Alphabet
Fingerspell 'a' then move right index finger around left palm in a forward circle - end with fingerspelt 'z'.

Already
Extend right hand thumb - roll over to left, palm down, flicking open hand, fingers spread.

Alright
Extend right hand thumb, hold fist palm down - move formation in small forward circle.

Also
Extend left hand middle and index finger - with extended right thumb, tap left index then middle fingertip.

Alternate
Extend index fingers of both hands - keeping formations together swivel each hand alternately, several times in continuous movement.

Aluminium
Extend right hand thumb. move this formation down in shallow arc off tips of fingers of open left hand, thumbs closed, twice.

Always
Cup right hand - place little finger edge of index finger and place on mid-chest - move formation forward.

Am
Extend right hand thumb against the edge of index finger and place on mid-chest - move formation forward.

Amaze
Place open hands, palms down, in front of body, move both hands back toward shoulders with stress.

Ambulance
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - place formation on back of left hand - move extended fingers in small circles.

America
Interlace fingers on both hands - move formation in small sideway circle.
Among
Open left hand fingers spread - move extended right index fingertip from near left thumb in arcs over fingers into the spaces between left fingers.

Amount
Place tip of right hand thumb on heel of open left hand. Whilst moving right hand in an arc open right hand to finish with blade on end of left hand fingers.

An
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Touch fingertips of this formation (palm back) on ball of thumb of open left hand.

Ancient
Place open hands palm back, in front of right side of body, right hand higher than left. With continuous movement, roll formations around each other towards right shoulder, ending with right hand over should.

And
Up, to end with palms up.

Angel
Both hands open, fingers spread. Bend middle fingers and touch tips together. Move hands apart while fluttering middle fingers up and down.

Angle
Hold open left hand palm down, in front of body. Place heel of right hand on fingertips of left formation.

Angry
Hold tips of cupped right hand on waist - flick formation to palm up, twice.

Animal
Place tips of right thumb, middle and ring fingers together at chest height.

Ankle
Hold open left hand in front of body. Extend index and middle fingers of right hand. Move this formation down on to left wrist, turn to palm down and slide left to right along back of left hand.

Anniversary
Place tips of extended thumbs together. Move right hand in a forward circle and return to original position.

Announce
Extend index fingers of both hands. Move tips of this formation forward from corners of mouth in an arc to the side.
Annoy
Cup right hand fingers apart and place at the left side of waist - move diagonally up and across to the right.

Another
Extend left hand index and middle fingers - stroke finger of left middle finger, twice, with extended right hand index finger.

Answer
Form fingerspelt "a" - move formation in a small forward circle.

Ant
Form fist with lefts hand palm right, thumb flat on top - extend right hand index and middle fingers and 'walk' these rapidly forward along left thumb.

Antiseptic
Close right fingertips onto thumb. bounce tip of this formation along the back of left fist several times.

Anxious
Crook right hand index finger - place near right side of head and drop forward, twice.

Any
Right hand thumb extended and palm up - roll formation left to palm down.

Apologize
Place tips of cupped right hand in front of right cheek. Then whilst closing to a fist, move hand down to the end with two small anti-clockwise circles on the left palm.

Apology
Move right fist in two small anti-clockwise circles on the palm of open left hand.

Apostrophe
Extend both little fingers - move right formation up, touching left little finger in passing.

Appear
Turn open right hand from palm forward to palm back, at about shoulder height.

Appetite
Move right fist down centre of chest.
Applause
Move the hands together as if clapping - hands do not touch each other.

Apple
Stroke chin upwards, twice, with slightly spread fingertips of cupped right hand.

Application
Place open left hand in front of body. Tap tips of crooked right index finger and middle fingers down left hand three times.

Apply
Fingers of right hand bent at third knuckles, thumb on edge of index finger. Bounce formation forward twice whilst moving hand to the right.

Appoint
Extend thumbs of both hands slightly apart. Move formations together.

Appreciate
Move tips of open hands, from chin, forward and back a little, then forward again.

Apprentice
Clasp left wrist with right hand.

Approve
Extend thumbs of both hands. Move formation back towards body, then over and down with stress.

Approximate
Rock open right hand and forearm from side to side in front of right shoulder.

Apricot
Place fingertips of both hands on tips of thumbs to form 'o' - place formations together, palms facing, fingernails touching - simultaneously roll hands apart.

Apron
Place thumbtips of both hands into the crooked index fingers. Place formations together in front of body, palms down. Move formations apart in arcs to finish on either side of waist.

Aqua
Extend right hand thumb - brush thumbtip along right cheek (near mouth) twice.
Are
Cross right hand index and middle fingers - place formation on mid chest - move formation forward.

Area
Extend right hand thumb - move in a semi-circular arc to the right back towards the body.

Argue
Extend index fingers of both hands, point formations towards each other, palms back - in a continuous movement, alternately move hands up and down.

Arm
Move right hand fingertips down the left arm.

Army
Form fists with both hands, tap left side of chest with fists simultaneously twice, right fist above left.

Around
Extend right hand index finger - move formation in large forward circle (or semi-circle in cases such as "around the corner").

Arrest
Right hand open fingers apart and bent - close onto fist on upper left side of chest.

Arrive
Open left hand - move open right hand from right across body to end with right fingertips on left palm.

Arrow
Place tip of extended right index finger on tip of left index finger, move right formation diagonally back in front of body whilst opening right hand.

Art
Archaic form of 'are') move extended right hand index and middle fingers in small circles at head height.

As
Touch ball of thumb of open left hand with right fist.

Ascension
Place tips of right hand index and middle fingers into the palm of the open left hand - move right hand formation off left palm in upward arc - right hand finishes high above head, keeping palm down.
Ash
Hold slightly cupped right hand beside open left hand, whilst closing right fingertips onto right thumb, move right formation down to finish on left palm.

Ashtray
Cup left hand, place right hand fingertips on right thumb and place above left hand. Tap right index finger on ball of right thumb, twice.

Asia
Extend right thumb, move formation left to right in a "loop the loop".

Ask
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together, other fingers spread - move tip of formation from side of mouth in a small arc.

Assembly
Form relaxed fists at shoulder height, whilst moving hands diagonally down in an arc open hands, fingers spread.

Asthma
Open right hand on centre of chest, slowly move hand forward then back to chest.

At
Open left hand palm right - place right hand thumb tip into crooked right index finger, move right thumb back to hit ball of left thumb.

Ate
Place right hand fingertips on tip of right thumb then on chin - move formation down slightly.

Atlas
Extend both thumbs and place knuckles of fists together, move hands apart slightly to finish with palms up.

Attack
Extend left hand index finger in front of body, move open right hand fingers spread, down on to edge of index finger of left hand.

Attempt
Place right thumb against the edge of the right index finger and tap nail on chin, twice.

Attend
Extend right index finger, palm diagonally left, swing hand over to end with index finger pointing down.
Attention
Place fingertips of open hands beside temples - move hands down in forwards arcs to end with fingers pointing forward.

Attitude
Tap left shoulder, twice, with extended thumb of right hand.

Audience
Both hands, fingers spread and palms down, diagonally back towards body.

Audiogram
Hold open left hand in front of body, with tip of extended right index finger. Trace a graph above left hand.

Audiologist
Cup right hand over right ear. Move hand away from ear and brush the tips of right fingers down right side of chest.

Audiology
Place cupped right hand over right ear.

Aunt
Extend thumbs of both hands - tap thumbtips together, twice.

Australia
Close middle fingernails on to balls of thumbs, formations palm down in front of body - bounce hands slightly, then flick hands open on a downward movement.

Austria
Extend crooked index fingers of both fists - cross wrists in front of chest, right behind left.

Author
Place tips of right thumb and index finger together. Move tip of this formation down and along left palm, and then down and along left fingers.

Authority
Move right fist, thumb extended, palm down, diagonally back open left hand. Turn right formation in a forward loop to blade down and place on left palm.

Automatic
Place thumb tips of open hands, fingers spread, on either side of chest. Flick formations off chest to palms up.
Autumn
Place left hand fist in front of body. Extend right hand thumb and move formation around left fist.

Available
Place tip of thumb of open right hand on right cheek - wiggle fingers of right hand.

Avenue
Form fists with both hands thumbs extended. Move formations forward at about waist height.

Average
Place blade of open right hand on back of open left hand. Rock right formation side to side.

Avocado
Move extended right thumb in a shallow arc onto, along, and off slightly cupped left hand.

Avoid
Extend thumbs of both hands in front of chest, palms back, left hand slightly ahead of right. Simultaneously move formations to the left in a downward arc to palms diagonally forward.

Away
Move open right hand forward from body in two quick movements ending with palm diagonally forward.

Awful
Hold open right hand palm back at right shoulder height - move forward and down slightly while turning hand to the right, to end with palm right.

Awkward
Open hands in front of body, fingers firmly spread palms forward. Keeping formations rigid simultaneously and alternately move hands diagonally up and down several times.

Axe
Strike blade of open right hand, down on to left wrist at back of thumb - left palm faces diagonally right.
B

Baby
Make a cradle of the arms and move them as though rocking a baby.

Back
Move right hand, thumb extended, back towards right shoulder.

Backward
Place open hands, thumbs closed, in front of body. Simultaneously move formations toward body.

Bacon
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - wriggle fingers in unison while moving hand left to right at chest height.

Bad
Extend right hand little finger - move formation forward slightly.

Badge
Right fist, thumb extended - circle tip of thumb on left lapel.

Badminton
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger - palm forward. Flick formation forward twice.

Bag
Make a fist with right hand, hold at right side at about waist height - move formation up and down slightly, twice.

Bake
Place hands in front of body thumbs folded onto palms - move formation forward and back, once, with stress.

Balance
Slightly cup both hands and place close together - move alternately up and down.

Bald
Close right hand index finger on to thumb - move formation in a circle around the top right hand side of the head.
Ball
Extend right hand index finger and place on palm of open left hand. Swivel right hand backwards and forwards.

Ballet
Bend middle finger of open right hand and place tip on back of left hand - wriggle right hand as it moves up.

Balloon
Place right fist on left fist below chin - move fists apart and down while opening hands, fingers spread.

Banana
Extend left hand index finger - with right hand extended index finger and thumb together, make two downward peeling movements off left index finger.

Band
Form "o" with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended - turn to palm up.

Bandage
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - starting with right fingers behind left, move them in forward circles around left fingers.

Bandaid
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - draw tips of the formation across the back of relaxed left hand.

Bang
Form "o" with index finger and thumb of each hand. Place these formations together in front of the body. Move hands apart quickly while opening hands to fingers spread.

Bangladesh
Hold open right hand, palm up, at right side of body - bounce formation to the left, twice, then move in an upward arc, ending at chest height, palm down, fingers spread.

Bangle
Place right hand thumb and middle finger around left wrist, left hand relaxed - move right hand slightly down left forearm.

Bank
Each hand forms a wholehanded "C". Left hand in front of body, palm right - move right formation from the right into left formation.

Baptise
Place fingertips of open right hand, thumb closed, on forehead (fingers slightly curved). As right hand moves down off forehead in forward arc open left hand moves up and across in front of body to the right shoulder height. Then left hand moves back in arc to original position as right
Bar
Move open right hand, thumb in, along and off side of extended left index finger.

Barbeque
Turn the fingers of the open left hand over twice, on palm of open left hand.

Barber
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move in a "scissor" action at the side of the head.

Bare
Stroke tip of right hand extended middle finger, other fingers spread, down back of relaxed left hand from wrist towards left fingers.

Bargain
Bring right hand, bent at third knuckles, down with stress, above palms of open left hand.

Bark
Right hand forms a whole-handed "C" - bounce forward and down slightly, twice, at about chest height.

Barn
Form a fist with each hand palms down and extended thumbs touching - move apart, diagonally down, then open hands and move straight down.

Barrack
Extend thumbs of both hands - drop formations forward in small arcs from the wrists.

Barrow
Form fists with both hands, move hands forward in an upward arc.

Base
Make a fist with the right hand and move formation down on to back of open left hand.

Baseball
Natural gesture for holding a baseball bat - shake twice.

Basin
Cup hands together, blades of hands touching - move hands apart and up, ending with palms facing.
Basket
Form a wholehanded "O" with left hand, palm down. Move extended right hand index finger in an arc from the fingertips of left hand to wrist.

Basketball
Bounce open right hand in front of body, at waist level.

Bat
Hold open right hand, thumb in at shoulder height and twist to palm back.

Bath
Place fingers of both hands on chest - in a continuous movement, rub hands up and down alternately.

Bathe
Move right hand fingertips in small anti-clockwise circle on wrist of open left hand.

Bathers
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place formation on centre waist then move hand to the side bringing thumb and index finger together.

Battery
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and thumb - close extended fingers on to tip of thumb while moving hand slightly forward and down.

Bay
Open right hand, palm left, fingers inclined downwards in front of body - describe an arc, left to right, moving backwards toward body - end with palm facing body.

Be
Hook right thumbnail under crooked right index finger, palm down - rotate formation at wrist to end with palm up while flicking right thumb out.

Beach
Extend thumb of right hand - place thumbnail at right corner of mouth - make two small backward strokes from this position.

Bead
Close tips of right fingers on to ball of right thumb. Tap tips of this formation on centre chest once then once on to collarbone.

Beak
Hold open right hand, thumb in, at right side of the mouth. Extend thumb then close the fingertips on to the thumb while moving formation forward slightly.
Bean
Extend left index finger - scrape tip of right extended thumb along and off side of left index finger.

Bear
Open right hand in front of face and left fist at chest height - while closing right hand to fist, move it forward forcefully to cross left fist.

Beard
Move cupped right hand down from below chin.

Beat
Make fists with both hands, palms down - move right fist in a downward arc, striking top of the left fist in passing.

Beauty
Sweep open right hand in a semi-circular arc back towards body, finishing with a fist, thumb extended.

Became
Place right fist behind left fist in front of body, palms back - reverse fist positions by moving right fist over left fist and left fist under right fist simultaneously.

Because
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - place thumb on lapel - sweep formation down body in a shallow arc.

Become
Place open right hand behind open left hand in front of body, palms back - reverse positions by moving right hand over left hand and left hand under right hand simultaneously.

Bed
Place open right hand on right side of head and face.

Bee
Form "O" with right hand thumb and index finger, other fingers extended, move tips of "O" formation in an arc down on to left forearm.

Beef
Place open left hand, thumb in, palm diagonally right in front of the body. Grasp the base of the left index finger with right thumb and index finger. Move formation forward slightly with stress.

Beer
Extend right hand thumbtip on chin, twice.
Beetle
Open left hand, thumb in. "walk" the bent fingers of right hand forward along the edge of left index finger.

Beetroot
Open left hand thumb in palm - open right hand "slices" down at the side of left thumb, twice.

Before
Brush the edge of open right hand index finger, thumb in, forward off the right cheek, twice.

Beg
Cup right hand fingers together. Move in an upward arc from left to right.

Began
Move right fist down, dropping hand at wrist.

Begin
Extend right hand index finger - move formation forward so that index finger points diagonally down.

Begun
Extend right hand thumb, index and middle fingers - drop formation from wrist.

Behave
Extend right hand thumb and place formation on chest - move formation down and forward, with stress.

Behind-oz-rules
Australian rules football) bounce blade of open right hand between the left hand ring and little fingers.

Behind
Extend right hand index finger on right side of forehead. move right formation down to end in a fist on the left fist.

Belief
Place tip of right extended index finger on right side of forehead. move right formation down to end in a fist on the left fist.

Believe
Place tips of right hand extended index and middle fingers on to ball of right thumb - move tips of formation from right side of forehead to left side of chest.
Bell
Place right hand thumb in crooked index finger, palm back at about waist height - shake side to side from wrist.

Belong
Form "O" with index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Link left hand through the right hand formation.

Below
Hold left fist in front of body - move open right hand in a circle below left fist.

Belt
Extend index fingers and thumbs - place tips of this formation on either side of waist - simultaneously move each formation to meet at centre of waist.

Bench
Place open right hand, palm down, on top of open left hand thumb in - move whole formation down slightly.

Bend
Move slightly cupped right hand in an arc from left to right in front of body, moving from elbow.

Beneath
Move open right hand in an anti-clockwise circle under palm of open left hand.

Bent
Move right fist in an arc from left to right in front of body, moving from elbow.

Beret
Move tip of right hand thumb in a circle above right side of head.

Berry
Grip left hand fingers and thumb of right hand - twist right formation from palm down to palm back.

Beside
Extend index fingers of both hands, place formations together at right side of body - move formations up and down slightly, twice.

Best
Extend thumbs of both hands - sweep right formation forward, touching left thumb nail with right thumb in passing.
Bet
Place right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb. Move formation down in front of body with stress.

Better
Extend thumbs of both hands - stroke left thumb nail with side of right thumb tip, twice.

Between
Bounce blade of open right hand, twice, between middle and ring fingers of open left hand.

Beware
Hold little finger edge of open right hand against right cheek. Turn to palm forward and close into a fist with index finger extended.

Bible
Place tips of fingers and thumbs together. Move hands apart and open to end with palms diagonally up.

Bicycle
Crook index fingers of both hands - with a continuous movement, move formations in forward circles alternately.

Big
Place both open hands, fingers spread, in front of body, left hand in front of right - move hands out to either side in an arc.

Bill
Open left hand in front of body. Firmly place fingers of open right hand, thumb in, on fingers of left hand.

Bin
Both hands form wholehanded "Cs", place formation in front of body and move down with stress.

Bird
Place tips of right hand extended index and thumb together - place formation under chin - open and close fright index finger and thumb twice.

Biro
Right hand thumb extended - hold formation in front of body and crook and straighten thumb, twice.

Birth
Open both hands, placing blades of hands on either side of waist - move hands forward and up.
Birthday
Open both hands, placing blades of both hands on either side of waist - move hands forward and up to cross at wrists then sweep arms apart in an arc.

Biscuit
Extend right hand thumb, move right thumbtip in a small circle on the back of relaxed left hand.

Bit
Extend right hand thumb and index finger, tips apart - move formation forward slightly with stress at about chest height.

Bite
Place right hand extended thumb and index finger beside mouth, fingers pointing left - close index finger on to thumb.

Bitter
Extend little finger - move tip of this formation in a small circle on chin.

Black
Make fist with right hand and place formation on right cheek - move formation forward, off face.

Blame
Place open right hand on extended left hand index finger keeping right thumb and fingers on either side of left finger - move right formation forward off left finger, twice.

Blank
Form an ‘o’ with the index finger and thumb of right hand. Move blade of this formation along and off palm of open left hand.

Blanket
Place open right hand, palm down, in front of chest - move formation up to base of neck.

Blazer
Open right hand, place fingertips of formation on right lapel - move formation down body to hip, then turn hand and move blade off formation and around hip.

Bled
Place right fist, palm down, on left fist palm up, in front of body - flick right fingers and apart while moving right hand to the right.

Bleed
Place right fist, palm down, on left fist palm up, in front of body - flick right fingers open and apart.
**Bless**
Close balls of thumbs onto nails of crooked middle fingers and place at shoulder height. Simultaneously open formations and lower slowly.

**Blew**
Place right hand fingertips on to thumb to form a wholehanded 'o' - place formation near chin and move to the right.

**Blind**
Move open right hand, thumb in, down from about eye level to chest.

**Blink**
Close tips of extended right thumb and index finger near right eye, twice.

**Blister**
Place right hand fingertips on the ball of the right thumb - swivel tips of this formation, once on the heel of left hand, in front of body.

**Block**
Both hands open, thumb extended and right angles to the palms - bounce thumbtips together, twice.

**Blonde**
Form an 'o' with right hand thumb and index finger - other fingers extended - place tips of 'o' on right side of forehead then move hand back while opening finger and thumb.

**Blood**
Move palm of open right hand off back of open left hand twice.

**Blossom**
Place cupped hands together in front of body, heel and fingertips touching - keeping heels together, move fingers apart and spread.

**Blouse**
Place right hand thumbtip in crooked right index finger - tap thumbnail on left upper chest twice.

**Blow**
Form 'o' with right hand fingertips and thumb - place formation in front of chin and move to the right, while opening hand.

**Blue**
Rub fingertips of open right hand up and down left forearm twice.
Blunt
Extend index fingers of both hands - while holding right index finger on top of left index, drop right hand down, twice.

Blur
Hold open hands at shoulder height, palms forward, shake hands from side to side.

Blush
With finger nails of right hand on ball of right thumb, hold at right side of face. open hand whilst moving hand up.

Board
Move open right hand, palm forward, left to right at about chest height.

Boarder
Hold both open hands, fingertips diagonally up in front of body. push formation forward and back, simultaneously, twice.

Boat
Place blades of both slightly cupped hands together - move formation forward.

Body
Simultaneously move both open hands down sides of body.

Boil
Alternately flutter right hand fingers while moving arm up and down, once.

Bomb
Form fists with both hands. With a quick movement cross hands at the wrists - then, fling hands apart.

Bone
Edge of the right hand crooked index finger moves up back of extended left forearm.

Book
Place blades of open right hands together - close and open formation, once.

Boomerang
Place the tip of right thumb in to the crooked index finger. Whilst flicking thumb and index finger open, "throw" hand forward at shoulder.
Boot
Form wholehanded 'c' with the right hand - move right formation up underside of left forearm to elbow.

Bore
Form 'o' with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended and spread - draw formation under chin from left to right.

Born
Move back of open right hand to the left, across palm of open left hand in front of body.

Borrow
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place formation on chin - move formation forward, bringing thumb and finger together, twice.

Boss
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - tap thumbtip on right side of forehead.

Both
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart - move in small forward circle.

Bottle
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand and place, on palm of open left hand - move right hand up while closing to a fist.

Bottom
Move back of right fist down on to palm of open left hand - move both formations down slightly.

Bought
Hold open left hand palm right, in front of body - form fist with right hand, thumb extended - brush right formation down left palm.

Bounce
Form fist with right hand palm down - while moving from left to right, bounce formation down and up, with stress.

Bow
Place crooked right index and middle fingers, in front of neck - move right hand to the right while straightening fingers.

Bowel
Open right hand, thumb in - move formation across stomach, right to left.
**Bowl**
Cup right hand, palm up - place with stress at right side of body.

**Bowling**
Hold right hand as for bowling a ball. Make a deep forward swing with right arm.

**Box**
Both hands open, in front of body, palms facing - move right in front of left, with both palms facing body.

**Boy**
Rub the edge of the extended right index finger forwards and backwards across the chin, twice.

**Bra**
Cup right hand slightly, move formation left to right on front of right chest.

**Bracelet**
Middle finger and thumb of right hand form a 'c' around left wrist - left relaxed hand swivels, twice.

**Brain**
Cup right hand, fingers apart. Place on right side of head.

**Brake**
Hold right hand fist, palm forward, at chest height. Move formation forward and diagonally down with stress.

**Branch**
Hold open left hand, fingers spread, palm forward in front of body. Move tips of right hand extended index finger and thumb along either side of left thumb and off in a small upward arc to the right while closing right index finger on to thumb.

**Brass**
Hold open left hand thumb in, in front of body. Strike index finger of open right hand down and off left fingertips in an arc, twice.

**Brave**
Cup both hands, place fingernails on waist. Move hands up body and forward, clenching into fists, with a short, sharp stress.

**Bread**
Move blade of open right hand across palm of open left hand in a sawing movement.
Break
Place both fists together in front of the body - separate hands in a breaking action.

Breakfast
Move right hand extended index and middle fingertips up from palm of open left hand about four inches, twice.

Breast
Open right hand, thumb in with palm facing body. Tap left breast then right breast.

Breath
Place right fingertips on ball of thumb and place on chin - move right hand down while opening hand, fingers spread.

Breathe
Move open right hand, palm back, fingers spread, backwards and forwards in front of chest, twice.

Breeze
Hold open right hand, fingers spread, thumb in in front of right shoulder. Move formation in two small anti clockwise circles.

Brick
Both hands open, thumbs in - rest edge of left hand little finger on edge of right hand index finger then move right hand up to rest with edge of little finger on edge of left hand index finger.

Bride
Form fists with both hands - place right fist on left fist, then move both slightly forward.

Bridge
Place right hand index and middle fingers on ball of right thumb. Move formation in an arc from left to right in front of body while opening then closing formation.

Bright
Place tips of thumbs an crooked index fingers and place together in front of the body, thumbs touching, as hands move apart, simultaneously open hands, fingers spread.

Brilliant
Place tip of right hand index finger on right side of forehead. Whilst twisting formation to palm forward, move hand up to the right in a very shallow 'z'.

Bring
Formations together in front of body and slide right hand to left and left hand to right, repeat action once.
**Brisbane**
Fingerspell 'b' twice.

**Broad**
Form fists with both hands, thumbs extended - cross hand sat wrists, left hand in front - sweep formations to the side.

**Broke**
Place fists together, thumbs touching - move hands sharply down and apart.

**Bronze**
Hold open left hand in front of body, thumb in. With right hand open, thumb in, tap left fingertips, twice.

**Brooch**
Extend right hand thumb and index finger. Hold in front of left shoulder and close right finger and thumb.

**Broom**
Place left fist on edge of index finger of open right hand, thumb in. Move formation forward in a sweeping motion, twice.

**Brother**
Rub fists up and down, twice.

**Brought**
Place fists, palms up, at left side of body - move formations towards chest.

**Brown**
Place fingertips of open right hand in front of chin, thumb under chin. Stroke chin, while moving formation forward, closing fingertips on to thumb - repeat once.

**Brownie**
Form 'brownie' salute as shown.

**Bruise**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and make a circular motion on upper left arm.

**Brush**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - stroke fingertips of this formation up and down left palm, once.
**Bubble**
Close right hand fingertips on to ball of right thumb - open and close fingers while moving right hand up.

**Bucket**
Form left hand wholehanded 'o' in front of body - with the tip of extended right hand index finger trace an arc from base of thumb to tip of left index finger.

**Buckle**
Crook index and middle fingers of both hands and place together in front of body. Left palm back, right palm down. Twist right formation to palm back.

**Bud**
Place fingertips and heels of slightly cupped hands together, fingers pointing up.

**Budgerigar**
Extend crooked right hand index finger and thumb - place third knuckle of index finger on chin and move index fingertip down on to thumbnail several times.

**Budget**
Hold open left hand in front of body. With back of open right hand, thumb in, tap left fingers then left palm.

**Build**
Open both hands - place right hand on back of left hand then left hand on back of right hand - end with right hand on left again.

**Built**
Place right fist, palm down, on back of left fist, palm down then place left fist on back of right fist - end with right fist on left again.

**Bulb**
Swivel cupped right hand, palm up, from thumb forward to thumb back.

**Bull**
Extend index fingers of both hands and place formation on forehead - simultaneously move formation in a forward arc.

**Bulldozer**
Cup both hands, palms forward, close together in front of body. Simultaneously move both formations forward slowly.

**Bullet**
Extend left thumb and index finger. Slide side of extended right index finger along left index finger.
Bully
Hold the left fist in front of the body. Sweep open right hand side to side over left fist with right blade striking left fist each time.

Bump
Hold left fist, palm down in front of body. Extend right hand index finger - bounce blade of right fist off top of left fist.

Bun
Hold relaxed open left hand palm down in front of body. Right hand open, thumb in. Strike heel of right thumb on back of left hand, twice.

Bunch
Open right hand, thumb in palm forward. Sweep hand in an arc ending with hand cupped, palm left.

Bundle
Place blades of cupped hands together, palms up - move hands apart and up while closing into fists - end with right fist on left.

Bunk
Place open right hand above open left hand, thumbs in. Simultaneously move both hands down slightly with stress.

Bunny
Open right hand, thumb in. Place formation against right side of forehead and bend fingers forward, twice.

Burger
Cup both hands - place right hand, palm down, into left hand then place left hand palm down, into right hand.

Burgle
Form wholehanded 'c' with left hand. Move cupped right hand into left formation and whilst withdrawing right formation close to a fist.

Burn
While flickering right hand fingers, move right hand palm facing body, along left palm, which faces down.

Burnt
Open right hand fingers spread - move right fingertips up to touch palm of open left hand.

Burst
Place knuckles of fists together, palms back - move apart with stress, ending with open hands, fingers spread.
Bury
Move both open hands diagonally down till fingertips touch.

Bus
Form fists with both hands, palms up - move as if driving a bus.

Bush
Open both hands, fingers spread - place hands together at waist height - move hands apart and down in small arcs.

Business
Form wholehanded 'o' with both hands. Bounce tips of these formations on chest, twice.

Busy
Open right hand thumb in. Tap side of index finger of this formation on right chest, twice.

But
Extend right hand index finger and hold formation at right side of body - move hand in an downward arc to left ending with palms up and finger pointing forward.

Butcher
Extend right hand thumb - strike right side of neck tip of thumb, twice.

Butter
Draw fingertips of pen right hand along lower palm of open left hand twice.

Butterfly
Cross both open hands so that the balls of the thumbs are touching - simultaneously wave fingers of both hands.

Button
Place right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb - tap formation on upper chest then on lower chest.

Buy
Extend right hand thumb and place formation, palm down, on fingers of open left hand - move right formation down left hand and turn off palm.

By
Open right hand passes in front of the fingertips of open left hand, palm right.
Bye
Natural gesture for waving goodbye.
C

Cabbage
Place slightly cupped open hands, fingers spread close together in front of body.

Cable
Extend index finger of left hand. Right hand index finger and thumb form a "c". Place end of right index finger on edge of left index finger and move right formation forward.

Cafe
Form wholehanded "c" with right hand tap edge of index finger of this formation on right side of mouth twice.

Cafeteria
Place right wholehanded "c" beside mouth, move hand forward and down (while opening hand to palm up), then move it right to left.

Cage
Both hand open, fingers spread, thumbs in, fingertips touching. Simultaneously move formations to the sides, then down.

Cake
Bounce tips of fingers and thumb of cupped right hand on back of left hand twice.

Calculate
Form a wholehanded 'c' with the right hand. Tap thumbnail on forehead twice.

Calculator
Tap tip of right extended index finger randomly on palm of open left hand.

Calendar
Place open left hand in front of body - place blade of right wholehanded 'c' on left palm - slide right formation up left palm and over.

Calf
Each hand forms fingerspelt 'c' place thumbnails on side forehead, with palms facing each other.

Call
Place tip of crooked index finger on right temple palm back while turning to palm forward, move formation forward and bounce, twice.
Calm
Form wholehanded ‘c’ s with both hands and cross formations at the wrists, left hand in front of right hand - sweep hands to either side.

Came
Crook right hand index in front of body - move formation back towards the right shoulder.

Camel
Move slightly cupped right hand, left to right in front of the body, in a wavy motion.

Camera
Hold crooked right hand thumb at eye level - bend thumb on to fist, twice.

Camp
Left hand forms wholehanded ‘c’, palm right - move open right hand from left fingertips, in a shallow arc, down to the right.

Can
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - place formation in front of nose. Move hand forward, closing thumb and finger.

Canada
Place cupped right hand, fingers spread, on right side of upper chest - move formation slightly forward, with stress, closing into fist.

Canberra
Bounce right wholehanded ‘c’ forward with stress, twice.

Cancel
Open both hands and place fingers and thumbs tip to tip - move formations to the sides while closing fingertips on to thumbs.

Candle
Point extended left hand index finger into heel of open right hand - rock right hand

Canoe
Form fingerspelt ‘c’ with right hand, blade down. Move this formation down and back at right side ending with palm down.

Cant
Canteen
Form wholehanded ‘c’ with right hand. Tap side of index finger of this formation on chin, twice.

Cap
Clasp left fist with cupped right hand, fingers spread.

Capacity
Move right hand fingerspelt ‘c’ up beside left fist.

Capital
Form wholehanded ‘c’ with right hand palm left and bounce it twice on tip of left hand index finger, in front of body.

Captain
Right hand forms fingerspelt ‘c’ - bounce hand forward twice in front of right side of chest.

Caption
Flick index and middle fingers of both hands off thumbs, twice.

Capture
Move open right hand, fingers spread, back on to thumb edge of left fist, while closing right hand to a fist.

Car
Clench both fists in front of body - move formation as if holding an imaginary steering wheel.

Caravan
Form wholehanded ‘c’ with the left hand, palm right. Curl crooked right hand index finger around left thumb and pull formation to the right in front of body.

Card
Move the open right hand along and off the open left hand, closing right thumb on to right fingers - repeat action once.

Cardigan
Place fingertips of both hands on either side of chest - simultaneously move hands to centre of chest, then downwards as for buttoning cardigan.

Care
Place tip of right hand crooked index finger on right cheek - move formation forward in two small arcs.
Career
Brush heel of right wholehanded 'c' in shallow arcs on base of thumb of open left hand.

Caress
Hold open left hand, palm diagonally back in front of body. Stroke back of this formation, from fingertips to wrist, with relaxed open right hand.

Carpenter
Form fingerspelt 'c' with left hand, palm right. Place right fist between left hand and body. Move whole formation quickly forward, twice.

Carpet
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - move this formation from wrist to fingers of open left hand in front of body.

Carrot
Place left hand index finger and thumb together - move right hand extended index finger and thumb down left hand formation, closing right index finger on to thumb.

Carry
Hold both hands open, fingers spread, at left side of body. Simultaneously move both hands to the right in a series of small bounces.

Cart
Place thumb tips of both hands into crooked index fingers. Hold formations in front of body and quickly drop formations down from wrists, twice.

Carton
Place tips of crooked index fingers and thumbs together. Simultaneously move both hands apart in a short upward arc.

Cartoon
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' Hold right formation against side of open left hand. Rock right formation, slightly, from side to side.

Case
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' palm left at right side of body. Move formation up and down twice quickly.

Cash
Move right wholehanded 'c', palm left in an arc toward the body and then to the right brushing the blade on palm of open left hand in passing.

Castle
Right hand forms fingerspelt 'c' palm left. Move formation down, to the right, then down again.
Cat
Stroke back of open left hand with fingers of open right hand twice.

Catalogue
Move right hand fingerspelt 'c' down in front of fingertips of open left hand twice.

Catch
Move open hands back towards body as though catching a ball.

Caterpillar
Extend right hand index finger - bend and straighten finger in a crawling action as it moves up left forearm.

Catholic
Form fist with left hand, thumb extended - right hand forms a wholehanded 'c' above left hand, move right hand in an anti clockwise circle above left hand.

Cattle
Right hand thumb and little finger extended, thumb tip on right temple - move formation forward in a slight arc, ending with palm forward.

Caught
Place open hands in front of body - while moving towards body close hands to fist, then place right fist on left fist.

Cauliflower
Place right fist into slightly cupped left hand - left hand palm right, in front of body.

Cause
Move right hand fingerspelt 'c' down and under left hand to finish in front of open left hand.

Cave
Form right wholehanded 'c', blade forward under palm of open left hand.

Ceiling
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - place beside forehead and move forward in a straight line.

Celebrate
Place thumbtits of both hands into crooked index fingers. Place formations at shoulder height and simultaneously move in small outward circles.
Celery
Extend right hand thumb and index finger so they are parallel - with palm back, move tips of formation towards mouth.

Cement
Right hand forms fingerspelt 'c' bring blade of right hand formation down on to back of open left hand.

Cemetery
Move open hands down, with stress, in front of body.

Cent
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand - make one short forward movement with stress.

Centi-
Place tip of bent right hand middle finger in centre of left palm - rock right hand sideways slightly.

Centre
Form fingerspelt 'c' with right hand. Stroke palm of open left hand in backward arc with back of right index finger, twice.

Cereal
Make an 'o' with right hand thumb and index finger - move right hand down so that blade strikes palm of open left hand.

Certain
Form fists with both hands and place together. move right fist diagonally up and away from left fist.

Cervix
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' and place blade of formation on abdomen.

Chair
Place fingertips of open right hand, bent at third knuckles, into palm of open left hand - move formation downwards slightly, in front of body.
Chalk
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - move from left to right in small arcs, palm forward.

Challenge
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and place tip of middle finger at right corner of the mouth whilst moving hand in a forward arc to palm up, 'snap' middle finger off thumb.

Champion
Cup right hand, thumb closed on to index finger - tap right cheek with fingertips, twice.

Chance
Extend index fingers of both hands. Simultaneously roll both formations to palm down.

Change
Extend index fingers of both hands - move formations in front of body to cross right hand over left, turning both formations to palm down as they move.

Channel
Extend index finger of left hand, palm diagonally right - place right wholehanded 'c' on base of left index finger and move right hand forward.

Chapter
Place fingerspelt 'c' of right hand against edge of left little finger of open left hand. move right formation down left hand.

Character
Form fingerspelt 'c' with right hand. move formation down, at right side of body, with stress.

Charge
Form fingerspelt 'c' with right hand. whilst moving this formation in a downward arc, strike edge of index finger on palm of open left hand in passing.

Chart
Both hands palm forward. form wholehanded 'c' index finger edges touching - move hands apart, then down.

Chase
While closing extended index fingers on to thumbs, several times, move hands forward with right hand following left hand.

Cheap
Crook index fingers of both hands in front of body. move tip of right formation down towards tip of left formation.
Cheat
Place edge of right handed whole 'c' on chin - move formation to the right off chin.

Check
Place open right hand, thumb in, fingers spread, in front of right side of body - drop hand at wrist so that fingers point down then move formation left to right in front of body.

Cheek
Pinch right cheek between right hand thumb and crooked index finger and move away slightly - repeat once.

Cheer
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - move in small circle at head height.

Cheese
Move fingertips of bent right hand, thumb closed side to side above palm of open left hand.

Chemical
Form fingerspelt 'c' with both hands. move right formation in action of pouring into left formation then left formation pouring into right formation.

Chemist
Form 'o' with thumb and fingertips of left hand. move right hand fingerspelt 'c' in a small anti-clockwise circle on left thumb and index finger.

Cherry
Crook right hand index finger and middle fingers and hook over right ear.

Chest
Move open right hand, fingers spread, down centre of chest.

Chew
Move right fist in a small anti-clockwise circle on top of left fist in front of body.

Chick
Hold left arm across body, hand open, right arm above the left with right hand index finger and thumb extended. close index finger and thumb twice.

Chicken-pox
Chicken
Pox placed right thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Tap tip of right middle finger on right side of chest, three times.

Child
Move the open right hand, up and down slightly, twice, at the right side of the body.

Children
Move the open right hand, to the right in a bouncing movement.

Chile
Right hand thumb and middle index finger form 'o', other fingers extended - place formation on left side of chest.

Chill
Hold fist very close together at centre chest. Shake formations towards each other rapidly, several times.

Chimney
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' with palm facing forward - move whole arm up, at right side of body, to above shoulder height.

Chin
Point to chin with extended right hand index finger.

China
Draw right hand index finger across chest, left to right, then down right side of chest.

Chip
Form fingerspelt 'c' with left hand. Flick tip of right hand crooked index finger off left thumbtip in an upward arc back toward body.

Chisel
Scoop tips of right hand index and middle fingers into palm of open left hand, twice.

Chocolate
Right hand forms fingerspelt 'c' tip of thumb on right cheek - rock formation forward, twice keeping thumb on cheek.

Choice
Extend index finger and middle fingers of left hand, fingers spread. Right hand forms wholehanded 'c'. Close right fingers and thumb near tip of left fingers and move right hand back to the right.
Choir
Form 'c's with both hands, palm forward. Move hands apart in a downward arcs, then back to original position.

Choke
Form fingerspelt 'c' with right hand and place tips of thumb and index finger on the throat.

Choose
Extend left hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread - close right hand index finger on to right thumb whilst moving hand away from left index fingertip, then bring right hand up to left middle fingertips and repeat movement.

Chop
Chop blade of open right hand down on to left fist, twice.

Chose
Extend left hand index finger, palm back - close index finger on to right thumb near tip of left index finger and move right hand back to the right.

Christen
Place right hand fingertips and thumbtip on forehead (fingers slightly curved). Move formation off forehead in a downward arc to the right and shake gently twice.

Christmas
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand at about shoulder height - turn formation back toward body.

Chromosome
Place left fingertips onto ball of left thumb and form wholehanded 'c' with right hand. Place right fingertips on tips of left fingers and move right hand forward in two small arcs.

Church
Place open hands either side of head, fingers spread - simultaneously move formations forward and back, twice.

Cigarette
Hold right hand as for holding a cigarette - move formation out from right side of mouth, twice.

Circle
With extended right hand index finger pointing forward, describe a circle in the air.

Circus
Place tips of extended index and middle fingers of both hands together at the left side of the body - move hands apart and down in slight arcs. move formation to right and repeat action.
City
Both hands fingerspell 'c' with palms facing - move hands down simultaneously, then apart slightly and down again, keeping blades of hands down throughout.

Clap
Natural gesture.

Class
Right hand forms 'c' palm left in front of right shoulder - move hand back toward right shoulder in a horizontal arc.

Claw
Cup fingers apart. sweep formation quickly back towards body.

Clay
Cup both hands, fingers spread, and place right above left. Simultaneously close hands into fists twice.

Clean
Open both hands - sweep right hand fingers forward along left palm, twice.

Clear
Move right hand fingerspelt 'c' forward along open left palm, in front of body.

Clever
Move tip of right hand extended thumb across and off forehead, right top left, in a downward arc.

Cliff
Right hand open, fingers pointing forward - move formation down and away to the right in a series of shallow arcs.

Climb
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move the back of these fingers up palm of open left hand, bending and straightening fingers as they move.

Clip
Slide extended right thumb, index and middle fingers onto open left hand.

Clock
Extend right hand index finger and thumb, place tip of right thumb in palm of open left hand - move right formation down in two very small movements.
Close-adv

Close-verb

Cloth
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' palm forward, at chest height - move in a small arc to the right.

Clothe
Move fingernails of cupped right hand down and off body, once - hand opens as it moves down.

Cloud
Place cupped right hand, fingers spread, above shoulder - move formation to the right.

Clown
Turn tightly cupped right hand twice to the left, in front of nose.

Club
Place right hand thumb in right crooked index finger, palm left - move formation forward, with stress at about shoulder height.

Clue
Trace a question mark with extended right hand index finger above tip of extended left index finger. Then 'bounce' fingertips together.

Clumsy
Form left hand fingerspelt 'c' palm right, tap left thumb with back of open right hand, twice.

Co-operate
Place fists together, thumbs extended, at side of body. Move this formation in a forward anti-clockwise horizontal; circle back to original position.

Co-ordinate
Link index fingers and thumbs of both hands, other fingers spread, move this formation from right side of body in an anti-clockwise horizontal circle back to original position.

Coach
Place tips of fingers on ball of thumbs - move formation forward from forehead whilst turning in outward arcs to palms diagonally forward.
Coast
Crook right hand index finger and thumb. Move hand down in a wavy motion from head height.

Coat
Place the fingertips of open hands on front of shoulders - simultaneously lift hands off shoulders, close into fists, and place together on centre of chest.

Coathanger
Extend right hand little finger and thumb, tips pointing down - move formation down slightly with stress.

Cockatoo
Place open right hand on head, fingers spread - roll hand forward until fingers point upwards.

Coconut
Place relaxed open hands beside right side of head - shake formation forward and back twice.

Cocoon
Form an 'o' with fingertips and thumb of left hand. Cup right hand on left formation, then slide right hand forward, around, down and off left formation to finish with right fingertips on right thumb, palm up.

Coffee
Form fists with both hands, in front of body - right hand fist moves in small anti-clockwise circles above left fist.

Coffin
Form wholehanded 'c' with left hand, palm right. Move right hand onto top of left hand and move formation down slightly.

Coin
Move thumbtip of right hand fingerspelt 'c' in a circle on palm of open left hand, fingers pointing forward.

Cold
Hold both arms bent, hands in fists - move formation in quick, short sideward movements, several times.

Collapse
Place open hands in front of chest palms facing. Drop fingers at third knuckle.

Collar
Right hand forms fingerspelt 'c' - move tips of formation forward to follow outline of collar, twice.
Collect
Move slightly cupped right hand in two quick sweeping movements over palm of slightly cupped left hand.

College
Move open right hand off open left hand in an upward spiral.

Colombia
Right arm bent at elbow and wrist, palm left, fingers pointing forward - place fingers of open left hand against right elbow.

Colour
Close extended right hand index finger on to the right thumb - rub tips of this formation along the edge of extended left hand index finger, several times.

Comb
Cup right hand, fingers spread - move hand as for combing.

Come
Extend right hand crooked index finger and hold hand in front of body, move hand back in an arc towards centre chest.

Comfort
Place open right hand on top of open left hand, in front of body - brush right hand off left hand then left hand off right.

Comfortable
Place the little finger edge of cupped right hand, fingers spread, on centre chest - move formation in a small circle on chest.

Comic
Place right hand fingertips and thumbtip together on right cheek, flick formation open, twice, quickly.

Comma
Move slightly crooked right hand index finger down in a very small shallow arc from palm down to palm up.

Commit
Form wholehanded 'c' with both hands, open hands whilst rolling to palms up, then raise hands slightly with stress.

Committee
Both hands form fingerspelt 'c' palms facing, tips touching in front of body - move each hand in a small outward arc ending with edge of little fingers touching.
Common
Form wholehanded 'c' palm diagonally back. bounce formation twice.

Commonwealth
Form wholehanded 'c' with both hands. move hands together and interlace fingers.

Communicate
Form wholehanded 'c' with both hands, palms facing. Alternately move formations backwards and forwards.

Community
Tap tips of fingers of open hands together several times whilst moving hands in a clockwise circle.

Company
Make fists with both hands, thumbs extended. place right fist on left fist, then quickly roll formations over and apart and place left fist on right fist.

Compare

Compass

Competition

Complain

Complete

Computer

Conceive
Concentrate  Concern  Concert  Concrete

Conduct  Cone  Conference  Confidence

Confident  Confirm  Confuse  Congratulate

Right hand clasps left hand and moves as for shaking hands, keeping palms facing body.
Connect
Hook crooked index and middle fingers together - pull formation tight.

Conscience
Point extended right hand index finger, very deliberately, towards right side of forehead, twice.

Consider
Describe a small forward circle on right side of forehead with the tip of extended right index finger.

Constitution

Continue
Move extended right hand index finger forward in small circles, fingers point left throughout, palm back.

Contraception
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' and place little finger at edge of this formation on diaphragm, move formation down, slightly then turn to blade forward while moving up.

Contraceptive
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' move formation down diaphragm once.

Control
Form fingerspelt 'c' with both hands, palms facing, right hand forward of left hand - simultaneously move right hand back then forward, left hand forward then back.

Conversation
Hold open hands, palm up, in front of body. In a continuous movement move hand backwards and forwards

Convince
Form fingerspelt 'c' with both hands and hold in front of body, blades down, left in front of right, simultaneously move formations diagonally left with stress.

Cook
Cup both hands, fingers spread - move formations forward and back, slightly

Cool
Place open hands at either side of the face, palms back - move hands in slow fanning action, twice.
Copper
Thumbtip of right hand fingerspelt ‘c’ strikes fingertips of open left hand. thumb closed, blade down, in two small arcs, in front of body.

Copy
While moving open right hand back towards body, close fingers on to thumb, repeat once.

Cord
Thumbtip of right hand fingerspelt ‘c’ moves off left fist, palm up, in an arc to the right.

Cordial
Right hand forms wholehanded ‘c’ palm forward - tilt formation to the left and back to the original position. (pouring action)

Cork
Push ball of right thumb into the index finger and thumb edge of the left fist.

Corn
Extend right hand index finger and place formation palm back in front of chin - roll hand to palm down then return to palm back.

Corner
Place fingertips of both open hands together. fingers at right angles to each other - move formation forward a little with stress.

Correct
Right hand forms wholehanded ‘c’ - tap blade of this formation into palm of open left hand twice.

Correspondence
Place ball of extended right thumb on chin then drop right formation and slide thumb forward and backward on open left hand.

Corridor
Form fingerspelt ‘c’ with both hands and move from shoulder height.

Cost
Move tips of right hand wholehanded ‘c’ down, and off palm of open left hand, palm right.

Costume
Form right hand fingerspelt ‘c’ and move tips of this formation up right side - turning to palm up.
Cot
Hold open right hand fingers spread at chest height, palm left - move formation down with stress.

Cotton
Place fingertips of left hand on left thumb, palm right - close right hand fingertips and thumb on fingertips of left formation and move right hand off to the right, closing fingers on to thumb, repeat once.

Cough
Cup right hand, fingers spread, and place on chest - keeping fingers on chest, roll hand in a circle twice.

Could
Extend right hand index finger and thumb, both pointing forward - while moving hand down diagonally right to left, close finger on to thumb.

Counsel
Hold fingernails of right hand on ball of right thumb and place right wrist on back of relaxed left fist. flick right formation open, twice.

Count
Hold open right hand fingers spread in front of body - continuously wiggle fingers while moving formation diagonally up.

Country
Open right hand, thumb closed - place edge of index finger on temple - move formation down and to the right in a shallow zigzag.

Couple
Right hand index and middle fingers extended - wriggle these back and forth alternately, at about chest height, palm faces body.

Courage
Firmly place fists of both hands on left side of chest - right formation above left.

Course
Place right hand wholehanded 'c' on fingers of open left hand, fingers pointing diagonally up - move right formation in an arc from left fingers to the left palm.

Court
Form wholehanded 'c' with both hands. place formation in front of body. move formations apart, break at wrists with blades diagonally back. then move back towards body.

Cousin
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand - move this formation from the right side of the chin to the left.
Cover
Place open left hand palm down on front of body - move open right hand in an arc to finish, palm down, on left hand.

Cow
Place fists on either side of forehead - simultaneously move both hands out and up in an arc.

Crab
Extend index finger and middle fingers of both hands, palms facing - simultaneously close and open fingers, several times.

Crack
Move open right hand, in a downward zigzag.

Craft
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' and move tips of this formation down left hand in a wavy motion.

Crane
Crook right hand extended index finger, and place right arm against left wrist. drop right hand down and raise again.

Cranky
Place cupped right hand, fingers spread, below chin - partially open and close hand, twice.

Crash
Hit the right fist into the palm of the open left hand.

Crawl
Open left hand, palm up - while moving back of right hand across left palm to fingertips, wiggle index finger and middle fingers simultaneously.

Crayfish
Close and open index fingers and thumbs. twice.

Crayon
Form shallow wholehanded 'c' with right hand - palm diagonally forward - and move left to right across body in a wavy motion.

Crazy
Place tip of right hand extended index finger on forehead - flick hand open and off forehead while turning palm forward.
Cream
Cup left hand - with extended right hand middle and index fingers, make scooping action above left palm, then turn right hand to palm down above left wrist.

Creek
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' move formation back towards body in a wavy motion.

Creep
Open right hand fingers spread - curl fingers twice while moving hand forward slightly, in front of body.

Crept
Open right hand fingers spread - curl fingers twice while moving hand from left to right.

Cricket
With both hands, form the natural gesture for batting.

Crime
Form wholehanded 'c' with left hand. bounce extended right little finger on edge of left formation, twice.

Criminal
Extend right thumb and little finger, stroke tip of thumb backwards off side of neck, twice.

Criticize
Extend little fingers of both hands and move formations simultaneously in alternate forward circles.

Crocodile
Right hand open, palm down, fingers spread - left hand open, palm up, fingers spread, move hands apart, then together again, in the action of opening jaw.

Cross
Bring right hand extended index finger down to cross on left hand extended index finger in front of body.

Crowd
Place second joints of cupped hands together - move formation in a small arc to the right, then left.

Crown
Open both hands, thumbs in - simultaneously move hands down slightly at either side of head.
Crucify
Strike blade of right fist into palm of open left hand - then strike blade of left fist into palm of open right hand.

Cruel
Crook right hand index finger - tap edge of this formation on palm of open left hand, twice.

Crumb
Tap tips of fingers of cupped right hand several times around the palm of open left hand.

Crush
Place right fist, palm down, on left fist, palm up - swivel fists in opposition.

Crust
Place tips of fingers of open right hand in a clockwise circle on the back of the slightly cupped left hand.

Crutch
Natural gesture, as for using crutches.

Cry
Extend index fingers of both hands - place tips of each finger below eyes and stroke down cheeks, twice.

Cub
Form the cub salute.

Cubby
Place fingertips and thumbtips of cupped hands together in front of body - move hands apart and diagonally down, then straight down.

Cucumber
Left hand forms a wholehanded 'c' with palm down - move open right hand down, to brush edge of left thumb and index finger in passing, twice.

Cuddle
Both hands clenched into fists - cross right over left on left side of chest - shake formation slightly side to side.

Cuff
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - move tips across inside of left wrist, left palm facing body.
Culture
Extend left hand index finger, palm right. Move right wholehanded 'c' in a semicircle around left formation to end with palm back.

Cunning
Move thumbtip of right handed whole 'c' down right cheek.

Cup
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand and place with stress in front of body, palm left.

Cupboard
Open both hands and place in front of body, bend hands back, then forward at third knuckles quickly, twice.

Curious
Form fingerspelt 'c' with right hand and tap thumbnail on right cheek, twice

Curl
Extend right hand index finger, palm facing back, moves down in a spiral movement from near the right side of head.

Cursor
Extend right hand index finger and thumb, blade diagonally forward. Move down in front of left side of body whilst closing index finger onto thumb, twice.

Curtain
Both hands open, fingers spread, thumbs in, palms forward, sweep hands down and away.

Cushion
Left hand open, palm right - with right hand fingertips and thumb pointing towards left palm, partially close right hand, twice.

Custard
Place right hand fingerspelt 'c', palm left, in front of cupped left hand, move right hand over left fingertips, ending with right thumb in left palm.

Custom
Form a fist with left hand, bounce right wholehanded 'c' on back of left wrist, twice

Cut
Brush extended right hand index finger across palm of open left hand.
Cute
Stroke tips of extended right index and middle fingers down chin, twice.

Cutlery
Place extended right hand index finger across extended left index finger, whilst moving right hand back towards body open left hand, then place tips of extended right index, middle and ring fingers into palm of open left hand.

Cycle
Form wholehanded 'c' with right hand and move this formation in a clockwise circle.

Cyclone
Hold right cupped hand above left cupped hand. With continuos movement, move both hands in small circles whilst moving up to the right.

Cylinder
Form fingerspelt 'c' with both hands. Move right formation up from above left formation.

Czechoslovakia
Fingerspell 'c' then 'z'.
Dad
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb - tap thumb nail on right side of forehead.

Daddy
Extend right-hand index finger. Other fingertips on ball of thumb - tap thumbnail on side of forehead, twice.

Dairy
Extend index fingers of both hands, other fingers on balls of thumbs. Place thumbnails together. Move formations in forward arcs to meet at thumbnails again.

Dam
Move cupped right hand. Right to left in front of body so that the thumb tip and fingertips end on palm of open left hand.

Damage
Place knuckles of both fists together in front of body, palms back - roll both fists forward to end with palms facing up, fingers spread.

Damp
Close fingertips of both hands onto balls of thumbs rapidly, several times.

Dance
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - drop formation in two short downward arcs while moving left to right.

Danger
Bend all fingers of right hand, fingers spread - swing formation diagonally in front of face, twice.

Dare

Dark

Darling
Deep

Defeat

Defence

Form fists with both hands at left side of body - right palm back, left palm forward. Simultaneously move right hand forward, left hand back, ending with left palm back, right palm forward, then return to original position.

Defend

Definite

Degree

Delay

Defend
Place fists to the left side of body, left in front of right. Move fists forward slightly whilst turning to palms forward.

Definite
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of right thumb. Strike blade of right formation on palm of open left hand.

Degree
Form a wholehanded ‘o’ with the right hand, and place near the chin. Move formation forward slightly with stress.

Delay
Move the blade of the open right hand forward along the palm of open left hand.

Deliberate
Delic peace tip of extended right index finger, palm diagonally forward, on right cheek. Swivel formation to palm back.

Delicious
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - place tip of the index finger at corner of mouth - while moving formation forward, close index finger into fist, thumb remains extended.

Deliht

Deliver
Hold lightly clenched fists in front of body, right closest to body. Whilst opening hands, move formations in an upward arc to the left.
Den
Extend index fingers of both hands - move formation apart and down slightly in front of body.

Denmark
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, and thumb - move formation from left to right in shallow arcs.

Dentist
Crook right-hand index and middle fingers - place tips of fingers on right corner of mouth - move formation down, sharply.

Deny
Place tip of index finger of open right hand on right side of chest. Quickly flick hand forward and close tip of index finger onto tip of thumb.

Deodorant
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb. Move formation in an arc to the right whilst bending index finger.

Depend
Place tip of extended right hand index finger on third knuckles of extended left index finger. Move formation diagonally down to the left with stress.

Depress
Extend left hand index finger, palm faces right. Place palm of open right hand on extended left hand index fingertip and move formation down centre chest.

Depth
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation in a downward arc off palm of open left hand.

Describe
Extend right index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb, and place side of index fingertip on chin - left hand open, thumb in. move right hand over left hand rolling hands around each other in a continuous movement to end with right palm up in front of left hand.

Desert
Hold open left hand in front of body. Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb - slide tips of fingers and thumb to the right along left forearm.

Deserve
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Move formation from in front of right shoulder, diagonally down to the left.

Desire
Move cupped right hand diagonally down from throat closing fingertips on to thumbs.
Desk
Extend index fingers of both hands and place edges together, other fingers on ball of thumbs, palms down - move hands apart and then down.

Dessert
Hit heels of open hands together, twice.

Destroy
Place nails of middle fingers on balls of thumbs, cross hands at wrist in front of body - sweeping hands to either side, flick hands open.

Detective
Place tip of bent middle finger of open right hand below lower lip - tap back of open left hand with tip of bent middle finger, then crook middle finger as it moves sharply up and away.

Detour
Hold extended left index finger in front of body. Move tips of fingers of the open right hand towards left formation then away to the right.

Develop
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Place tips of this formation on left palm in front of body. Move right formation up.

Devil
Extend right hand thumb and little finger - place formation on forehead.

Dew
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb - drop from wrist to palm down while opening hand s to fingers spread.

Diagonal
Move open right hand down on an angle to end with blade of right hand on back of fingers of open left hand.

Diagram
Extend index fingers of both hands, other fingertips on ball of thumbs - with palms forward, move formation down in wriggling motion.

Diamond
Left hand forms fist, palm facing body - right hand extended index finger taps base of left ring finger, twice.

Diaphragm
Place the open right hand on midriff and close to a fist.
**Diary**
Place open left hand in front of body. Extend index finger of right hand, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Slide right formation up open left hand and down back of left hand.

**Dice**
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb - swivel formation in front of body to palm up, fingers spread.

**Dictionary**
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb - move tips of right formation along palm of open left hand, right to left, twice.

**Did**
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb - bring index finger on to thumb.

**Die**
Extend index fingers of both hands and hold slightly above shoulders - keeping hands vertical, drop formation, turning palm forward.

**Diesel**
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - with formation at right side, move in two small forward circles.

**Difference**
Cross extended index fingers of both hands, palms forward. Move formations apart, rapidly, twice.

**Different**
Place edges of index fingers together - while moving hands apart, turn palms up.

**Difficult**
Place tips of crooked right hand index finger and thumb on extended left hand index finger - move formation down diagonally left, with stress.

**Dig**
Position hands as for holding a spade and make gesture of digging.

**Dine**
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb - place thumb at right side of mouth.

**Dinner**
Tap tip of crooked right hand index finger on chin, twice.
Dinosaur
Place tips of middle and ring fingers on ball of left thumb. Move side of extended right index finger to describe two peaks on back of left formation.

Dip
Place fingertips of right hand on to ball of thumb. Move tips of right formation onto back of open left hand and turn to palm up.

Direct
Extend index fingers of both hands, other fingers on ball of thumbs - in continuous movement, move formations forward and back alternately in front of body.

Dirt
Rub palms of both open hands together, in a circular movement.

Disable
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb. Place blade of right formation on back of fingers of open left hand.

Disappear
Cross hands at wrists - bring right fingertips on to right thumbtip and left fingertips on to left thumbtip while quickly sweeping hands to either side.

Disappoint
Crook right hand index and middle fingers - with a sharp movement, straighten fingers and place fingertips into right side of neck.

 Discipline
Extend index fingers of both hands, at left side of

Disconnect
Hook crooked index and middle fingers together. Quickly move hands apart.

Discover
Place tip of extended right hand index finger below right eye whilst opening hand, move diagonally down, and then close to a fist with upward stress.

Discuss
Extend index fingers of both hands and bounce right formation on left

Disease
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Move right formation in two small clockwise circles, above palm of open left hand.
Dish
Place heels of cupped hands together, in front of body - move hands forward in small arcs, bringing fingers together.

Disk
Extend right hand index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Move tips of right formation in a clockwise circle above palm of open left hand then place tips onto left palm.

Dislike
Place fingertips of open right hand on right cheek - twist hand to palm back.

Dissolve
Open both hands, fingers spread slightly at shoulder height. Whilst rolling formations downwards and over, slide thumbs across fingertips to end with palms up and fingers apart in front of body.

Distance
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation forward in a large arc at shoulder height.

Dive
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands. Stand tips of right formation on tips of left formation in front of body - move right formation up and off left hand to end with right formation pointing up.

Divide
Bend middle finger of open left hand forward slightly - move blade of open right hand behind bent finger, twice in a chopping action.

Divorce
Extended index fingers touch in front of body - move hands apart in downward arcs. Turning palms to either side.

Dizzy
Alternately move both open hands in circles in front of face.

Do
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb - drop index finger on to ball of thumb, palm down.

Doctor
Extend right hand thumb, index and middle fingers - hold left wrist with right hand formation.

Does
Extend right hand middle and index fingers, with other fingertips on ball of thumb - drop index and middle finger on to thumb.
Dog
Hit thigh with open right hand, twice.

Doll
Bend left arm and close fist - place palm of open right hand under left elbow and swivel left fist, twice.

Dollar
Place right hand wholehanded 'c' over open left hand - right fingers on left index finger and right thumb on blade of left hand. Move right hand forward and off left hand.

Done
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, other fingertips on ball of thumb - bring index and middle fingers on to thumb.

Donkey
Open both hands, thumbtits extended, place thumbtits on temples - simultaneously drop and raise fingers twice.

Dont
With both hands open. Place left hand fingernails on heel of right hand - tap back of left hand with right fingers, twice.

Door
In continuos movement, move open hands up and down alternately, several times, while keeping hands close to body.

Dot
Crooked right index finger taps back of relaxed left hand, palm down.

Double
Extend right and left index and middle fingers, fingers apart, tap tips of the formation together, twice.

Doubt
Extend right hand index finger, other fingers on ball of thumb - tips of this formation draw a circle on the back of left fist, palm back in front of body.

Doughnut
Left hand forms wholehanded 'o' - right hand index finger extended, other fingertips on ball of thumb - right fingertips draw a circle around left 'o' in front of body.
Down
Move open right hand down.

Downward
Place bent open hands in front of body - move formation down.

Dozen
Tap extended right hand index and middle fingers on ball of right thumb, twice.

Dragon
Make fists with thumbs extended. Place thumbtips on either side of nose - move diagonally down and forward while opening both hands.

Drain
Open left hand, fingers spread - slide fingers of open right hand between left middle and ring fingers.

Drama
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' and place in front of chin - twist formation quickly down to the right and back.

Drank
Form right hand fingerspelt 'c' - place beside the mouth and tilt back.

Draw
Place tips of right index and middle fingers on thumb. Move formation back towards body.

Drawer
Hold both hands, palms up, as for gripping handles of drawers - move formation back, then slightly forward.

Dream
Move tips of right hand extended index and middle fingers in small forward circles on right temple.

Dreamt
Move tips of fingers of open right hand in small circles on right temple.

Dress
Place right hand index fingertip on right thumbtip - bounce this formation on right lapel, twice.
Dressing gown
Place tips of right hand index and middle fingers on ball of right thumb - move formation back towards body in a semi-circular arc to the left.

Drew
Extend right hand index finger and other fingertips on ball of right thumb. Move tips of right formation back along edge of extended index finger, then forward.

Drill
Shape right hand as for holding a glass - tilt to mouth as for drinking.

Drink
Shape right hand as for holding a glass - tilt to mouth as for drinking.

Drip
Move fingertip of crooked right hand index finger downwards firmly, twice.

Drive
Hold fists as for holding a steering wheel - move formation forward, with a slight stress.

Drizzle
Hold open hands at about shoulder height, palms down, and wriggle fingers.

Drop
Close fingertips of right hand on to ball of right thumb - open hand while moving down slightly.

Drove
Hold fists in front of body as for 'drive' - move formation forward, then forward again.

Drown
Move right hand fingers, slightly spread, down between fingers and thumb of cupped left hand, closing right fingers on to ball of right thumb.

Drug
Bump fists together in front of body, twice.

Drum
Open both hands and make a 'drumming' movement in front of body.
**Drunk**
Extend right hand thumb and little finger - place thumb beside mouth and tilt formation back.

**Dry**
Place open left hand, palm up, on open right hand, palm up - while moving hands out to either side, close thumbs on to middle fingers.

**Duck**
Extend right hand index and middle finger, and thumb - place back of hand on chin - close fingers on to ball of thumb, twice.

**Duckling**
Hold left arm across body, hand open - right arm above left with right hand index, middle fingers and thumb extended. Close index and middle fingers on to thumb, twice.

**Due**
Stroke tip of extended right hand index finger along palm of open left hand back toward body.

**Dug**
Place thumb edge of right fist on blade of open left hand - move hands down together and 'throw' back toward left shoulder.

**Dull**
Place open hands, fingers spread, palms forward in front of body - slowly move formations together ending with right formation behind left.

**Dummy**
Place tips of right index finger and thumb together on chin.

**Dump**
Hold right fist at waist height in front of right side of body. Whilst moving hand back, flick formation open, to end with palm facing back.

**During**
Fingertips of open right hand, palm up, move from palm of open left hand, in a shallow downward arc from left to right.

**Dust**
Fingertips of open right hand lightly brush forward on extended left index finger, twice.

**Duty**
Extend right index finger, other fingertips on ball of thumb. Tap fingertips on right shoulder, twice.
Dye

Both hands form 'o' with thumb and index finger, other fingers apart - drop formation down slightly, then move up.
**E**
- Extend right hand index finger - move formation in slow sweeping arcs from left to right.

**Each**
- Place third knuckle of crooked right hand index finger on chin - roll hand down in forward arc, twice.

**Eagle**
- Grasp lobe of ear with right hand crooked index finger and thumb.

**Ear**
- Grasp lobe of ear with right hand crooked index finger and thumb.

**Early**
- Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger. Flick thumb up once, while dropping formation from the wrist.

**Earn**
- Hold open right hand at waist height in front of body. Close right formation to a fist whilst moving back to finish with blade of hand against body.

**Earth**
- Run balls of thumbs across tips of fingers while moving hands apart, in front of body.

**Easel**
- Place tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers on left fingers - move right hand off left diagonally down to the right.

**East**
- Fingerspell 'e' and move formation to the right.

**Easter**
- Move tip of extended right hand index finger down back of relaxed left hand, then across back of left hand.

**Easy**
- Flick tip of right thumb off tip of right index finger, twice.

**Eat**
- Close right hand fingertips on to ball of thumb - tap tip of formation on chin, twice.
Echidna
Place open right hand fingers spread and pointing to left elbow at left wrist - swivel right hand to fingers pointing up.

Edge
Move fingertips of the open right hand along the edge of the open left hand, from wrist to fingertips.

Edit
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands. Whilst moving hands to the right, place right fingers on left, twice.

Educate
Close tips of fingers onto balls of thumbs. Move both hands forward from the forehead while turning to palms forward - bounce twice.

Egg
Tap edge of extended right hand index and middle fingers between middle and ring fingers of left fist, once.

Either
Extend left hand index and middle fingers (fingers spread) - tap tip of right hand extended index finger on tip of left index, then left middle finger.

Elastic
Place together tips of index fingers and thumbs. Simultaneously move formation as if stretching elastic.

Elbow
Point to elbow with right hand index finger.

Elect
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Whilst moving this formation back towards the shoulder, close finger and thumb.

Electric
Left hand forms a wholehanded ’o’. extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place tips into the side of the left hand index finger and thumb.

Elephant
Place index finger edge of right fist in front of nose - move formation forward and down in an arc.

Elevator
Slide right fist up palm of open left hand, palm right.
Else
Run tip of extended right hand index finger across fingertips if of open left hand, fingers spread - start at little finger.

Embarrass
Place tip of extended right hand index finger near right side of face - move hand up while opening and spreading fingers.

Emergency
Cross extended index fingers in front of left shoulder. Move formation forward diagonally to the right.

Emotion
Describe a circle on centre chest with bent right hand middle fingertip.

Employ
Place right hand fingertips on edge of right thumb - sweep this formation back and forth in a shallow arc on back of left hand.

Empty
Clap open right hand down on to palm of open left hand. While moving right hand down and away to the right, turn left hand down and away to the left.

Emu
Place right hand index and middle fingers on thumb - move formation forward and back at right shoulder height.

Encourage
Simultaneously 'push' open hands forward in decreasing circular movement.

End
Extend left hand little finger - move open right hand up between left hand and body and finish with edge of right little finger resting on end of left little finger.

Enemy
Extend right hand and left hand little fingers, palm back in front of body - move fingertips sharply towards each other, but do not touch.

Energy
Place left arm diagonally across body. Hand in a fist. With tip of extended right hand index finger, palm forward. Describe an arc from left upper arm to elbow, to end palm back.

Engage
Tap middle finger tip of open right hand twice, on back of ring finger of open left hand, fingers slightly spread.
**Engine**
Move fists alternately up and down in front of body - left fist in front of right fist.

**England**
Rub edge of tip of right hand index finger backwards and forwards on extended left hand index finger.

**English**
Rub ball of extended right hand index finger on back of extended left index finger, several times.

**Enjoy**
Extend right thumb and describe a small circular movement on chest.

**Enormous**
Extend thumbs of both hands and hold right hand a little behind left. Simultaneously move right hand back in an arc toward right shoulder, and left hand forward slightly.

**Enough**
Extend both thumbs - simultaneously move hands in small outward circles.

**Enquire**
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together, other fingers spread. Move formation (blade down) down from right corner of mouth to end with an anti-clockwise circle.

**Enter**
Hold open left hand, palm down, tips pointing back, under left hand toward body.

**Entrance**
Form flat fingerspelt 'c' with left hand, fingers pointing right. Bend right hand, and move into left formation, once.

**Envelope**
Place blade of open right hand on left hand index finger edge, palms back - roll right hand down to close right palm on to left palm.

**Equal**
Extend right hand crooked index finger and move in a straight line from left to right.

**Equip**
Hold open hands, fingers pointing up and spread in front of chest. Drop formations to interlace fingers.
Erect
Flick right hand index and middle fingers upwards from ball of right thumb at about shoulder height.

Escalator
Stand extended right hand index and middle fingers on index finger of open left hand, fingers spread - move formation up to the left.

Escape
Extend right hand index finger - move formation forward and under palm of open left hand, brushing left palm with back of right hand.

Estimate
Place tips of right fingers on right thumb, palm forward. Rock formation from side to side, at wrist twice.

Europe
Place right hand fingertips on thumb, palm forward - move hand from left to right in front of body in a 'loop the loop' movement.

Even
Both hands bent - right hand index finger edge touches left hand little finger edge - right hand moves forward.

Evening
Drop open right hand and arm slightly down across chest with stress, till fingertips point diagonally up - palm back throughout.

Ever
Place tip of right hand index finger into palm of open left hand - move right formation to the right in small circles.

Every
Move fingers of the open right hand in a half circle, to close on to right thumb

Exact
Move right fist, thumb extended, in a circle above the left palm - then move formation down sharply onto and off the left palm

Examination
Place fingertips of both hands on edge of thumbs, hold formations apart in front of the body, right blade forward, left blade down - simultaneously tilt right hand down, left hand back, then right hand back, left hand down.

Examine
Place tips of index fingers below eyes. whilst moving hands forward, change formations to extended thumb and little fingers, palms down. simultaneously rock formations.
Example
Whilst moving extended fingers and thumb of right hand from extended left index finger back towards the body, close right fingertips on to thumb.

Excellent
Extend thumbs of both hands - sweep right hand formation forward touching thumbtips in passing and end with right hand open and fingers spread.

Except
Extend left hand index and middle finger in front of body - with right hand extended index finger 'fold' left middle finger down on to left thumb.

Excite
In a continuous movement, move fingertips of both hands up an down the chest, alternately, keeping fingers bent throughout.

Excursion
Crook right hand index finger, palm forward. in a continuous movement, move formation forward, turn to palm back and move back towards shoulder.

Excuse
Cross extended index fingers of both hands in front of body - move formation forward with stress.

Exercise
Place tip of right hand index finger on tip of left hand index finger - then roll hands over while moving fingers apart, to finish with tip of right index finger.

Exit
Form wholehanded 'c' with left hand and bend open right hand at third knuckles. place fingertips of right formation in left hand, then move right hand away to the right.

Expect
Place right hand fingertips on thumb. tap finger nails of this formation on right side of forehead, then turn formation to finish with base of index finger on forehead.

Expense
Place ball of right thumb into crooked right hand index finger - while moving right formation off palm of open left hand, open right hand and shake sideways, twice.

Experience
Place right wholehanded 'c' formation at right side of head - move hand back while closing fingertips on to thumb.

Expert
While moving open right hand forward to bounce off palm of open left hand, turn both hands to palm forward, fingers pointing up.
Explain
Place fingertips of open right hand on chin - left hand open in front of body. move right hand over left hand. then roll hands around each other in a continuous movement ending with right palm up in front of left hand.

Explode
Place fingertips of both hands on balls of thumbs. quickly move hands up whilst flicking hands open.

Explore
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and place by right eye, palm back - move hand down, then in a small circle, then away to the right.

Expression
Place thumbtips into crooked index fingers, and hold hands on either side of face. alternately move hands up and down.

Extra
Place fingers on balls of thumbs, palms facing, right hand index finger extended - while closing index finger on to right thumb bring hands together to meet at tips.

Eye
Point to right eye.
**F**
Circle face with tip of right hand extended index finger, once.

**Face**
Move blade of open right hand sharply down onto palm of open left hand - move hands apart with stress to finish with palms up.

**Fact**
Place edge of index fingers of open hands together at left side of body. Move right hand diagonally down to the right, then repeat action with the right hand further right.

**Factory**
Quickly drop open hands to the opposite elbows.

**Fail**
Extend little fingers of both hands. Cross hands in front of body. Whilst moving hands apart turn to palms diagonally forward.

**Faint**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - place tip of index finger below right eye - while moving hand forward, close index finger, finishing with only the thumb extended.

**Fairy**
Extend index fingers of both hands - cross hands in front of body, thumbs joining. Flutter extended fingers, twice.

**Fair**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, and stand in palm of open left hand - flip right hand off left palm to the right and down, ending with right extended fingers pointing up.

**False**
Brush tip of extended right hand index finger across and off chin, with stress.

**Fall**
Extend both thumbs and place tips on centre of forehead - simultaneously move hands to either side and off head, opening hands to palm forward.

**Family**
Form fingerspelt "f" at chest height with palms facing away from body - move hands in a small circle to end with palms facing body.
Fan
Hold right hand as for holding a fan - wave formation from side to side, at right side of face.

Far
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - move formation forward in 2 small arcs.

Fare
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Move the back of this formation forward off the palm of the open left hand.

Farm
Fingerspell 'f' then separate hands and move in small downward arcs, finishing with left index and middle fingers on top of right index and middle fingers.

Farmer
Extend index and middle fingers of each hand - tap side of right middle finger on the left side of left index finger, twice.

Fashion
Place the edge of index fingers of open hands, thumbs in, on cheeks. Move formations diagonally down in a wavy motion.

Fast
Move extended right hand index finger in a downward arc, turning to palm down, touching tip of left extended index finger in passing.

Fasten
Extend middle and index fingers of both hands, palm back. Move right formation to the left along the left formation.

Fat
Cup both hands, and place formations beside either cheek - simultaneously roll both hands forward to palms back.

Father
Fingerspell 'F' quickly, twice.

Fault
Hit palm of open left hand with extended little finger of right hand.

Favour
Place right thumb on edge of right index finger, other fingers spread. Tap back of thumb of this formation on left side of chest, twice.
Favourite
Extend thumb of left fist and tap ball of thumb with extended right hand index and middle fingers, twice.

Fawn
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Stroke tip of right index finger of this formation down back of open left hand to finish right palm down.

Fear
Open both hands, palm facing - shake formation form the wrist.

Feather
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread - sweep formation from chest height in an arc to right, then in an arc to the left.

Fed
Place thumbs in crooked index fingers, left hand slightly in front of right hand - move formation forward.

Feed
Place thumbs in crooked index fingers, left hand slightly in front of right hand - move formation forward in small arcs, twice.

Feel
Move fingertips of open right hand up right side of body from waist once.

Feet
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and 'trace' around open left hand, starting form right thumb.

Fell
Right hand index and middle fingers stand on palm of open left hand - slip right hand into a fist, then drop on to left palm.

Felt
While moving fingertips of open right hand up from waist, close hand to a fist.

Female
Form 'o' with fingers and thumb of left hand in front of body, place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread - move tip of index finger of this formation up from left fingertips.

Fence
Place little fingers of open hands together, thumbs in - simultaneously move hands apart.
Fertile
Place left fingertips on to ball of left thumb. move fingertips of slightly cupped right hand in a shallow arc to meet tips of left formation.

Fertilize
Place left fingertips on to ball of left thumb. move fingertips of slightly cupped right hand in a shallow arc to meet tips of left formation, then turn right hand to palm down.

Few
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together - move tip of formation down and off chin.

Fiction
Extend right index finger, other fingernails on bal of thumb. in a backward circular movement, brush right side of head twice with thumbnail of right formation.

Field
Place ball of right thumb on edge of index finger, other fingers spread - move formation in an anti clockwise circle to the right side of chest.

Fight
Place fist as for fist fight.

Figure
Place thumbs on edge of index finger other fingers spread. Move these formations down from chest in a wavy motion.

File
Open left hand in front of body, fingers together - brush left fingertips in a downward motion with inside of right fingers, twice.

Fill
Left hand forms wholehanded 'c' with fingers pointing right - raise open right hand, palm down, to top of left formation.

Film
Place open right hand on thumb of open left hand, palm diagonally back - rock from side to side, slightly.

Filth
Brush heel of open right hand, fingers spread, off left hand, fingers spread, twice, with stress.

Final
Sweep open right hand, palm down, in a circle from end of fingers of open left hand up over left wrist and finish with right fingers tapping tips of left fingers, once.
Find
Extend right hand index finger - place tip of finger under right eye, and move off face, closing into a fist.

Fine
Place ball of thumb into crooked right index finger, at right shoulder height - move hand to the right in an arc while opening and spreading fingers.

Finger
Grasp index finger of left hand with right thumb and index finger.

Fingernail
Point to index fingernail of left hand with extended right hand index finger.

Finish
Extend right thumb - rock formation, several times sideways.

Fire
Open both hands - rock right hand formation while moving up from palm of open left hand.

First
Extend right hand index finger - while keeping formation vertical, move it straight up turning to palm back.

Fish
Cross open hands at wrists and wiggle fingers of both hands simultaneously.

Fit
Form 'o' with right hand thumb and index fingers, other fingers spread - place this formation over left fist, palm back in front of body.

Fix
Tap third joints of left fist with extended right hand index and middle fingers, twice.

Flag
Point left hand extended index finger into wrist of open right hand and flap right hand back and forth.

Flame
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread, 'flutter' right hand formation up in front of open left hand.
Flash
Form fingerspelt 'f' with palms facing body - open hands so that palms face diagonally forward.

Flat
Move open right hand from left to right at chest height.

Flavour
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Stroke chin with tip of right index finger, twice.

Flesh
Shake right hand slightly whilst pinching the skin of the back of the open left hand.

Flew
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread - turn hand to palm back as it moves back towards shoulder.

Float
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Place right hand on back open left hand. Move this formation forward.

Flood
Flutter fingers of both hands while moving up to chest height.

Floor
Both hands open, thumbs in, index fingers touching - move hands apart.

Floral
Bounce cupped right hand whilst moving in a clockwise circle.

Flour
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended right hand index finger, other fingers spread - swivel this formation to the left, twice.

Flow
Move open hands diagonally forward in a wavy motion.

Flower
Place tips of extended right hand index finger and thumb together - place tip of this formation on right side of chin, then on left side of chin.
Flown
Right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread, place near waist, palm back - move formation forward and slightly right while turning hand to palm forward.

Fluid
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Form an 'o' with the left hand. Move right formation palm forward in a downward arc towards the left hand.

Fluke
Flick middle finger of open right hand off right thumb once, whilst moving hand forward from nose.

Fly
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread - move in an arc down towards left side.

Foal
Extend left hand index and middle fingers and 'stand' tips of right hand index and middle fingers at base of left hand index finger - move formation forward in two small arcs.

Foam
Place cupped right hand above palm of open left hand. Move right hand formation in a small tight spiral up from left palm.

Foetus
Place right thumb on edge of right index finger, other fingers spread. Place formation on abdomen, then move downwards in a small arc to end with edge of little finger on abdomen.

Fog
Place thumbs on edge of extended index fingers, other fingers spread, in front of chest. Move hands to cross at wrist in front of body.

Fold
Open both hands, thumbs in, palms up - turn left hand to palm down - perform same action with right hand but end on back of left hand.

Follow
Extend index finger and thumb of right hand and place tip of index finger on forehead. Whilst moving formation forward close to a fist with thumb extended.

Fond
Close right hand fingertips on to ball of thumb move formation in small circles in front of chin.
Fool
Place tip of thumb of right open hand, fingers spread on forehead, and wiggle fingers.

Foot
Extend right hand index finger and trace around open left hand starting at left thumb.

Football
Extend index fingers of both hands - while swinging left hand formation back and right hand formation forward, touch index fingertips in passing.

For
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - cross middle finger over index - while rolling hand to almost palm up, flick fingers apart.

Force
Extend index fingers of both hands. Hold formations in front of body, left hand slightly in front of right. Simultaneously move formations forward and diagonally down with stress.

Forehead
Tap forehead with fingertips of right hand.

Foreign
Hold left hand, palm back, diagonally across body. Place thumb of right hand on edge of right hand index finger, other fingers spread, and move right formation in a small circle on back of left forearm near elbow.

Forest
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread. Move right arm down left arm, hand open, in two shallow arcs.

Forgave
Place tip of right hand middle finger below lower lip - place right hand first knuckles on slightly closed left palm.

Forget
Close right hand fingers on to ball of right thumb and place formation near right side of head - flick formation open while moving away from head.

Forgive
Place tip of right hand middle finger below lower lip - move first knuckles of partially closed right fist in small circles of left palm.

Forgot
Close fingertips on to ball of thumb and place formation near right side of head - flick formation open and move hand forward, turning to palm forward.
Fork
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and jab into palm of open left hand, twice.

Form
Place back of extended right index and middle fingers on extended left index and middle fingers. Simultaneously move right hand back towards body and left hand forward slightly.

Fortnight
Extend index and middle finger of right hand - bounce heel of this formation forward off fist of left hand.

Forward
Both hands open, fingers bent, thumbs closed - move formation forward.

Fought
Back of right fist hits inside of left wrist, left hand in a fist.

Found
Place fingertips of open right hand on right cheek - move hand forward while closing into a fist.

Fountain
Place right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb and place on top of left fist. Move right hand up to right, then open and wriggle fingers while moving hand down.

Fox
Move open right hand forward from face, closing fingers on to thumb.

Fraction
Wriggle fingers of open right hand near upper chest - move hand down, wriggle fingers again.

Frame
Form flat wholehanded 'c's with both hands. Place hands together then move hands to trace the shape of a rectangle.

France
Move tips of right hand fingerspelt 'c' across body from left shoulder to right side of waist.

Free
Simultaneously bounce tips of thumbs of both open hands on chest, twice.
Freeze
Right hand open, fingers spread - move formation in towards body while curling fingers to cupped hand.

Fresh
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread - sweep blade of right hand formation off back relaxed left hand to end palm down.

Friction
Rub extended right index and middle fingers firmly across back of extended left index finger and middle fingers, twice.

Friend
Clasp left fist with right hand and rock formation backward and forward slightly, twice.

Fright
Cup right hand and bounce fingertips on upper chest, twice.

Frog
Tap back of open right hand under chin, twice.

From
Open right hand at right shoulder level, palm forward - close fingers onto thumb as formation moves across to left shoulder.

Front
Move open right hand with stress around open left hand fingertips ending with right hand in front of left hand.

Frost
Place right hand thumb on the edge of extended index finger, other fingers spread and place on back of open left hand - move right formation forward.

Froze
Hold open right hand, palm left, in front of right side of body - move formation back toward body, while bending fingers and thumb in a claw formation.

Fruit
Crook index and middle fingers of both hands - move right formation up back of left formation and over towards left wrist.

Frustrate
Simultaneously move fingertips of cupped hands in alternate circles on body.
Fry
Place right hand thumb on edge of extended index finger, other fingers extended, move formation forward then back at right side.

Full

Fun

Funeral

Fur

Furious

Furniture

Fuss

Future
**G**

**Gallop**
Alternately bend and straighten index and middle fingers of right hand while moving hand forward in small arcs.

**Game**
Make fists with thumbs extended - place formations together with knuckles touching - rotate fists alternately, backward and forward.

**Garage**
Place extended index fingers and thumbs of both hands together in front of body - move hands apart then down.

**Garden**
Both hands form an "o" with index fingers and thumbs, palms down - roll formations so that palms are facing - repeat twice.

**Gas**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and form left hand wholehanded "C" - move right hand up in a "wavy" motion from just above left formation.

**Gate**
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, fingers apart - place fingertips of both hands together in front of body. Swing right hand formation forward, then back to original position.

**Gave**
Move right and left fists, forward from body in a shallow arc.

**Gene**
Place left fingertips onto ball of left thumb. Extend thumb and index finger of right hand. Place tip of right index finger against left formation. Move right formation forward in two small arcs.

**General**
Form flat "c" with right hand index finger and thumb and place in front of body. Sweep formation back towards body in a horizontal circle to the left.

**Generous**
With right thumb extended, tap left chest twice with the fingertips of the right hand, then move right hand forward to end in a fist with thumb extended.

**Genius**
Place tips of fingers of cupped right hand near right forehead. Move formation upward and forward slightly with stress.
Gentle
Move open right hand, palm diagonally forward, in a large forward circle.

Germ
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and move formation in small circles above palm of open left hand, fingers diagonally forward.

Germany
Extend right hand index finger - place formation on head.

Get
Place open left hand in front of body - bring open right hand back on to left palm while closing right hand into a fist.

Ghana
Form flat "c" with right hand index finger and thumb. Move right hand to left along open left hand brushing back of right index finger on left palm.

Ghost
Move open right hand, fingers spread, in a circle over left fist and close fingers on to thumb as it moves upward.

Giant
Move back of extended right thumb up and away from left fist.

Gift
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Whilst moving hands forward, place blade of right formation on palm of open left hand.

Giggle
Form fingerspelt "c" with right hand. Move hand quickly back and forth in front of chin.

Giraffe
Close right hand middle and ring fingertips on to right thumb - hold above head height with palm facing down.

Girl
Extend right hand index finger - stroke left cheek with edge of finger, twice.

Give
Move open hands forward simultaneously, in shallow arc.
Glad
Form flat "c" with right hand index finger and thumb - move in two forward circles on right chest, thumb stroking chest each time.

Glass
Move right hand wholehanded "c" down on edge of index finger of open left hand.

Glasses
With extended right hand index fingertip, describe a line around the right eye and back over right ear.

Globe
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands with thumbs almost touching - move hands in a circle in front of body.

Glory
Extend thumbs of both hands. Rock formations slightly whilst moving both hands upwards and towards each other from shoulder height.

Glove
Move open right hand down over left hand, right thumb on inside of left hand.

Glue
Slap fingers of open right hand on to palm of open left hand. While keeping right fingertips on left palm, move right hand very slightly up and down.

Go
Swing open right hand forward.

Goal-football
Football drop blade of open right hand down once, between middle and ring fingers of open left hand.

Goal
Make a fist with the right hand and place under chin - whilst turning to palm down, move formation forward.

Goat
Make a fist with the right hand and place under chin - whilst turning to palm down, move formation from left shoulder to the right in an upward arc, turning to palm forward.

God
Extend right hand index finger, palm left - move formation from left shoulder to the right in an upward arc, turning to palm forward.
**Gold**
Make a fist with each hand - swing right fist above left fist, then bounce off left fist.

**Golf**
Swing both hands as though playing a stroke.

**Gone**
Open right hand in front of body - while moving hand forward in an arc close to a fist.

**Good**
Extend thumb of right hand, move formation forward slightly with stress.

**Goose**
Right hand index finger and thumb extended, left hand open, palm down - place right forearm on to left wrist.

**Gooseberry**
Tap blade of right fist on edge of extended left hand little finger, then grip left hand little finger with fingers and thumb of right hand - twist right formation from palm down to palm back.

**Gorilla**
Beat clenched fists against chest, alternately.

**Gossip**
Move right hand away from mouth while simultaneously closing fingers on to right thumb, twice.

**Got**
While closing open right hand into a fist, bring it back towards body and on to left fist.

**Govern**
Place right fist on back of open left hand - move formation forward.

**Grab**

**Gram**
**Grand**
Move right fist to the right, off left fist.

**Grape**
Place extended left hand index fingertip on to ball of left thumb - form same formation with right hand - move tip of right hand formation from left formation, to mouth, twice.

**Grapefruit**
Form left hand wholehanded "C". With tips of extended right hand index finger and thumb inside left "c", describe a semi-circle from tip of left index finger to base of thumb.

**Graph**
Extend right hand index finger and describe a line graph.

**Grass**
Move back of open right hand fingers spread, along left arm towards fingertips.

**Grasshopper**
Hop" crooked right hand index and middle fingers along back of left arm three times - left hand forms a fist.

**Grateful**
Place tips of fingers of open right hand on chin and tips of open left hand on left side of chest. Simultaneously move hands forward with stress.

**Grave**
Cross and then uncross open hands in front of body.

**Gravy**
Tilt right fist to "pour" on to palm of open left hand.

**Grease**
Sweep fingers of open right hand between extended left hand index finger and thumb and back towards body.

**Great**
Form flat "c" with index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Cross formations at wrists then move them apart in upward arcs.

**Greece**
Cross extended index fingers in front of body.
**Greed**
Make an outward grasping movement with right hand closing it into a fist. Then knock knuckles of this fist on right side of neck, twice.

**Green**
Place blade of open right hand on wrist of left arm - move formation up to upper arm.

**Grew**
Place fingertips on ball of right thumb - move right formation up through cupped left hand, while opening hand, spreading fingers and turning to palm forward.

**Grey**
Place palm of open right hand on right cheek and move in two small forward circles.

**Grill**
Both hands open, thumbs in, fingers spread, left palm down, right palm up - move right hand across back of left hand towards body.

**Groom**
Grasp the open left hand, palm down, with the right hand.

**Ground**
Place right fist in front of body, then move down and to right while opening hand, finishing with fingers closed and palm down.

**Group**
Both hands open, thumbs in - place index fingers together, then describe a forward circle to finish with little fingers together.

**Grow**
Right hand fingertips and thumb together and place between left hand fingers and thumb - move right hand up, slowly opening hand and spreading fingers.

**Growl**
Move cupped right hand forward, with stress, from in front of throat.

**Grudge**
Move tips of fingers of cupped right hand in a small circle on the body.

**Guard**
Extend index fingers of both hands and cross wrists - move formation down slightly with stress.
Guess
Form fingerspelt "c" with right hand - rock formation in front of body

Guest
Form flat "c" with right hand, index finger and thumb in front of body - move in a downward arc back towards the chest to end with palm up

Guide
Form Guide salute

Guilt
Tap edge of extended right hand little finger on left side of chest, twice

Guitar
Hold imaginary guitar with left hand and strum with right hand

Gum
Form flat "c" with right hand index finger and thumb. Trace along jaw line towards right ear.

Gun
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - bend thumb forward quickly, twice

Gym
Form fists with both hands at shoulder height - simultaneously move formations up slightly, then down to original position.
Habit
Form fists with both hands and cross formations at wrists - right palm facing slightly forward. Move formation down slightly.

Had
While moving open right hand back towards shoulder, close hand into a fist.

Hail
Form flat "c" with index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Move formations diagonally left from right shoulder.

Hair
Place tip of right thumb into right crooked index finger and shake formation at side of head, twice.

Hairdresser
Extend right hand index and middle fingers apart - move in a rocking motion from front of head to the back.

Half
Move the blade of the open right hand across the palm of the open left hand, once.

Hall
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - move both formations forward.

Halve
In one movement, draw blade of open right hand across left palm and forward off left fingers.

Ham
Hold extended index, middle and ring fingers of left hand between extended index and middle fingers and thumb of right hand in front of body.

Hammer
With right fist, perform the natural gesture of hammering.

Hand
Clutch your right hand with your left.
Handicap
Extend right index and middle fingers. Place blade of this formation palm left on back of fingers of open left hand.

Handkerchief
Close right index and middle fingers on to right thumb near nose, twice.

Handle
Crook right index and middle fingers - move formation down.

Handsome
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - move tip of index finger down forehead and nose, then move hand forward, closing index finger only.

Hang
Place crooked right hand index finger on crooked left hand index finger, right palm down, left palm up - move formation down.

Happen
Extend right hand index finger and move it down and under open left hand to finish in front of left hand.

Happy
In a continuous movement, clap slightly cupped hands together, bounce apart to move in small outward circles, then clap again and end with hands apart.

Harbour
Form left hand wholehanded "c". move open right hand inside left formation starting at left fingertips

Hard
Press ball of extended right hand thumb into palm of open left hand, moving formation diagonally left, with stress

Has
Open right hand fingers apart, palm facing left - close hand to a fist while moving hand down

Hat
Tap head with fingertips of open right hand twice

Hatch
Place tips of extended middle and index fingers together, blades diagonally forward, move fingers up and apart, to end with fingers pointing up.
Hate
Open both hands and move up the body - simultaneously turn to palms forward and move formation forward, left hand in front of right hand.

Have
Cup right hand, fingers apart - drop hand while closing into a fist.

Hay
Both hands open, fingers spread, thumbs in - move right hand behind left hand in upward arcs - hands cross at wrists.

He
Drop open right hand down slightly from wrist.

Head
Tap top of head with open right hand.

Headphone
Cup hands over ears.

Heal
Extend thumbs of both hands, slide thumb tips down and off chest with palms forward.

Health
Tap open right hand, thumb extended, on side of chest, twice.

Heap
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, place edge of right, middle finger on left palm and move in an arc to end of fingers.

Hear
Place fingertip of extended right hand index finger on the right ear.

Heard
Tap fingertips of open right hand on right ear, once.

Hearing-aid
Place right hand crooked index finger behind right ear and move down slightly.
Hearing
Place tip of extended right hand index finger on right ear, then move fingertip to corner of the mouth.

Heart
Open right hand and tap fingertips on left side of chest, twice.

Heat
Extend right hand index finger and middle fingers - move formation left to right in front of chest.

Heaven
Move open right hand towards body over open left hand in circular movement, whilst left hand moves under right hand also in a circular movement, then simultaneously sweep each hand to either side - finish with palms facing.

Heavy
Simultaneously move both open hands up and down slowly, twice - slight emphasis on the downward movement.

Heel
Tap tips of right hand fingers on heel of open left hand, twice.

Height
Place edge of extended right index and middle fingers on palm of open left hand, move right formation up, slightly.

Held
Close right hand around left fist.

Helicopter
Place open right hand, fingers apart, on top of extended left hand index fingertip. whilst rocking right hand, move formation up.

Hello
Move open right hand, palm forward, in an arc to the right.

Help
Place right hand into left hand, palms together - move formation forward.

Hen
Place tips of right hand index and middle fingers on ball of right thumb. tap tips of this formation on to palm of open left hand, twice.
**Her**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move hand forward slightly.

**Herd**
Form "o" with right hand middle and ring fingers and thumb, other fingers extended. Move formation in a horizontal circle.

**Here**
Move extended right hand index finger downwards in front of body, twice.

**Hereditary**
Place back of open right hand on fingers of open left hand. Move right hand diagonally to the right in shallow arcs.

**Hero**
Firmly place index finger edge of right fist on left side of chest.

**Hi**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - while closing hand to a fist swing hand to palm forward with little finger extended.

**Hid**
Move right fist across, with stress, to position between open left hand and body.

**Hide**
Hold both hands open, thumbs in - move right hand across, with stress, to position between left hand and body, right palm left, left palm right.

**High**
Move open right hand up from palm of open left hand.

**Hike**
Move thumbs of both fists very slightly down either side of chest, with stress.

**Hill**
Move the open right hand in a small arc from left to right at about shoulder height - fingers point forward throughout.

**Him**
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - move formation in a small forward and downward arc ending with fingers pointing forward.
**Hip**
Point to hip with extended right hand index finger.

**Hippopotamus**
Both hands open, fingers together, index fingers touch each side of chin - move in an outward circle to finish with little fingers touching.

**Hire**
Extend left hand index and middle fingers, palm down. Grasp this formation between right hand extended index and middle fingers and thumb - move both hands back towards body.

**His**
Move right hand fist forward and down slightly or towards person spoken about.

**History**
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands in a continuous movement, roll formations around each other towards right shoulder, ending with right hand over shoulder.

**Hit**
Move open right hand right to left in front of body, palm facing left.

**Hive**
Open right hand, place edge of index finger on left forearm - move in a forward arc ending with edge of little finger on wrist.

**Hold**
Close the cupped right hand into a fist, with stress, palm facing left.

**Hole**
Left hand fingers and thumb form an "o" - with extended right hand index finger, describe a circle around the "o".

**Holiday**
Open both hands, hold palms forward - simultaneously move each hand in outward circles, twice.

**Holland**
Rock open right hand very slowly while moving formation from left to right.

**Hollow**
Form wholehanded "c"s with both hands, place formation against blade of left hand. Move right formation straight forward.
**Home**
Move open right hand in a large forward arch.

**Homosexual**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Hold formation at chest height, palm back - move formation down.

**Honest**
Left hand open, palm up, right hand index and middle fingers extended - slide right hand forward along left hand.

**Honey**
Place extended right hand little finger into "o" formed with fingers and thumb of left hand - move right hand formation up, twist in a forward circle, then move little fingertip up towards right corner of mouth.

**Honour**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move formation in an arc back towards right shoulder.

**Hook**
Crook right hand index finger and move formation back towards body.

**Hooray**
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Move formation in a forward circle at right side of head.

**Hop**
Hop* extended right hand index finger across palm of open left hand.

**Hope**
Hold both hands open, thumbs in. Place edge of right hand index finger on forehead - left hand formation is in front of body. Move right hand formation forward and down so that little finger edge crosses left

**Horizontal**
Hold open left hand, palm down, in front of body. Move fingers of open right hand above left forearm from elbow to fingertips.

**Hormone**
Slightly cup left hand, blade forward. Extend right hand index and middle fingers and move this formation from palm of left hand around fingertips and back to palm.

**Horn**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - push formation slightly forward and down, twice.
Horrible
Both hands in fist with little fingers extended - simultaneously move hands towards each other and back, several times.

Horse
Place extended right hand index and middle fingers over extended left hand index and middle fingers - move formation forward in two small arcs.

Hose
Right hand forms a fist with thumb on index finger - shake fist left to right, several times.

Hospital
Place together the tips of right hand middle finger and thumb - bounce tip of this formation on back of relaxed left hand, twice.

Hot
Place fingertips of open right hand on chin - turn hand quickly to palm down while flinging hand forward.

Hotel
Both hands open, thumbs in - simultaneously move hands up.

Hour
Left hand open, palm right. Right hand forms fist with index finger extended - keeping right pointing up, describe a forward circle on left palm with right formation.

House
Open both hands, place tips of index and middle fingers together then move fingertips apart to trace the roof and walls of a house.

How
Brush back of right hand along and off palm of open left hand in a forward arc. Left hand moves slightly left.

Hug
Slightly cup both hands in front of left chest - hands not touching. Move formation towards left chest.

Huge
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands and cross in front of body. Move hands to either side in an arc.

Human
Extend right hand and left hand index and middle fingers. Keeping fingers pointing forward, move hands down, in front of body.
Humid
Brush tips of right hand extended index and middle fingers left to right across forehead, then flick formation forward and down.

Hundred
Move the back of the open right hand under chin, from right to left.

Hung
Place crooked right hand fingers on crooked left hand index finger - move formation down slightly.

Hungry

Hunt
Extend right hand thumb and index and middle fingers and place fingertips of this formation under right eye, move formation forward in an arc.

Hurry
Extend index fingers of each hand - tap edge of right index finger on edge of left index finger, twice.

Hurt
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, shake formation up and down from wrist, in front of body, twice.

Husband
Tuck open right hand under right armpit, palm up. roll formation forward to fingers pointing forward, palm up.

Hut
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, bring tips of these formations to meet together in front of chest.
I-me
Point to self with the tip of the extended right index finger.

I
Move tip of right hand index finger down center of chest.

Ice-cream
Form a fist with left hand, palm diagonally back. Move open right hand from palm up, onto and around top of left formation and then away to the right.

Id
Extend right hand index finger and point into right side of forehead - move hand to the right quickly, whilst crooking index finger.

Idea
Extend right hand index finger and point into right side of forehead - move hand to the right quickly, whilst crooking index finger.

If
Crook right hand index finger and quickly bounce formation down slightly.

Ignore
Extend right hand index finger and place tip at right ear, while turning to palm forward move formation diagonally right.

Ill
Extend right hand little finger - slide little finger edge down right side of upper chest.

Image
Extend right hand little finger and describe a circle on right side of forehead.

Imagine
Extend right hand little finger and place on right side of forehead. Move formation upward and forward to the right in a small loop.

Immediate
Extend right hand little finger and place tip into left palm in front of body. Turn both formations to palm up while moving right hand to the right.
Individual
Extend right index finger, palm diagonally back, move formation in a small forward circle.

Industrial
Place tip of extended right hand little finger against open left hand. Move right formation to the right in a shallow “z”

Industry
Extend right hand little finger and bounce blade of right formation twice on wrist of open left hand.

Influence
Place right fist on top of left fist. Whilst opening right hand to fingers spread move right formation to the left and in an arc to the right.

Information
Brush back of fingers of open right hand down and off left palm.

Injection
Close right thumb onto index and middle fingers as formation moves toward upper left arm.

Injure
Extend right hand little finger and shake this formation up and down in front of body, twice.

Innocent
Tap knuckles of right fist, thumb extended, on left side of chest, twice.

Insect
Close right hand middle finger on to ball of right thumb - move formation away from body in irregular pattern (indicating flight of insect)

Inside
Move extended right hand index finger to the left so that it finishes between the left thumb and fingers.

Instant
Tap edge of right hand extended little finger on edge of left hand extended index finger, in front of body.

Instead
Form ‘o’ with index fingers and thumbs of each hand. Place right formation between left formation and body. Move right formation around left formation to finish in front of left.
Instruct
Extend index fingers of both hands - right on chin, left in front of body. Simultaneously bounce both hands forward, back slightly, then forward again.

Integrate
Slide open right hand, fingers spread, onto back of open left hand, fingers spread, whilst moving both hands forward.

Intelligent
Extend right hand index finger and place tip on right side of forehead move formation forward and upward to the right, with stress.

Intercourse
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - cross back of right fingers, palm up on back of left fingers, palm down.

Interest
Open right hand and place on right side of body at about waist height. While moving formation up body, turn to palm up.

Interfere
Left hand open, palm right. Firmly place open right hand index and middle fingers.

International
Extend little fingers of both hands, right hand formation above left. Move right and left formations around each other to end with right on left crossed at wrists.

Interpret
Form 'o' s with index fingers and thumbs of both hands and place tips together. Swivel left hand up and right hand down, then left hand down and right hand up.

Interrupt
Tap the right shoulder several times, with fingertips of open right hand.

Interview
Extend little fingers of both hands. Simultaneously move hands backwards and forwards alternately.

Intestine
Extend right hand index finger - move across stomach, right to left.

Introduce
Hold both open hands in front of body - move formations toward each other.
Invite
Right hand index finger crooked, thumb raised - move arm back toward body while closing thumb on to index finger.

Involve
Whilst closing open right hand fingertips onto thumb, move right hand around then into left wholehanded 'c'

Iran
Place tip of extended right hand thumb into palm of open left hand, in front of body.

Ireland
Tap tips of extended middle fingers together, twice.

Iron
Brush edge of extended right hand little finger down in an arc, across the tips of fingers of open left hand.

Is
Place edge of right hand crooked index finger on chest - move formation forward.

Island
Extend little fingers of both hands. With tips of little fingers touching, move hands apart in backward arcs to meet again at fingertips. Palms remain facing back throughout.

Israel
Stroke the fingertips of the open right hand down the chin, twice.

It
Extend right hand little finger - twist formation at wrist to end with palm up.

Italy
Place tip of right hand fingertips on the ball of right thumb - 'bounce' formation forward from the wrist, twice.

Iitch
Make small scratching movements with right hand fingertips and thumb near palm of open left hand, in front of body.
**J**

**Jack**
Place tip of extended right index finger between index and middle fingers of left fist. Tilt right hand up and down, twice.

**Jacket**
Place tips of extended index fingers on chest. Simultaneously move formations down and to the sides to finish on either side of waist.

**Jail**
Make fists with both hands - cross hands at wrists and move formation forward, slightly, with stress.

**Jam**
Place extended right hand little finger into "O" formed with left hand thumb and fingers - move right hand little finger up slightly.

**Japan**
Place tips of extended index fingers together and extended thumbtips together - separate hands in an upward arc, closing index fingers onto thumbs.

**Jar**
Clasp left fist with right hand in front of body. Twist right formation to the right around left formation.

**Jealous**
Roll side of crooked right hand index finger up under lower lip, once.

**Jeans**
Extend index fingers of both hands and place on waist. Move hands down in an arc to the hips.

**Jelly**
Move the open right hand fingers spread, from side to side, quickly.

**Jesus**
Place tip of right hand middle finger into palm of open left hand - then place tip of left hand middle finger into palm of open right hand.

**Jet**
Move extended right hand little finger and thumb quickly up from shoulder height.
Jetty
Extend left hand little finger. Move fingertips of open right hand in behind left little finger.

Jew
Place fingertips of cupped right hand on chin - move formation forward slightly.

Jigsaw
Open both hands, fingers spread, palms diagonally back. Move formations together to interface fingers slightly - twice.

Job
Tap back of left wrist with edge of extended right hand index finger, twice.

Join
Hook crooked index fingers together loosely - tighten formation quickly.

Joke
Extend right hand thumb, index and middle fingers - place thumbtip at right corner of mouth and move formation forward in two small arcs.

Journey
Extend index fingers of both hands, right above left. Move the formations in alternating anti-clockwise circles diagonally forward from left to right.

Joy
Simultaneously brush palms of open hands up chest in two small forward circles.

Judge
Extend little fingers and thumbs of both hands, palms down, in front of body - rock formations, twice.

Jug
Right hand thumb extended, palm facing away from body - move once to the left in a downward arc and back.

Juice
Twist cupped right hand over palm of open left hand, twice.

Jump
Jump* extended right hand index and middle fingers up and down on palm of open left hand.
**Jumper**
Clench both fists and place on upper chest - move the formations in a very shallow arc to the waist.

**Jungle**
Hold left arm diagonally right in front of body and extend right hand little finger. While sliding right arm forward down left arm, turn right hand formation to palm forward, twice.

**Just**
Extend right hand little finger, palm diagonally down - move in a large arc to palm up, in front of body.
K

Kangaroo
Simultaneously move both open hands forward in three small hops - hands bent at third knuckles.

Keep
Place right fist into palm of relaxed left hand and move formation back towards body.

Kennel
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands with thumbs resting between them. Place tips of middle fingers together, move formations apart and down.

Kept
Place right fist on left fist, thumbs together, move formation back towards body.

Kettle
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move formation to left in downward arc and back.

Key
Place right hand crooked index finger into palm of left hand and twist right formation to palm back.

Kick
Kick "fingertips of open right hand off palm of open left hand.

Kid
Extend and separate right hand index and middle fingers. Sweep tip of index finger off chin and to the right, in an arc to end palm down.

Kill
Make a forward stroke off the neck, with the tip of the right hand extended index finger.

Kilo
Fingerspell 'K' once.

Kind
Right hand middle finger and thumb form "O", other fingers extended - move hand in a small forward vertical circle.
Kindergarten
Extend right hand index and middle fingers with thumb resting between them and place formation beside temple. Move hand diagonally in front of right side of face, twice.

King
Place tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers on left shoulder, then move tips of formation across body, to right side of waist.

Kiss
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - place right hand fingertips below lower lip, then move right hand forward to place fingertips of both formations together.

Kitchen
Fingerspell "K" twice.

Kite
Extend and separate right hand index and middle fingers. Move formation upwards, from about shoulder height, to the right in a wriggling movement.

Kitten
Hold relaxed left hands close to chest - stroke blade of left hand twice with fingers of right hand.

Kiwi
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together. Move formation from under chin down to left in an arc.

Knee
Point to the right knee.

Kneel
Place crooked right hand index and middle fingers on palm of open left hand - move formations down very slightly.

Knew
Place tip of extended right thumb on right side of forehead - move thumb in an arc back to above right ear.

Knife
Move edge of extended right hand index finger backward and forwards across edge of extended left hand index finger.

Knit
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, fingers pointing diagonally down - quickly cross right fingers over left, twice.
Knock
Knock on imaginary door, twice.

Know
Place tip of right thumb on right side of forehead.

Knowledge
Place tip of extended right thumb on right forehead. Hold open left hand in front of body palm diagonally up. Whilst moving right formation down open right hand and brush tips of right fingers down and off left palm.

Koala
Cross arms and hold upper arms with claw-like formation of hands.

Kookaburra
Extend right hand thumb, index and middle fingers - place thumb tip near right corner of mouth and move formation in several small forward circles.
**L**

**Label**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move tip of this formation along and off open left hand, palm up.

**Ladder**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - palm faces forward. Move this formation from just above waist to chest height in two sharp forward movements.

**Lady**
Move the fingertips of the open right hand down the right cheek once.

**Lake**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation palm down, left to right across body in a wavy movement.

**Lamb**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - move tip of index finger back from right corner of mouth, twice.

**Lamp**
Form "O" with fingertips and thumb of right hand. With formation in front of body, flick open to end with fingers spread.

**Land**
Open left hand diagonally in front of body, right hand index finger and thumb extended. Move right hand formation in an arc to left wrist, then down hand to left fingertips.

**Lane**
Extend thumb and index finger of both hands. Move formations forward and up in a shallow arc.

**Language**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - palm left. Move formation left to right in front of body.

**Lap**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Slide this formation, palm up, along back of open left hand in front of body.

**Large**
Extend thumb and index fingers of both hands - place hands in front of body, right hand between left hand and body - move hands out to either side in an arc.
Last
Extend little finger of left hand - move open right hand over left wrist and hand to finish with right hand fingers, palm down, resting on left little finger.

Late
Twist right hand extended index fingertip up in an arc from the left wrist.

Later
Extend index finger of right hand - move this formation forward and back on palm of open left hand, twice.

Laugh
Extend thumb and slightly crooked index finger of right hand - keeping tips of formation on chin, roll hand in a small circle, twice.

Laundry
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place on left fist, palm up. Swivel right formation to right then back.

Lava
Form whole handed "C" with left hand. Place tips of right fingers on thumb - whilst opening right hand move this formation up and through left formation turning to palm forward. Then whilst wiggling fingers move right hand diagonally down.

Law
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and tap this formation on fingers, then palm of open left hand.

Lawn
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move back of this formation down left arm to wrist - left hand is open.

Lay
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation from almost shoulder height, palm back, down on to left palm.

Lazy
Hit thumb of open right hand on right hip, twice.

Lead-metal
Grip fingers of open left hand between fingers and thumb of open right hand. Move formation forward slightly from in front of body.
Leaf
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation down in two small arcs at right side of body.

Leak
Open right hand, fingers apart. Place left fist on back of this formation then while "fluttering" right fingertips, move right hand down in front of body.

Learn
Rub extended index finger edges together.

Learnt
Extend fingers of both hands, thumbs in. Rub index finger edges together.

Least
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Place formation in front of body, then bring together.

Leather
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Brush this formation down back of open left hand, palm back, twice.

Leave
Extend right hand little finger and thumb, other fingers slightly bent. Fling formation to the right in an arc.

Lecture
Bounce relaxed open right hand forward twice, at head height.

Ledge
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move tip of index finger of this formation forward off left palm - left palm faces right in front of body.

Left
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation down with stress.

Leg
Tap leg once with open right hand.

Legal
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place this formation onto the palm of open left hand, palm diagonally forward.
**Lemon**
Place cupped right hand near right side of mouth - quickly close hand into a fist, while moving formation forward from mouth - repeat once.

**Lemonade**
Right hand index finger and thumb together, other fingers apart. Place tip of index finger and thumb into "O" formed by left fist, then place palm of open right hand on top of left fist.

**Lend**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation forward off palm of open left hand.

**Length**
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Place end of right index finger on fingernail of left index finger in front of body. Move right hand forward.

**Lent**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place this formation on palm of open left hand in front of body.

**Leopard**
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Brush tips of thumbs away from top lip, twice.

**Lesbian**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation down in front of right side of body.

**Less**
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Move formations sharply towards each other, but do not touch, twice.

**Lesson**
Place blade of open right hand on fingers then on palm of open left hand.

**Let**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move formation forward from body.

**Letter**
Extend right thumb - move ball of thumb from lower lip on to palm of the open left hand.

**Lettuce**
Place heels of cupped hands together - fingertips of either hand do not touch.
Level
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation forward from blade of open left hand, palm down.

Liar
Draw right hand index finger edge sharply across chin, left to right.

Library
Close right hand index and middle fingers on to thumb at right temple, twice.

License
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Tap tips of thumbs together, twice.

Lick
Brush fingernails of open right hand off left palm, twice.

Lid
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation in an arc to finish palm down on an "O" formed by the left fist.

Lie
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move this formation down from chin on to palm of open left hand.

Life
Place tips of bent middle fingers on chest, and in a continuous movement, move both hands up and down chest, alternately.

Lift
Slide blade of open right hand up palm of open left hand in front of body - left palm faces right.

Light
Extend right hand crooked index and middle fingers and place near right side of face - flick crooked fingers up.

Lightening
Make small circular movements on chest with palm of open right hand.

Like
Lime
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place thumb tip of this formation on cheek. Move formation forward and down slightly whilst closing to a fist.

Limit
Brush fingers of open right hand up past the tips of extended left fingers.

Line
Move tip of right hand extended index finger in a straight line from left to right.

Lion
Place fingertips of open hands on either side of forehead - while wiggling fingers alternately, move hands down to either shoulder.

Lip
Move tip of right hand extended index finger from left to right, under lower lip.

Lipread
Extend and crook right hand index and middle fingers. Move tips of formation in a zigzag movement down from in front of chin.

Lipstick
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together. Move this formation in an anti-clockwise circle around the mouth.

Liquid
Form an "O" with the left hand fingers and thumb. Extend right hand thumb and index finger, palm forward. Move tip of right thumb in an arc towards the top of the left formation.

List
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Slide fingertip of this formation down little finger and palm of open left hand. Left palm faces body.

Listen
Place cupped right hand at right ear.

Lit
Place tip of right hand index finger and thumb together in front of right side of face. While moving hand forward in an arc, flick open index finger.

Litre
Place right hand extended index finger on top of left fist.
Little
Place tip of right hand extended index finger and thumb together on chin - rock hand sideways, twice.

Live-reside

Live
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - move formation in forward circles, twice, touching chest in passing.

Lizard
Place fingernail of right hand crooked index finger on ball of thumb - place back of this formation on chin - flick index finger open, twice.

Lobster
Open right hand, palm down. Bend fingers at third knuckles, twice.

Lock
Place right thumbtip into crooked right index finger. Place this formation on knuckles of left fist and twist right formation to palm back.

Log
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands. With palms facing body, move fingertip of right hand formation in a circle around left hand.

Loganberry
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and left hand little finger. Tap left little finger with right index finger, then grip left hand little finger with fingers and thumb of right hand. Twist formation from palm down to palm back.

Lolly
Point right hand extended index fingertip into right cheek - keeping tip on cheek, roll formation forward and back, twice.

Lone
Extend right hand index finger - move blade of this formation down centre chest and forward, with stress.

Long
Move tip of right hand extended finger up left arm.

Look
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move index fingertip of formation forward from corner of right eye.
Loop
Extend left hand index finger and thumb and place in front of body, palm forward. Place tip of right hand extended index finger on ball of left thumb, then move right formation in a circle back onto the left thumb.

Loose
Shake right whole handed "C" formation in front of body, palm facing diagonally forward.

Lord
Move right hand extended index finger and thumb backwards and forwards above head height.

Lose
Place fingers of open right hand across fingers of open left hand - swing hands apart to palms down.

Loss
Open hands, fingers spread, palms back. Sweep hands down and forward to end with palms down, fingers pointing forward.

Lost
Place backs of open hands together. Swing hands down and apart to end palms down.

Lot
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Strike blade of this formation on palm of open left hand in front of body.

Loud
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move thumbtip of this formation from ear away to right.

Lounge
Right hand forms fist. Place this formation in front of body and move whole arm down slightly.

Love
Fold arms across body with open hands on chest.

Lovely
Move fingertips of the open right hand across chin from left to right, and close to end in a fist, thumb extended.

Low
Move edge of right extended index finger down off palm of open left hand.
**Luck**
Place right hand index fingertip on nose, thumb also extended - while moving formation forward, close the finger into a fist.

**Luggage**
Extend left hand index finger and thumb. Place right fist on edge of left index finger then move formation to right in front of body.

**Lump**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place edge of right index finger on left palm, then move in an arc to left fingers.

**Lunch**
Move right hand, bent at third knuckle, thumb under, across chin, from right to left.

**Lung**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place formation on right side of body.
M

**Machine**
Cup both hands, palms facing – move in small forward circles in front of body, left hand slightly in front of right hand.

**Mad**
Strike palm of left hand from below with right fist.

**Made**
Moving right fist in small circles, hit twice on left fist.

Magazine
Extend right hand index finger and thumb, slide right formation down left little finger to palm.

**Magic**
Move index finger edge of open right hand forward from face, rocking hand while moving.

**Magnet**
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. Bring fingers of right formation up to meet fingers of left formation.

**Maid**
Stroke right upper chest twice with right thumb tip.

Main
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and left index finger. With left hand facing diagonally forward in front of body, tap inside of left index finger with extended fingers of right formation.

**Make**
Moving open right hand in small circles, hit twice on left fist.

**Male**
Form ‘o’ with left hand. Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Move right formation up from tip of middle finger of left hand.

**Man**
Clench right fist while moving down from chin, twice.
Manage
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands and place in font of body, right hand a little further forward than left hand. Simultaneously move right hand back, then forward and left hand forward, then back.

Mandarin
Place cupped right hand over cupped left hand in front of body. Whilst dropping right hand at wrist, bring right formation up to palm left.

Mango
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place formation below chin, palm down. Roll hand to palm back and return to original position.

Manner
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. Cross right fingers over left in front of body palms up. Move formation apart in arcs to the sides, fingers pointing forward.

Manufacture
Extend right index, middle and ring fingers, and move in two small circles touching top of left fist in passing.

Many
Bend fingers of both hands, quickly hit second joints of each hand together.

Maori
Place extended index, middle and ring fingers of both hands on cheeks. Simultaneously move both hands in small circles, twice.

Map
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands and place together, move formation apart and down.

Marble
Place right hand thumbnail in crooked right index finger, palm left. Flick thumb forward, once.

March-as-in-walk

Margarine
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Stroke palm of open left hand twice with ring finger edge of this formation.

Mark
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place on palm of open left hand. ‘tick’ right hand formation off left formation.
Market
Left hand open, bent at third knuckles, palm right – right hand index, middle and ring fingers extended and bent over right thumb. Move right hand formation sideways into left palm, in front of body.

Maroon
Place right hand extended index, middle and ring fingertips on chin and move in small circle.

Marriage
Form 'o' with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Brush tip of 'o' in a downward arc back across ring finger of open left hand then open right hand and clasp left hand.

Marry
Slide middle finger and thumb of open right hand along either side of left ring finger.

Marvellous
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place near right shoulder. As right formation moves forward sharply, hand flicks open.

Mask
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place tips of this formation on right side of face.

Massd
Masturbate
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Tap this formation twice on upturned left fist, in front of body.

Mat
Extend right hand index fingers. Brush this formation forward on back of open left hand.

Match
Cup both hands, fingers spread. Bring both formations to centre of body and interlock, palms back.

Mate
Both fists together, thumbs extended – move whole formation with slight downward stress.

Material
Place tips of thumbs in crooked index fingers. Place thumb nails together, then roll hands to palms up while moving right hand to the right.
Mathematics
Extend index, middle and ring finger of both hands (thumbs on nails of little fingers)

Matron
With fingertips of open hands, touch sides of head then shoulders.

Matter
Extend right hand little finger – tap blade of this formation on palm of open left hand twice.

Mattress
Form wholehanded ‘c’ with both hands, palms forward. Whilst moving formations to either side, partly open and close hands quickly, several times.

Mauve
Move extended right hand index, middle and ring fingers in a circle on back of left hand, thumb closed.

May
Extend right hand thumb and little finger, palm down – flip formation to palm up.

Maybe
Rock open right hand, in front of body, fingers spread and pointing forward.

Me
Point to self with the tip of the extended right index finger.

Meal
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands – place right fingertips in front of left and simultaneously move each hand sideways, and back, twice.

Mean
Place sides of extended index fingers together – move formation from left to right.

Meant
Extend fingers of both hands – place edges of index fingers together, then move formation left to right.

Measles
Move fingertips of cupped right hand, fingers spread, down right side of chest in small arcs.
**Measure**
Place left hand thumb in crooked index finger and extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Join formations at left thumb tip and right index finger edge. Move right hand away to the right.

**Meat**
Point tip of extended right hand index finger into right side of neck, twice.

**Mechanic**
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and left hand index finger. Place inside of right middle finger on tip of left index finger. Swivel right hand formation backwards, twice.

**Medicine**
Extend right hand little finger and form 'o' with left hand fingers and thumb -- 'stir' right little finger into left formation.

**Meet**
Extend both index fingers, place hands slightly apart -- bring hands together.

**Melbourne**
Right hand open, thumb in. Brush side of right index finger across chin right to left.

**Melon**
Form wholehanded 'c' with each hand and place in front of face, below mouth. Simultaneously move formation left to right, then back.

**Melt**
Both hands, fingers spread, join at tips in front of body. Roll thumbs across fingertips from little fingers whilst closing hands to fists and moving formations apart.

**Member**
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Place formation above waist and flick formation forward, back a little, and then forward.

**Memorize**
Hold open right hand in front of body at shoulder height. Whilst moving hand back towards head close to a fist, to end with index finger edge on right forehead.

**Memory**
Place tip of extended right index finger on right side of forehead. Whilst moving hand forward, close to a fist with stress.

**Men**
Tap right fist on chin.
Mend
Tap left fits with index, middle and ring fingers of right hand, twice.

Menstruate
Tap little finger of open right hand on thumb, twice – palm faces left.

Menue
Place tip of middle finger of open right hand on heart then with open right hand between body and open left hand, simultaneously move both hands in small forward circles.

Merry
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Keeping palm left, move formation in two small circles at chest height.

Mesh
Open both hands, thumbs in, fingers spread. Cross fingers of both formations in front of body.

Mess
Cup both hands, fingers spread. Place right hand formation above left hand formation, then reverse the position.

Message
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and left hand index finger. Move fingertips of right hand formation forward along left index finger, in front of body.

Met
Extend left hand index finger – bring right fist in to meet left formation

Metal
Place tips of extended index, middle and ring fingers of both hands together – push formation slightly left.

Metre
Tap extended right hand index, middle and ring fingers on left fist.

Metric
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. With fingertips of right formation, touch back fingers of left fist, then back of left hand.
Mexico
Extend right index and middle fingers. Place formation on forehead above left eye – move formation in an arc to the right.

Mice
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Swing tips of this formation diagonally across lower lip twice.

Microphone
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Touch right edge of open right hand on lapel with fingertips of this formation. Whilst closing right hand to a fist, move formation to under chin.

Microscope
Form an ‘o’ with the left hand fingertips and thumb. Place tips of extended right hand index finger and thumb below and to the side of the left formation. Swivel right formation forward, twice.

Middle
Tap blade of open right hand on tip of extended left hand middle finger, twice – middle finger is in toward palm.

Might
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers, palm down – flip formation to palm up.

Milk
Open and close right and left fist in the action of milking a cow.

Milli-
Million
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place on palm of open left hand. Move formation forward.

Mince
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Strike edge of index finger of open left hand with right ring finger edge near base of finger, then near fingertip.

Mind
Right hand index, middle and ring fingers – tap fingertips on temple.

Mine-possession
Minister
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers – place formation on left side of chest, then on right side of chest.

Minus
Place crooked right index finger in front of left chest – move formation from left to right.

Minute-time

Minute-tiny

Miracle
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. Move formations diagonally forward from cheeks.

Mirror
Rock open right hand very slightly, at right side of face.

Miserable
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Place formation on centre chest and move down.

Miss
Open right hand, thumb in – place index edge lengthwise on right side of face, then on left side of face.

Mistake
Extend right hand little finger and move blade of this formation in small circles on palm of relaxed left hand.

Mitten
Left hand open, fingers together in front of body. Move extended right hand index fingers from left thumb around fingers to blade of left hand.

Mix
Flutter fingers of both hands, while rotating formations around each other.

Model
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. With hands apart, in front of body, move formation down in wavy motion from about chest height.
Modern
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Move this formation up from right and across palm of open left hand to about shoulder height.

Modest
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Move tip of this formation from chin to centre chest.

Moment
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Place this formation in front of open left hand in front of body. Tilt right formation forward then back to original position, twice.

Money
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger – quickly hit knuckles of right index finger into relaxed left palm, twice.

Monkey
Bend fingers of right hand – move fingernails quickly up right side of body, twice.

Monster
Crook right hand index, middle and ring fingers. With hands in front of body, swing formation up and forward from behind left fist.

Month
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers, whilst moving right hand forward strike heel of right hand against back of left fist.

Mood
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Brush fingertips of this formation in small circles on chest.

Moon
Extend right hand index finger and thumb – holding formation at head height, move in a short downward arc, closing index finger on to thumb.

Mop
Form fists with both hands. With right fist on top of left and in front of body, move formation in small arcs, right to left, then left to right.

More
Cup right hand and place fingertips on center chest move hand forward.

Morning
Point the fingertips of the open right hand into the left side of the body.
Mosquito
Form 'o' with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Move tips of 'o' down on to back of open left hand, then open right hand and slap back of left hand.

Most
Strike tips of extended index fingers together moving right hand forward and left hand back, slightly.

Motel
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands, in front of body, move hands up simultaneously.

Moth
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. Cross formations at the wrist in front of body and simultaneously move fingers of each hand backward and forward, twice.

Mother
Fingerspell 'M' quickly, twice.

Motor
Place slightly cupped hands, fingers apart, in front of body, right hand slightly behind left — shake hands slightly down and up from wrists.

Motorbike
Hold both hands as for holding handlebars, and turn hands back twice — to signify turning the throttle.

Mould
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands. Tap index finger edges together, twice, in front of body.

Mound
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Place ring finger edge of this formation on heel of open left hand. Then move right formation in an arc to left fingers.

Mountain
Place index fingers of open hands together and move hands down and apart in zig zags.

Mouse
Crook right hand index finger and swing fingertip of formation diagonally across lower lip, twice.

Moustache
Trace a moustache with index fingers and thumbs together.
Mouth
Move extended right hand index finger in a small circle around the mouth.

Move
Place open hands at left side of body, simultaneously move both hands to the right.

Movie
Form ‘o’ with right hand middle finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Place heel of right hand on back of relaxed left hand and flick middle finger forward, twice.

Mow
Form fists with both hands in front of body. Push formation forward, twice.

Much
Stroke fingernails of right hand, fingers spread under chin, twice.

Mud
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers. Brush fingertips of this formation in small circle on left palm, in front of body.

Muesli
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of right hand, and move in small circles touching palm of open left hand.

Mug
Crook right hand thumb and little finger. Place formation in front of body with stress – palm faces back.

Mulberry
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place tips of this formation on extended left little finger, then grip left hand little finger with fingers and thumb of right hand, twist formation from palm down to palm back.

Multiply
Cross extended index fingers.

Mum
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and tap on top of forehead, once.

Mummy
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers – tap on top of forehead, twice.
Mumps
Form an ‘o’ with the right hand fingertips and thumb. Place formation at right side of neck. Whilst moving formation away, open hand to fingers spread.

Murder
Form wholehanded ‘c’ s with both hands and hold hands slightly apart in front of body. Shake formations back and forth, with stress.

Muscle
Cup right hand and place above upper left arm muscle. Twist right formation to end with right thumb up.

Museum
Place tip of crooked right hand index finger on chin, then move formation forward and down with stress.

Mushroom
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place fingertips of this formation into palm of slightly cupped left hand.

Music
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands, move in small arcs as if conducting.

Must
While closing open right hand to a fist, move it sharply downward in an arc in front of body turning to palm up – fist retained throughout.

My
Place open right hand, thumb extended, on chest.

Mystery
Interlace bent fingers of both hands, thumbs extended. Swivel formations down, twice.
Nail
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - tap tip of left extended index finger, with right formation, once.

Naked
Form "O" with index finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Brush tips of "O" in an arc down and off right side.

Name
Place extended right hand index and middle fingers on ball of thumb - place tips of formation on right temple and move formation forward, turning palm forward.

Nappy
Extend thumb, index and middle fingers of both hands and place thumbnails on waist. Close fingers onto thumbs, twice.

Narrow
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands. Move formations towards each other.

Nasty
Place fingernails of right hand middle and index fingers on to ball of right thumb - with formation held at right side of nose, flick fingers off thumb, twice.

Native
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Move tips of formation in a small forward circle on right cheek.

Natural
Place tips of extended index and middle fingers of both hands below eyes. Move formations forward and down to finish palms diagonally back.

Naughty
Tap back of left forearm with the fingers of the open right hand, twice.

Navy
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move tips of this formation in a small circle on back of open hand, in front of body.

Near
Extend index fingers of both hands - keep vertical and close together while making simultaneous downward stress with both formations.
Neat
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - simultaneously move formation in an arc to the right.

Necessary
Move the right fist in small circles at shoulder height.

Neck
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move fingertips of this formation down right side of neck.

Necklace
Extend index fingers of both hands - place tips of these formations on centre neck line, then move in curve to collarbone.

Need

Needle
Hit palm of open left hand with edge of right hand extended index finger, twice.

Negative
Place base of right fist on side of extended left index finger. Slightly shake right formation forward, several times.

Neighbour
Place right hand thumb tip into crooked right index finger - roll to palm diagonally up, twice, while moving hand left to right.

Neither
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - right hand fingers closed, left hand fingers apart. With tips of right formation, tap end of left index finger, then left middle finger.

Nephew
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Stroke index finger edge of this formation right to left across chin, twice.

Nerve
Crook right hand index and middle fingers - move fingertips up left forearm from wrist to elbow.
Nervous
Flutter relaxed open right hand back and forth slightly in front of body.

Nest
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands and place together in front of body. Move formations apart and up to end with palms facing.

Net
Spread fingers of both hands, thumbs in. Place right formation on left formation. Move hands apart in a slight downward arc.

Netball
Throw an imaginary goal with cupped right hand.

Netherlands
Form shallow “C” with both hands and place at sides of head. Move formations down and away whilst closing fingertips on to thumtbips.

Never
Hold left fist in front of body - move open fight hand straight down in front of left fist.

New
Brush little finger edge of open right hand along back of open left hand, turning palm down at end of movement.

New Zealand
Finger spell "N", then "Z".

News
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Place fingertips of this formation on left fist, then move right formation forward in a shallow arc.

Newspaper
Bring both fists together then move apart in arcs.

Next
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger and quickly roll formation to the right, turning to palm up.

Nice
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and thumb. Place tips of index and middle fingers on chin, then whilst moving formation to right off chin, close hand to a fist, leaving thumb extended.
Niece
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Brush edge of index finger back off left cheek, twice.

Night
Sweep open right hand, in a downward arc from near right shoulder to left side of waist.

Nightie
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move formation across chest, then drop formation across chest, then drop formation and swing to the side slightly.

No
Make a relaxed fist with the right hand - shake formation sideways in front of body.

Noise
Move extended right index finger in small forward circles at right side of head.

None
Make a fist with right hand, in front of body - simultaneously flick little, ring and middle fingers up.

Nonsense
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Move tip of formation forward off right side of forehead to end with open hand, palm diagonally up.

Noon
Place side of crooked right hand index finger on chin.

Normal
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands. Move formations forward from sides of chin.

North
Fingerspell "N" and move formation forward.

Norway
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - trace the letter "N" with tips of this formation.

Nose
Point to nose with extended index finger.
Not
Form "O" with right hand index finger and thumb - move in a straight line from left to right.

Note
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Tap tips of this formation on blade of open left hand, palm right.

Nothing
Form "O" with index fingers and thumbs of both hands - sweep hands to cross at wrists, then move formations apart and down in arcs.

Notice
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Slide tips of this formation down blade of open left hand.

Now
Bend right hand at third knuckles. Place tips of this formation into left palm, then turn both formations up, while moving right hand to the right.

Nude
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - place tips of this formation on right cheek and move down in a backward arc, keeping fingertips on cheek throughout.

Nuisance
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Tap left forearm with right formation, twice.

Number
Move blade of right fist forward along palm of open left hand.

Nun
Cross right thumb on back of left thumb, in front of body.

Nurse
Form right hand fingerspelt "C" - move thumbtip of this formation around forehead, from left to right.

Nut
Tap tips of crooked right index and middle fingers below right side of lower lip, twice.
O
Obedient
Place tips of fingers of both hands on forehead. Simultaneously move hands forward and down, to end with palms up.

Obey
Place fingertips of open hands on chin, one on top of the other, and simultaneously move hands forward in two small movements.

Object-verb
Extend right hand little finger and move blade of this formation along and off open left hand, with stress.

Observe
Extend index and middle fingers of right hand, fingers apart. Sweep tip of middle finger from below right eye, to the right to end with right palm forward.

Ocean
Form “O” with right hand. Move this formation, in a wavy motion, down left forearm.

Octopus
Whilst opening and closing crooked index fingers, simultaneously move hands in alternate, random, forward circles.

Odd
Bend both hands at third knuckles and place right hand index finger edge against left hand little finger edge – move right hand down.

Of
Form shallow “C” with right hand. Place formation in front of chest, then close fingertips on to thumb.

Off
Place back of open right hand on palm of open left hand. Move right hand off towards right shoulder.

Offer
Hold both open hands, slightly apart in front of body. Roll to palms up whilst moving hands forward.

Office
Form “O” with each hand. Place formation together in front of body, fingertips touching. Move right hand forward in a small arc.
Often
Place tips of extended index fingers of each hand below eyes – while moving hands forward with stress, open both hands, with fingers spread.

Oh
Form an “O” with right hand thumb and index finger – place formation, palm left, on chest.

Oil
Extend right hand index and middle finger and thumb. Move right thumb down towards tips of extended fingers, twice.

Ointment
Form “O” with fingers and thumb of left hand – place extended right hand index and middle fingers slightly into left formation, then stroke tips of right formation on base of left thumb.

Old
Slightly crook right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread – move this formation down in front of nose.

Olympic
Link index fingers and thumbs with right hand higher than left. Whilst dropping hands slightly reform with left hand higher than right then raise hands slightly, and reform with right hand higher than left.

On
Place back of open right hand firmly on left palm.

Once
Move extended right hand index finger, palm back, in a shallow arc to right at chest height.

Onion
Point all fingertips of open right hand, fingers spread, towards the right eye, twice.

Only
Extend right hand index finger and move formation down left hand, then to the right, with stress.

Open
Place open right hand on back of open left hand – keeping heel of right hand on left fingernails, swing right hand forward.

Opera
Form “O” with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Move formation in an upward looping movement from right side of mouth.
Operate
With hands in front of body, move tip of extended right thumb along left palm towards fingertips.

Oppose
Extend index fingers of both hands. Move formation towards each other with stress. Right hand points forward, diagonally left, left hand points back, diagonally right.

Opposite
Extend index fingers of both hands and place tips together in front of body, palms back. Move hands apart in a shallow arc.

Or
Extend right hand thumb and little finger – hold formation palm down and rock hand quickly, several times.

Oral
Crook right hand index and middle fingers, and move tips of this formation in an anti-clockwise circle in front of mouth.

Orange
Hold relaxed right fist at right corner of mouth, clench fist, twice.

Order
Place tip of extended right hand index finger at right side of mouth. Sweep formation forward and down in a shallow arc to end with finger pointing forward.

Organize
Place open hands in front of body, right in front of left. Alternately swing hands backwards and forwards to slap fingertips together several times.

Other
Bend middle finger of open left hand and stroke middle fingernail with the tip of extended right index finger, twice.

Our
Cross arms and place fists on opposite sides of upper chest – simultaneously uncross arms and move fists to other sides of chest.

Out
Close tip of right hand middle finger on to ball of right thumb, and moving hand in a small forward arc, flick hand open.

Outside
Move extended right hand index finger out to the right from between left thumb and fingers.
**Oval**
Extend right hand index finger and draw an oval in front of body.

**Ovary**
Place right fingertips onto ball of right thumb. Place tips of this formation on left fist between second and third knuckles.

**Oven**
Right hand forms a fist – move arm down in an arc towards body, then back to original position.

**Over**
Move relaxed right hand in a forward arc over the back of the relaxed left hand.

**Ovulate**
Place right fingertips onto ball of right thumb and place tips of the formation on left fist. Move right formation down then up between left fist and body, over fist and diagonally away to the right.

**Ovum**
Place right fingertips onto ball of right thumb. Bounce little finger edge of this formation off left fist with stress.

**Owe**
Place right hand fingertips onto ball of right thumb. Place tip of this formation into palm of open left hand.

**Owl**
Extend thumbs of both hands and simultaneously draw a circle in front of each eye with each thumbtip.

**Own**
Link right hand “O” formation to left hand “O” formation, in front of body.
**P**

Close tips of fingers on balls of thumbs of both hands. Alternately ‘throw’ hands down while opening each hand to fingers spread.

**Pack**

Left hand forms wholehanded “C” in front of body. Place open right hand at end of this formation, then close and open fingers of right hand on to left index finger and thumb.

**Packet**

Place the right hand thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Slide this formation down the blade of the open left hand.

**Pad**

Place edges of extended index fingers together, fingertips pointing down. Move hands to the sides, then forward, then together again.

**Paddock**

Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Turn this formation from palm up to palm down.

**Page**

Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Turn this formation from palm up to palm down.

**Pain**

Extend index fingers of both hands in front of body. Bring index fingertips sharply towards each other (but not touching), twice.

**Paint**

Move fingertips of open right hand back and forward along palm of open left hand.

**Pair**

Extend left index and middle fingers. Close extended right index and middle fingers and thumb onto edges of left formation.

**Pale**

Place tips of right index finger and thumb together at right side of neck, palm left. Open formation and with blade left, move in an arc across face.

**Palm**

Open left hand fingers spread. Right hand index fingertip and thumbtip together. Brush tips of right formation across left palm in an arc.

**Pan**

Move open right hand in a circle in front of body.
Panda
Form fists with both hands, palms back, move in small vertical circles at eye level.

Panic
Both hands open, fingers spread, palms diagonally forward. Quickly move hands in alternate circles towards the body.

Panther
Place thumbs between extended index and middle fingers of each hand. Brush index fingertips of each formation off cheeks, twice.

Pants
Bounce fingertips of open right hand from right thigh to hip.

Pantyhose
Place fists of both hands on thighs – move formations up slightly.

Paper
Knock clenched fists together, palms facing, twice.

Parachute
Cup right hand, fingers spread. While moving formation down, move from side to side.

Parade
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands – right hand between left hand and body. Move both formations forward in two short movements.

Parallel
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart. Move formation back towards body.

Parcel
In continuous movement, roll hands in forward circles around each other.

Pardon
Extend right hand index and little fingers. Place side of index finger on chin, then while turning hand to palm diagonally up, bounce edge of little finger on chest, twice.

Parent
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Tap edge of index fingers of this formation on forehead, then near right corner of mouth.
Park
Both hands open, palms down, right thumb rests against tip of left index finger in front of left side of body. Move right hand back, finishing with right index finger against base of left thumb.

Parka
Place tips of thumbs into crooked index fingers and place formations at sides of head, simultaneously flick both formations forward.

Parrot
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, other fingers closed. Place third knuckle of right index finger in chin, then move middle finger down over thumb, twice.

Parsnip
Place left hand extended index finger and thumb together – move fingers and thumb of right hand down left hand formation closing right fingers on to right thumb tip.

Part
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Draw tip of middle finger of this formation across palm of open left hand, once.

Partner
From fists with both hands, thumbs extended. Bring formation together in front of body, then move back towards left side of chest.

Party
Clasp open left hand with right hand and move formation towards chest.

Pass
Extend fingers of both hands palms facing – while moving left hand towards body, move right hand forward.

Passage
Place thumbs between extended index and middle fingers of each hand. Place formations in front of body at about shoulder height, then move forward.

Passenger
Left hand forms wholehanded "C". Crook right hand index and middle fingers over left thumb, then move formation forward.

Past
Extend right hand index finger – move arm back to right shoulder.

Paste
Brush fingertips of right hand off palm of open left hand, then bring open right hand down on to left palm.
Pastie
Place tips of extended index fingers together, and extended thumbtips together – separate hands in arc closing index fingers on to thumbs.

Pastry
Both hands cupped in front of body. Simultaneously twist formations to palms back, twice.

Pat
Pat left shoulder with open right hand twice.

Patch
Hold both hands open, palms up. Slap fingertips of right hand onto palm of left hand.

Path
Form fingerspelt “C” with right thumb and index finger in front of body pointing forward – move formation forward.

Patience
Brush palm of open right hand down centre chest, gently.

Patient
Alternately stroke chest downward with palms of both hands.

Pattern
Place right thumb between right extended index and middle fingers, palm down. Bounce this formation left to right, in front of body.

Paw
Trace around left fist with extended right index finger.

Pay
Place right thumb into crooked index finger – place knuckles of right index finger on to palm of left hand – maintain right formation while moving right hand forward over left thumb.

Pea
Extend right hand index and middle fingers – tap tips of these fingers along side of extended left index finger.

Peace
Close index fingers on to thumb – cross formations at wrists, then sweep to either side.
Peach
Slowly move fingertips of open right hand up and over third joints of left fist.

Pear
Rock tips of right hand extended index and middle fingers on right corner of mouth, twice.

Pedal
In a continuous movement, alternately move fists in forward circles.

Peel
Move right hand fist, thumb extended over left fist in an arc back towards body.

Peep
Right hand forms “O” with thumb and index finger, other fingers extended – place “O” over the right eye.

Peg
Extend left hand index finger and right hand index finger and thumb – push right hand formation down over left index finger.

Pen
Form “O” with right hand index fingertip and thumbtip. Move tips of this formation in a clockwise circle in front of body.

Pencil
Place extended right hand index finger and thumb together – with tip of this formation, stroke chin downward, twice.

Penguin
Hold both arms straight beside body, turn hands out parallel to floor – alternately move hands forward and back slightly at wrist twice.

Penis
Extend left hand index and middle fingers – move tip of right hand index finger along top of left index finger.

People
Stroke nose with edge of right hand extended index finger, twice.

Pepper
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger – shake hand to the left from wrist, twice.
Percent
Place tips of right fingers on ball of thumb. Move formation slightly up to the right and then down quickly.

Perfect
Form "O"s with index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Simultaneously move hands back slightly and then bounce forward slightly, twice.

Perform
Hold open hands palms at head height. Move hands forward and back alternately.

Perfume
Form a wholehanded “O” with right hand and place in front of left upper chest – tip back on to chest twice from wrist.

Perhaps
Extend right hand thumb and little finger – with palm facing left, rock formation from wrist, several times.

Perimeter
Place right hand thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Move formation in an arc to the right back towards the body.

Period
Fingerspell “P” – move right formation in a forward circle, the re-form “P”.

Permit
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Move formation forward from wrist in an arc.

Person
Form wholehanded “C” with right hand. Move formation down, at right side of body, with stress.

Perspire
Simultaneously move open hands with fingers pointing down, down beside face.

Persuade
With heels of open hands facing, simultaneously swivel hands in alternating arcs, twice.

Perth
Place right hand index and middle fingers on ball of thumb at shoulder height. Whilst moving hand down in an arc flick formation open to end with right thumb between extended index and middle fingers.
Pervert
Place right hand thumb between extended index and middle fingers. With index finger pointing forward, swivel this formation at chest height, left, then right.

Pest
Open right hand fingers apart. Flick fingernail of right middle finger off upper left arm.

Pet
Tap back of open left hand with fingers of open right hand twice, hands in front of body.

Petrol
Form wholehanded “C” with left hand and extend right thumb, index and middle fingers. Place right formation into “C”.

Petticoat
Extend right hand index finger. Brush edge of this finger down right chest, twice.

Philippines
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Move this formation with middle fingertip pointing down in a small circle above left hand – bring middle fingertip of right formation down on to back of left hand.

Philosophy
With right thumb between extended index and middle fingers, place middle fingertip at right side of forehead. Move whole formation in a small forward circle.

Photograph
Close fingertips of right hand on to thumb tip while moving formation slightly forward from face, twice.

Pick
While moving right hand up at right side of body, close index finger on to thumb, keeping palm down.

Picnic
Place right hand fingertips and thumbtip together. Brush tips of this formation backward off right cheek, twice.

Picture
Place extended index fingertips together, then move hands apart and down to trace the frame of a picture.

Pie
Move right hand extended index and middle fingers in a circle above left palm.
**Piece**
Place right hand thumb between extended right index and middle fingers. Flick middle fingertip of this formation forward off palm of open left hand.

**Pier**
Extend left hand index and middle fingers. Move back of open right hand along edge of left index finger.

**Pig**
Move right fist in a small circle in front of nose.

**Piglet**
Form shallow “C” with right index finger and thumb. Move tips of this formation in a small circle at end of nose.

**Pile**
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Tap middle fingertip of this formation on heel of open left hand, then on finger.

**Pill**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Move tips of right formation onto open left palm then twist right formation to palm up.

**Pillow**
Place back of open left hand against right cheek. Palm of open right hand moves towards left palm, twice.

**Pilot**
Grasp left index finger between right hand index finger and thumb and move formation forward, in front of body.

**Pimple**
Tap tip of extended right index finger down cheek, twice.

**Pin**
Place right hand index finger and thumb together – stroke tip of formation quickly down right lapel, twice.

**Pinch**
Close tip of right hand index finger on thumbtip with stress – other fingers spread.

**Pineapple**
Place wrists of slightly cupped hands together – separate hands, moving up in arcs to bring wrists together again – now move each hand diagonally out to either side.
Pink
Move tip of extended right hand index finger in a backward arc on right cheek to jaw-line.

Pip
Place tips of right index finger and thumb together on right corner of mouth. Turn to palm out whilst moving formation slightly forward.

Pipe
Extend right hand thumb an little finger (palm left) – place formation at about shoulder height.

Pirate
With the extended right hand index finger, describe an arc from near nose and under right eye.

Pity
Extend little finger of right hand at shoulder height, blade forward. Move formation in a downward arc to the left with stress.

Pizza
Sprinkle* right hand in a circle above palm of the open left hand in front of body.

Place
Place thumbs between extended index and middle fingers of both hands. Join formation of tops of middle fingers, in front of body. Move formation apart and forward in arcs to join again.

Plain
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Slide middle finger of this formation along left forearm towards fingertips of open left hand.

Plait
Natural gesture as for plaiting hair – in front of right shoulder.

Plan
Close index fingers on to thumbtips of each hand, palms down if front of body. In continuous movement, alternately move hands backward and forward once.

Plane-trade-tool
Place thumbs of both hands between extended index and middle fingers. Hold formations together palms down in front of body. Move hands apart in downward arcs to end with blades together.

Planet
Plant
Close index and middle fingertips on to thumbtips of each khand – move right formation in a downward arc from left formation.

Plastic
Hold tip of left hand extended index finger between right hand thumb and index finger. Wriggle left index finger with right formation.

Plasticine
Rub palm of open right hand backwards and forwards along palm of open left hand.

Plate
Move extended right hand thumb in a circle above palm of open left hand.

Platform
Move open right hand blade down, onto index finger edge of open left hand, palm down.

Platypus
Holding back of formation on chin, close fingertips of open right hand on to thumbtip, twice.

Play
Simultaneously move both open hands, palms up, in outward circles.

Please
Move open right hand straight forward from chin, while closing into a fist, thumb extended.

Pleasure
Rub cupped hands together, twice.

Plenty
Extend thumbs of both hands and move hands in large sideways circles, twice.

Pliers
Twist open right hand back at wrist whilst closing to a fist in action of using pliers.

Plough
Slide blade of open right hand forward along open left hand, then roll right hand to palm down over left index finger.
Plug
Form "O" with left hand and extend right hand thumb and crooked index finger. Move right hand to left to touch right thumb on edge of left index finger and edge of right crooked index finger on left thumb.

Plum
Twist fingers and thumb of right hand around ball of extended left hand thumb.

Plumber
Form "O" with left hand and extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread. Place tips of right formation on left "O" and swivel right hand up and down, twice.

Plus
Cross extended index fingers in front of body – left hand palm right, right hand palm down.

Pocket
Move open right hand up and down slightly, at right side of waist, palm to body, twice.

Poetry
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Sweep this formation, palm down, back and forward along palm of open right hand.

Point
Extend index fingers of both hands. Move both formations forward until fingertips touch.

Poison
Close extended right hand index and middle fingers on to right thumb – place formation on tip of left hand extended index finger – leave thumb on left index and flick right index and middle fingers open.

Poke
"Tip of right hand extended index finger into left shoulder."

Poland
Form "O" with right hand. Place tip of this formation on left side of chest, then on right side of chest.

Pole
Right hand index fingertip and thumbtip form "O". Move hand up.

Police
With tips of right hand extended index, middle and ring fingers, trace across back of left wrist.
Polish
Move right fist in small circles in front of body, palm forward.

Polite
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Move formation down centre of chest.

Pond
Right hand thumb and index finger forms “O”. Rock hand while moving formation left to right in front of body.

Pony
Extend left hand index and middle fingers. Place right hand thumb and index finger together at base of left index fingers. Move whole formation forward in two small jumps.

Poo
Move fingertips of open right hand from left to right across stomach.

Pool
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers – middle finger points down. Move formation in a clockwise circle in front of body.

Poor
Move open right hand, palm diagonally forward, in several small, forward circles.

Popular
Hold extended left index finger in front of body, palm diagonally back. With fingertips of slightly cupped right hand continually facing left index finger, move right hand in a semi-circle around left formation.

Pork
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers – middle finger points down. Move formation left to right in a wavy motion in front of chest.

Porridge
Place open right hand into slightly cupped left hand, fingers apart, in front of body. Move right hand up off left palm in a rocking motion.

Port
Form wholehanded “C” with left hand in front of body. Move right hand fist into left formation while twisting to palm back.

Portion
Place right hand thumb between extended right index and middle fingers. With right middle fingertip, trace a cross on palm of open left hand, in front of body.
Position
Form fingerspelt “P” with blades of both hands facing down. Move formation down slightly with stress.

Positive
Extend right hand index finger and tap index finger edge of open left hand twice – left palm faces right in front of body.

Possible
Extend index finger and thumb of right hand and place formation in front of nose. Close finger and thumb quickly, twice.

Possum
Form fingerspelt “P” in front of body. Move right formation down to the right to end in a curl.

Post
Move fingers of open right hand down between left hand fingers and thumb, in front of body.

Postpone
Move blade of open right hand down on to palm of open left hand, then move right hand in an arc on to left fingers.

Pot
Move slightly cupped hands in downward arcs to end with blades touching.

Potato
Stroke down side of left hand extended index finger with side of right hand crooked index finger, twice.

Pouch
Place slightly cupped left hand in front of body. Move back of open right hand down left palm, twice.

Poultry
Place right hand thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Tap tip of middle finger on palm of open left hand, twice.

Pour
Form fist with right hand and move it as though pouring from a jug, palm facing body.

Powder
Move cupped right hand in a horizontal circle in front of body – shake formation as though shaking powder.
Power
Form fists with both hands, cross arms at wrists – move arms to either side with stress, retaining fists throughout.

Practice

Praise
Extend thumbs of both hands. With continuous movement, alternately move each hand in small forward circles.

Pram
Form fists with both hands, in front of body. Simultaneously, bounce fists up and down, twice.

Prawn
Whilst moving hand to the right, crook extended right index finger, several times.

Pray
Close hands together as for praying.

Preach
Place tip of right hand extended index finger at right corner of mouth. Whilst moving right hand upwards, open hand. Move this open hand back very slightly, then forward slightly, once.

Precious
Tap right fist against palm of open left hand, several times, in front of left side of chest.

Prefect
Move fingertips of extended right hand index and middle fingers in a short movement across centre chest, left to right.

Prefer
Extend right index finger, palm back. Crook finger whilst moving hand down.

Pregnant
Place open right hand, palm down, in front of diaphragm – curve down to finish with palm up.

Prepare
Place balls of thumbs on nails of middle fingers. Flick hands open, twice.
Present
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Move formation up, in front of body, and to right in action of tying a bow.

President
Form fists with both hands, thumbs extended. Move fists and arms down slightly in front of body, with stress.

Press
Extend right hand thumb and move formation forward with stress.

Pressure
Place palm of open right hand on back of extended left thumb. Move formation diagonally down with stress.

Pretend
Stroke tip of extended right hand middle finger downwards on chin, twice.

Pretty
Place tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers on right cheek, thumb also extended – while moving hand forward close both fingers into fist, leaving thumb extended.

Price
Place right hand thumb between extended right index and middle fingers. Strike edge of index finger of this formation on palm of open left hand, palm forward.

Priest
Place tips of extended index fingers and thumbs together on centre of throat – simultaneously, move each hand to either side of throat.

Prince
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. With tip of middle finger of this formation, touch left shoulder, then right waist.

Princess
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Move middle fingertip of this formation in an arc around neck.

Principal
Form right hand “O” and move this formation left in front of body to end with tips of formation on tip of left hand extended index finger.

Print
Roll right hand fist along palm of open left hand.
Prison
Right hand open, thumb in, fingers spread. Move back of this formation down palm of open left hand, in front of body.

Private
Place index finger edge of open right hand, thumb closed, on chin. Move this formation down to left and brush right index finger edge back along open left hand.

Prize
Bend fingers of right hand — place fingertips together on right forehead and rock hand.

Problem
Crook and slightly spread index and middle fingers of both hands. Move formations alternately up and down in front of body.

Produce
Place right fist on left, palms back. Simultaneously swivel fists forward.

Profit
Form “O” with index finger and thumb of right hand. Slide edge of this formation down right side of body at waist.

Program
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Brush edge of index finger of this formation up open left hand and down back of left hand in front of body.

Progress
Move the little finger edge of bent right hand up left extended index finger.

Project
With tip of extended right index finger, trace a square on palm of open left hand.

Projector
Close fingertips of right hand onto ball of right thumb. Place this formation on back of open left hand. Flick formation open whist moving to palm forward.

Promise
Move the edge of right hand crooked index finger down chin from lower lip.

Proof
Form fists with both hands and place on cheeks — move formations down slightly with stress.
Proper
Extend right hand thumb and tap right fist on the open left hand, twice.

Prostitute
Rub knuckles of right hand fist in small forward circles on right cheek.

Protect
Extend thumbs of both hands – with formations held close together, simultaneously “bounce” hands forward slightly, twice.

Proud
Extend thumbs of both hands and in continuous movement, stroke thumbnails down chest, alternately.

Prove
Place tip of extended right index finger below right eye and then below left eye.

Provide
Place fingertips of both hands on balls of thumbs, palms back, at shoulder height. Open hand and spread fingers whilst sweeping formations down and apart.

Psychiatry
Place right thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Tap tip of middle finger on left wrist twice, left palm up.

Psychology
Place little finger edge of open right hand, thumb closed, between thumb and index finger of open left hand.

Puberty
Place right thumb between the right extended index and middle fingers. Move this formation from right side of chin to touch waist then hip.

Pudding
Place right hand thumb between right extended index and middle fingers. Brush middle fingertip of this formation back along palm of open left hand, twice.

Puddle
Form “O” with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers spread. Move tips of this formation on a horizontal circle – in front of body.

Pull
Pull” right hand fist back towards body.
Pump
Form fists with both hands. Move right fist towards left fist, palm up, in a pumping action, twice.

Pumpkin
Place fingernails of cupped hands together – move these formations apart and bring wrists together.

Punch
Close right hand into a fist – move formation forward quickly, with stress.

Punish
Place right thumb tip in crooked right index finger. Whilst moving right hand in a downward arc, strike index finger of this formation on blade of open left hand in passing.

Pupil
Place right thumb between extended index and middle fingers. Tap tip of middle finger below right eye, twice.

Puppet
Quickly close fingertips of open right hand on to ball of right thumb, twice.

Puppy
Pat blade of open left hand with fingertips of open right hand in front of body, twice.

Pure
Extend right hand index and middle fingers. Move tips of this formation off right cheek, open hand and brush right palm along and off left hand.

Purple
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and move in small circles on palm of open left hand.

Purpose
Move tips of fingers of open right hand, diagonally forward, onto edge of extended left index finger.

Purse
Place right hand index finger and thumb together above open left hand, thumb closed, and twist right formation as though opening a purse.

Push
Push both open hands forward in front of body.
**Puss**
Form “O” with right hand index finger and thumb. Move tips of this formation left to right from right corner of mouth, twice.

**Put**
Close right hand fingers on to ball of thumb – open hand while moving arm diagonally forward, keeping palm down.

**Puzzle**
Wriggle fingers of cupped right hand near right side of head.

**Pyjama**
Brush fingertips of open right hand down then up right side of chest.

**Pyramid**
Place tips of fingers of open hands together. Move hands apart and diagonally down.
Quadruple
Tap tips of left and right fingers together, twice, fingers slightly apart and pointing up.

Quake
Place open hands, fingers spread in front of body with right hand slightly closer to body. Simultaneously sweep left hand back towards body and sweep right hand to the right, then quickly return each hand to original position.

Quantity
Form a fist with the left hand. Move tips of the extended right hand index finger and thumb up beside left fist.

Quarrel
Extend little fingers of both hands and move formations in forward circles around each other, palms back.

Quarter
Form fingerspelt 'q' move down slightly with stress.

Queen
Place fingertips of cupped right hand on top of head.

Queer
Place tip of right hand ring finger on thumb, other fingers extended and spread. Tap right cheek with fingertip of right hand middle and index fingers, twice - blade faces forward.

Question
Fingerspell 'q' twice.

Queue
Open both hands, thumbs in. Place right hand index finger against left hand little finger - move right hand forward and left hand back slightly.

Quick
Tap side of right hand extended index finger sharply on side of left hand extended index finger.
Quite
Place tip of left hand index finger and thumb together, other fingers extended and spread, palm right, in front of body. Tap left thumb once with edge of extended right hand index finger.

Quote
Place crooked index and middle fingers of both hands above shoulders - bend and straighten fingers, twice.
R

Rabbit
Extend right hand index, middle fingers and thumb and place thumbtip on to temple – bend index and middle fingers forward and back, twice.

Race
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Move this formation in a horizontal circle, then diagonally to the right.

Radiator
Open left hand fingers spread, thumb in. Place right hand fist on back of left hand and move right hand up to the right in a quick wavy motion.

Radio
Bend all fingers of the right hand as for holding a small radio, and hold this formation to the right ear.

Radish
Left hand fingertips closed on to ball of thumb. Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger and place tips of this formation on tips of left fingers. Move right formation down, shaking slightly.

Rag
Crook right hand index finger, palm left. Move in one small anti-clockwise circle in front of body.

Rail
Extend and spread middle and index fingers of both hands, fingers pointing forward in front of body. Slide right fingers along left fingers towards the tips.

Rain
Bend fingers of both hands and simultaneously make small up and down movements at about head height.

Rainbow
Right hand fingers extended and spread, thumb in, palm forward. Move formation in an arc from left to right.

Raise
Left hand open, thumb closed. Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger, fingertips forward. Move right hand up to touch left palm in passing.

Raisin
Left hand index finger extended. Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger, palm left. Move right formation off left index finger and up to mouth.
Rake
Hold open left hand palm up, fingers spread and pointing forward. Cup right hand fingers spread – scrape fingertips over left palm, towards body, twice.

Ran
Move fists in alternate forward circles (as when running) at sides of body.

Rang
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger – roll hand to left to palm up, twice.

Rape
Extend left hand index and middle fingers, palm down, in front of body. Place edge of right hand crooked index finger on back of left formation.

Rash
Cup right hand, fingers spread. Bounce fingertips on left upper arm, then again near left elbow.

Raspberry
Extend left hand little finger in front of body. Bounce crooked right hand index finger off left hand little finger then grip left little finger with fingers and thumb of right hand. Twist right formation from palm down to palm back.

Rat
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Shake fingertips of this formation left to right near right corner of mouth, several times.

Rather
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger, palm down, fingertips pointing forward. Bounce formation twice while moving hand right to left in front of body.

Reach
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger. Move fingertips of this formation across body, to touch fingers of open left hand.

Read-past-tense
Close ball of right hand thumb on to right middle fingernail and flick hand open while simultaneously moving hand down slightly.

Read-present-tense
Close ball of right hand thumb on to right middle fingernail and flick hand open while simultaneously moving hand down slightly.

Ready
Real
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger – strike blade of right hand on to palm of open left hand in front of body.

Realize
Place nail of right index finger on ball of right thumb. Flick index finger open whilst moving formation forward from forehead.

Reason
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger. Tap fingertips of this formation of right temple, twice.

Receipt
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Firmly place back of right formation on fingers of open left hand.

Receive
Whilst moving open hands towards chest, close to fists, finishing with fists on chest.

Recent
Slightly bend fingers of right hand at third knuckles quickly, twice, near right side of face.

Recess
Cross middle fingers of both hands over index fingers. Simultaneously move both formations in circles in front of body – left hand circles to left – right hand circles to right.

Recognize
Place tip of extended right thumb on forehead. Whilst moving formation forward and down flick index finger open.

Record-noun
Describe a rectangle in the air with right hand extended index finger pointing forward.
Red
Place right hand extended index fingertip below lower lip and move in a very small circle on chin.

Reel
Move right fist twice around left fist, in front of body.

Referee
Extend right thumb and index finger and place tips of this formation below lip.

Refrigerator
Place right fist, palm left, towards left side. Pull formation towards body and to the right in an arc. Reverse action, returning hand to original position.

Refuse
Sweep right hand extended index and middle fingers along palm of open left hand and off ring finger.

Regular
Extend right hand thumb and move back of right fist along and off palm of open left hand.

Reject
Move blade of open right hand along and off palm of open left hand.

Relate
Link index fingers and thumbs of both hands. Move formation forward and back.

Relative
Place left hand fingertips on ball of left thumb. Move slightly cupped right hand in a clockwise circle over left formation, to end with tips of right fingers closed over tips of left fingers.

Relax
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, hands apart, right slightly closer to body. Roll formations back and over to end with palms up and fingers pointing forward.

Religion
Cross right hand middle and index finger. Tap edge of this formation on centre of chest, twice.

Remain
Firmly link crooked right index finger onto crooked left index finger, twice.
**Remember**
Slightly open and close right fist, several times, on right side of forehead.

**Remind**
Move fingertips of open right hand, thumb closed, from right forehead to tap right shoulder, twice.

**Remove**
Whilst closing to a fist, move right hand sharply onto palm of open left hand; bound right formation diagonally forward, opening fist to end with palm down and fingers spread.

**Repair**
Tap right hand crooked index finger on right finger of left fist (palm half right), twice.

**Repeat**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread, fingertips forward. Move formation in a small clockwise semi-circle in front of body, and then left to right.

**Report**
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Place fingertips at right side of mouth, then drop tips of this formation down on to palm of open left hand.

**Reproduce**
Move slightly cupped hands in shallow arcs to bounce blades together. Repeat action as hands move to the right.

**Rescue**
Make one large movement of blade of right hand across palm of slightly cupped left hand and continue to move formation back to body.

**Research**
Whilst moving hands apart, bend and straighten middle and index fingers. Repeat action.

**Reserve**
Hold open left hand in front of body – palm diagonally back. Move open right hand down sharply to end on fist on left palm.

**Resign**
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked index finger – drop hand down slightly to the left then open hand while flinging upwards.

**Respect**
Right hand open, thumb in, index finger edge on right temple. Move formation down sharply and end with right fingers pointing forward.
Responsibility
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger and move formation down left side of chest.

Responsible
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger and tap edge of formation of left side of chest, twice.

Rest
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, right hand behind left hand – tilt formations forward from wrists.

Restaurant
Cross right hand middle finger over right hand index finger and tap index finger edge of this formation on right side of the chin, twice.

Result
Sweep open right hand in an arc to end with edge of index finger near right ear.

Return
Extend right index finger, other fingernails on ball of thumb. Move this formation forward then back at shoulder height.

Revenge
Place index finger edge of open right hand, thumb in, on right temple. Whilst turning hand to palm back in a downward arc, move fingertips of this formation sharply into palm of open left hand with stress.

Reverse
Extend right index and middle fingers and place, palm down, on palm of open left hand. Flip right formation over to palm up.

Revise
Extend right index and middle fingers, blade down. Move formation to the right in two downward arcs.

Reward
Place tips of extended thumbs into crooked index fingers, palms down. Drop formations at wrist, turn to palms up and move hands in outward arcs.

Rhinoceros
Extend right hand thumb and little finger and place thumb on nose.

Rhubarb
Cross left hand middle and index fingers and hold in front of body, palm right. Chop open right hand down beside left formation, twice.
Rhyme
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Sweep this formation, fingers pointing forward, up and down above left forearm, left hand open, palm up in front of body.

Rhythm
Cross right hand middle and index fingers. Tap fingertips of this formation on left wrist, with left hand open, palm up, in front of body.

Ribbon
Cross right hand middle and index fingers – move this formation in a small circle on left side of chest ending with little finger edge sliding down chest, slightly.

Rice
Cross right hand middle and index fingers – scoop tips of this formation up to mouth from palm of slightly cupped left hand.

Rich
Place fingertips of both open hands on either side of chest – simultaneously move formations straight down.

Ridden
Place right hand index and middle fingers on back of left fist – move formation down and up to original position.

Ride
Place slightly crooked right hand index and middle fingers over back of extended left hand index and middle fingers – move formation straight forward in front of body.

Ridiculous
Place extended right index finger on side of nose. Drop hand forward at wrist, then flick formation diagonally up, quickly.

Rifle
Natural gesture for holding a rifle.

Right
Move right hand fist, thumb extended, down in front of body, with stress.

Ring
Cross right hand middle and index fingers, fingers pointing forward – move tips in a small circle in front of body.

Rinse
Hold left fist, palm up, in front of body. Cross right hand middle and index fingers and slide this formation several times backwards and forwards across left fist.
Rip
Extend right hand index finger and flick tip of this formation along palm of open left hand between middle and ring fingers, turning right hand to palm down.

Ripe
Place tip of right hand middle finger on tip of right thumb, other fingers extended. Place tip of this formation at right corner of mouth – sweep to right while opening hand palm forward, fingers spread.

Rise
Extend left hand index finger, palm up and right hand index finger, palm down. Place tip of right index finger on left index finger and move right formation up – left hand moves down very slightly.

River
Move both open hands forward in a curved movement.

Road
Cross index and middle fingers of both hands, in front of body – move formations forward (palms facing), in upward arcs.

Roar
Form fists with both hands at chest height, left in front of right. While opening to slightly cupped hands, move hands diagonally to the left.

Roast
Cross middle and index fingers of both hands in front of body. Simultaneously move both formations forward and back.

Rob
Slide edge of crooked right hand index finger across palm of open left hand towards body, once.

Robot
With arms at sides of body, move open hands up and down (from elbow), alternately.

Rock
Form a fist with the right hand and place blade down on back of open left hand. Twist right hand to palm down, and back to palm left, once.

Rocket
Cross right hand middle finger and right hand index finger. Move formation up once, from about shoulder height, with stress.

Rod
Form an “O” with the left hand, palm down. Place side of crooked right hand index finger on left formation and move it to the right, once.
Rode
Place right hand fingers, palm down, on extended left index and middle finger, palm down – move formation straight forward.

Roll
In continuous movement, roll extended index fingers around each other while moving formations forward.

Roof
Place fingertips of open hands together, palms facing and diagonally down.

Room
Place right hand at shoulder height, fingers bent at third knuckles, thumb on edge of index finger – move formation forward slightly.

Rooster
Place right hand index fingertip and thumb together, other fingers extended and spread. Tap tip of this formation into palm of open left hand, twice.

Root
Place back of right fist under left fist. Whilst moving right hand down slightly, open hand and move forward.

Rope
Cross middle and index fingers of both hands and place tips of formations together in front of body – move hands apart.

Rose
Place tip of right hand extended index finger on tip of left hand extended index finger – raise right hand once from left tip and close into a fist.

Rough
Move the open right hand from left to right in front of body, rocking hand as it moves.

Round
Cross right hand index and middle fingers – move formation in a horizontal circle, anti-clockwise, at chest height.
Rub
Rub fingertips of open right hand in two small circles on upper left arm.

Rubber
Place tips of extended right hand index finger and thumb together — rub tip of this formation on palm of open left hand.

Rubbish
Tap backs of relaxed hands together, twice.

Rude
Extend right hand little finger — move formation in small circles.

Rug
Cross right hand middle and index fingers — move this formation forward along back of open left hand.

Ruin
Cross right hand middle and index fingers — drop hand down to end with palm down, fingers spread.

Rule
Extend right hand index finger and move tip left to right along the blade of the open left hand, palm down.

Ruler
Both hands form “C”s — move formations apart to trace the edges of a ruler, then close index fingers on to thumbs.

Run
Move open hands in alternate forward circles (as when running).

Rung
Cross right hand index and middle fingers, fingers pointing forward — make a small movement to the right and return to original position.

Rush
Cross right hand middle and index fingers — move this formation down and forward to hit left hand index fingertip, and turn to palm down.

Russia
Move fingertips of cupped right hand from right cheek on to chin.
Rust
Cross right hand middle and index fingers – move top of this formation down and off back of open left hand, in front of body.
S
Move fingertips of open right hand into and then off palm of open left hand.

Sack
Move index finger edge of open right hand, palm left, down chin.

Sad
Place right fist on back of open left hand thumb closed-move formation towards body.

Safe
Extend right hand index and middle fingers-move tips of fingers straight forward from chin(palm half left)

Said
Hold slightly cupped right hand in front of right shoulder. Move formation forward slightly.

Sail
Place palm of open right hand on stomach and back-without lifting hands move them up and down very slightly, quickly.

Sailor
Move extended right index finger in a circle over the head.

Saint
Extend index and middle fingers and thumbs of both hands. Simultaneously move both hands in two circles.

Salad
Hold open right hand, fingers spread, above open left hand. Whilst closing to a fist, quickly move right formation diagonally down towards right side of body.

Salary
Place right fist into palm of open left hand, palm right.

Sale
Run ball of right thumb along fingertips of right hand, twice, starting with the little finger(palm down).
**Same**
Extend index fingers of both hands and tap together, twice.

**Sand**
Brush ball of right thumb across right hand fingertips while moving arm up slowly-end with a fist, thumb resting on edge of index finger.

**Sandal**
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - draw tips of formation across tips of fingers of open left hand, from little finger to thumb.

**Sandwich**
Place open right hand, thumb under, between fingers and thumb of left hand - move formation right to left in front of chin.

**Sang**
Place right hand thumb tip at right corner of mouth - move formation upward to right in a forward circle.

**Sank**
Cup right hand fingers apart - move formation down slowly while moving hand from side to side.

**Santa claus**
Place right fist on back of left hand - move formation down slightly.

**Satisfy**
Bounce index finger edge of open right hand, thumb in, on chest, twice.

**Sauce**
Form whole handed "C" with right hand - shake formation sideways, once.

**Saucepan**
Place right hand thumb into crooked index finger - with palm left, move formation back and forth, quickly.

**Saucer**
Right hand open, palm facing diagonally down - move hand left to right in a shallow downward arc, keeping fingers pointing forward.
Sausage
Place extended right hand index fingertip and thumbtip together - open and close finger and thumb twice while moving hand to right.

Save
Move blade of slightly cupped right hand, across left palm, towards body twice.

Saw-tool
Place index finger edge of open right hand, thumb in, beside right eye. Move hand forward.

Saw
Move blade of slightly cupped right hand, across left palm, towards body twice.

Say
Move side of extended right hand index finger forward from the chin.

Scale
Extend left hand little finger and hold formation in front of the body. Move right hand fist, thumb over fingers, along and off left little finger.

Say
Move side of extended right hand index finger forward from the chin.

Scale
Extend left hand little finger and hold formation in front of the body. Move right hand fist, thumb over fingers, along and off left little finger.

Scare
Tremble both hands, fingers spread, in front of body.

Scarf
Place open right hand at center of chest, then fling back of hand over left shoulder.

Scene
Place tips of thumbs of open hands together, fingers spread, palms diagonally forward. Move hands apart.

School
Move open right hand diagonally in front of right side of face twice.

Science
Place fingertips of both hands on balls of thumbs, as if holding test tubes - pour from left to right, then from right to left.

Scissors
Move right hand index and middle fingers, in cutting action, while moving hand forward.
Scone
Bounce cupped right hand clockwise several times, above open left hand.

Scooter
Place open right hand palm down, beside of left hand. While moving right hand back slightly, turn to palm back, repeat action.

Score
While wiggling fingers, move right hand down in front of fingers and palm of open left hand.

Scotland
Move the right elbow in and out from the right side of body, twice, while quickly moving right fingers.

Scout
Form the boy scout salute.

Scratch
Place tips of crooked right hand index finger on palm of open left hand- flick right formation off left palm, back towards body.

Scream
Crook extended right hand index finger. Move up and to the right from under the chin.

Screen
Move right hand fist down, from head height.

Screw
Extend right hand middle and index fingers- twist to palm left twice.

Screwdriver
Extend right hand index and middle fingers- point this formation into palm of open left hand and twist to palm up, twice.

Scribble
Close right hand index fingertip onto ball of right thumb. Move formation down and to the right in a wavy motion.

Script
Move right hand fist in a wide zig-zag down palm of open left hand, in front of body.
Sea
Move right fist in a wavy motion above left forearm from elbow to waist.

Seal-animal

Seal-close
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and place side of index and place side of index finger at corner of right eye - move formation forward in a sweeping action.

Search

Season
Place right fist in front of left fist and move right fist around left fist, once.

Seat
Place index edge of open right hand, palm down, on to palm of open left hand - move whole formation down slightly.

Second
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, and while moving upwards slightly, turn to palm back.

Secret
Bounce the edge of the index finger of open right hand, thumb in, on chin, twice.

See
Move tip of right hand index finger forward form right eye.

Seed
Close right hand fingertips on to ball of right thumb and hold above palm of open left hand. Whilst moving right hand along left palm, slide right tips over ball of thumb, several times.

Seem
Place open right hand, palm left, near right eye. While moving right hand down beside face, slide ball of thumb over fingertips.

Select
Alternately move hands back towards body whilst closing tip whilst closing tip of extended index finger on to thumb - repeat several times.
Self
Extend right hand index finger and move formation down in front of body.

Selfish
Point fingertips of open right hand into right side of neck, twice.

Sell
Place right fist on palm of open left hand - while moving both hands forward, open right hand, and place palm up beside left hand.

Semen
Move tip of extended right hand index finger forward and down, turning to palm down, from tips of extended left hand index fingers.

Send
Place right hand fingertips on thumb, at about chest height - while moving right hand forward, open to palm up, fingers spread.

Sense
Move tip of bent middle finger of open right hand up center chest.

Sensible
Tap tip of crooked right hand index finger on right temple, twice.

Sent
Extend right hand index finger and point towards left palm up - sweep hand forward so that finger points forward.

Sentence
Move right hand fist, thumb over fingers, left to right in front of body.

Separate
Place backs of fingers together, then deliberately move hands apart.

Serious
Form fist with right hand - move in a downward arc from left to right, then bounce with stress.

Serve
Place finger tips of right hand on ball of right thumb - move tips of this formation in an arc onto the left palm, twice.
Service
Open both hands, fingers spread, palms up. Alternate move hands diagonally backwards and forward.

Serviette
Place tips of index fingers and thumbs together. Place formations in front of body, flick to palms forward, then move tips of formation on to waist.

Set
Place right and left fingertips on thumbs, hands apart - move hands together but not quite touching, with slight stress.

Several
Right hand forms a fist, thumb over fingers - move right to left in several small arcs, in front of body.

Sew
Close fingertips of left hand on to thumb - place tip of right hand extended index finger on thumb - "sew" tip of right hand formation into hollow made by left hand.

Sex
Both hands open, palms facing, fingertips touching - close fingertips onto thumbs as hands move slightly apart.

Shade
Move horizontal fingers of right hand forward over fingertips of open left hand and down left hand edge of finger.

Shadow
Place open hands, fingers spread, in front of body - right palm back and facing left palm. Drop right hand slowly down to left.

Shake
Shake open right hand up and down.

Shall
Place extended right hand thumb on right cheek, turn to palm down.

Shallow
Wiggle fingers of open right hand over palm of open left hand.

Shame
Place open right hand at side of face - move hand forward while turning to palm forward, with stress.
Shampoo
Move cupped hands backwards and forwards alternately, twice, at sides of head.

Shape
Move both fists down in front of body in a wavy motion, palms facing each other.

Share
Left hand open, palm up - "Chop" blade of open right hand on palm of open left hand palm then diagonally across fingers.

Shark
Move open right hand forward in a shallow curve.

Sharp
Place tip of extended right hand index finger on edge of extended left hand index finger - move right hand formation quickly off and back from left formation, opening right hand and spreading fingers.

Shave
Hold right hand as for holding an electric shaver, and move formation in small circles around jaw line.

She
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and drop down from the wrist very slightly.

Shed
Hold both open hands, fingertips touching - move right hand forward and down while turning to palm up.

Sheep
Extend right hand little finger and thumb - move tip of little finger back from right corner of mouth, twice.

Sheet
Thumb and index finger of each hand form an "O", other fingers spread - move backs of hands up towards chest.

Shelf
Brush fingertips of open right hand forward and off palm of open left hand, palm right, in front of body.

Shell
Left hand cupped, finger spread in front of body - move cupped right hand off left hand to the right whilst twisting to finish with fingertips on ball of thumb.
Shield
Hold left fist, blade forward in front of chest. Move slightly cupped right hand from beside left fist to finish in front of left fist with palm back.

Shift
Form fists with both hands in front of body. Simultaneously move formations in shallow arcs from left to right.

Shine
Place open right hand near right cheek - rock hand while moving upwards.

Ship
Place fingertips of both hands together - move formation forward.

Shirt
Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place near neck - close index finger on to thumb while moving hand down slightly.

Shiver
Hold fists at shoulder height, palms forward. Simultaneously shake hands sideways, several times.

Shock
Move slightly cupped hands forward sharply, with stress in front of chest.

Shoe
Form full-handed "C" with right hand - slide formation up the back of open left hand, thumb closed, to wrist.

Shone
Place right fist near right cheek - rock hand while moving upwards.

Shook
Shake right arm, hand in fist, from side to side.

Shoot
Place right fist at right side - while moving formation forward, flick out index and middle fingers and thumb.

Shop
Knock right fist on to palm of open left hand, twice.
Shore
Whilst wiggling fingers, move right hand upward in an arc towards relaxed left hand, then back to the right.

Short
Place open right hand above right shoulder and move down with stress.

Shorts
Move blade of open right hand around right thigh.

Shot
Place right fist at right side, thumb extended - while moving formation forward open hand, fingers spread.

Should
Extend right hand thumb - move this formation downwards from right to left, palm remaining down throughout.

Shoulder
Tap left shoulder with open right hand.

Shout
Flick fingernails off ball of right thumb while moving formation forward off chin.

Shovel
Dig* nails of fingers of open right hand into left palm, twice.

Show
Extend right hand index finger and place tip under right eye - move hand forward, opening hand and spreading fingers.

Shower
Bounce slightly cupped right hand, twice.

Shrank
Hold both open hands in front of body palms facing. Whilst closing to fists, bring formations together.

Shrink
Hold both open hands in front of body, palms facing. Whilst partly closing hands, bring formations together.
Shrunk
Hold both open hands in front of body palms facing. Move hands together, closing left to fist, and end with right clasping left.

Shut
Place heel right hand on fingernails of open hand - "shut" right hand on to back of left hand.

Shy
Place tip of extended right hand index finger on to chin.

Sick
Place tip of right hand index finger on center forehead - move finger down to tap edge, on left hand extended index finger, twice.

Side
Place back of fingers of open right hand of right side of body. Move formation down.

Sideward
Both hands open, fingers bent at third knuckles - slide formations to right side.

Sieve
Open both hands, fingers spread, and place right hand over left hand - move hands apart.

Sift
Open both hands, fingers spread, thumbs in, and place right hand over left hand - simultaneously move right a little left, then right, and left hand a little right, then left.

Sight
Place tips of extended index fingers below eyes - simultaneously move hands slightly forward.

Sign-manul-commu
Place right hand index and middle fingers on right thumb - move tip of this formation down on to palm of open left hand.

Signature
Place right hand index and middle fingers on ball of thumb. Move tips of this formation from right temple along and off open left hand.
Silence
Open hands, fingers together, blade of right hand on left hand index finger, tip of right index finger on chin. Move hands down and apart to end with palms down and fingers pointing forward.

Silent
Place edge of extended right index finger on chin. Move hand down.

Silly
Tap right side of forehead with tip of extended right hand middle finger, twice.

Silver
Move extended right hand little finger across body in an arc to tap on left hand extended little index finger, then move right formation up.

Similar
Extend left hand index finger, right hand open, thumb in - tap index fingers together, twice.

Simple
Poke right cheek with extended tip of right hand index finger, twice.

Since
Form an “O” with the index finger and thumb of right hand. Move formation forward past extended left index finger.

Sing
Move tips of extended right hand thumb, index and middle fingers upwards, from right corner of mouth in two shallow arcs.

Single
Taps tips of extended index fingers together, twice.

Singlet
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - move thumbtip and fingertip slightly down right side of chest.

Sink
Move cupped right hand fingers spread, down at right side.

Sister
Tap side of crooked right hand index finger on bridge of nose, twice.
Sit
Place open right hand on back of open left hand and move formation down, slightly.

Situation
Extend left index finger, palm right. Bounce right fist on edge of left index finger and then move in a semi-circle around left formation to bounce on inside edge of left index finger.

Size
Both hands open fingers bent at third knuckles - move left hand fingertips on to heel of right hand, then right hand fingertips on to heel of left hand.

Skate
Open both hands with fingertips pointing forward and palms down. Move open hands alternately forward and back in front of body.

Skeleton
Bend fingers of both hands and move fingertips from centre of chest out to

Sketch
Extend right hand index and middle fingers then "sketch" with tips of

Ski
Stand" extended right hand index and middle fingers on extended left hand index and middle fingers - move formation forward.

Skill
Grasp blade of open left hand, palm diagonally right, with right fingers and

Skin
Brush right fist down back of left hand, thumb closed.

Skip
Bounce tip of extended right hand middle finger twice on palm of open left

Skirt
Place blade of open right hand at waist - drop hand down while returning to

Skivvy
Place back of open right hand, thumb in, on neck - turn hand to palm back.
Sky
Move open right hand in an arc left to right above head.

Slacks
Tap right fist on right hip, twice.

Slam
Hold open right hand, palm forward, at shoulder height. Sweep formation

Slap
Slap the back of the open left hand with fingers of right hand.

Sleep
Close extended right hand index finger on to thumb while holding formation at

Sleeve
Place cupped right hand on upper left arm and move formation down left arm.

Slept
Close right hand fingertips on to thumb beside the right eye.

Slice
Form fist with left hand, move open right hand in two forward on left fist.

Slid
Brush right fist down back of left hand

Slide
Brush right palm down back of left hand.

Slight
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - fingers pointing diagonally

Slim
Simultaneously move hands down in shallow arcs in front of body.
Slip
Slide tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers along left palm, in an

Sliper
Slide open right hand thumb in, forward under thumb of cupped left hand.

Slow
Extend right hand index finger and move tip up from left wrist to mid -

Sly
Move nail of extended right hand thumb down right side of face.

Smack
Smack the back of the open left hand with the right hand.

Small
Move open hands close to each other with stress.

Smart
Hold right fist at right side of face, palm back. Flick open to fingers spread

Smash
Hold open left hand, palm right, in front of body. Whilst moving right fist

Smell
Extend right hand middle and index fingers - move tips of this formation up to

Smelt
Move open right hand, thumb in, up to nearly touch tip of nose then away to

Smile
Trace a small upward arc from the right side of the mouth with tip of right

Smock
Form fists with both hands, thumbs extended. Move formations down chest
Smoke
Open right hand palm down, fingers pointing diagonally forward and spread.

Smooth
Sweep open right hand in a shallow forward arc across left palm.

Snail
Place nails of extended fingers on to balls of thumbs - hold formation palms.

Snake
With nails of right hand index and middle fingers on ball of thumb, place back.

Sneak
Right hand open - thumb in, index finger edge on right cheek. Move.

Sneeze
Hold extended right hand index finger under nose and drop head forward.

Snow
Open both hands, hold above right side of head, wiggle fingers while moving.

So
Place right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb, palm forward - twist to palm.

Soap
Slide cupped right hand, palm down, several times along cupped left hand.

Soccer
Bounce right fist off right side of forehead.

Sock
Place thumbs into crooked index fingers - swivel formations in towards body.

Soft
Move fingers and thumbs of each hand towards each other, twice, but do not
Softball
Natural gesture for swinging a softball bat.

Sold
Place right fist on left palm - while moving both hands forward, move right fist

Solider
Move fists of both hands, right above left, from left side of chest in a shallow

Solid
Crook right hand index finger, palm diagonally left. Sharply twist formation to

Solve
Form fist with thumbs extended, palms back at chest height. Flick formations

Some
Run ball of right thumb from right hand little fingertip along other tips to index

Son
Fingerspell "S" quickly twice

Song
Both hands form wholehanded "O", palms facing - move hands as if

Soon
Place tips of crooked right hand index finger and thumb together - move hand

Sore
Shake open right hand, fingers spread, twice in front of body.

Sorry
Move cupped right hand, fingers slightly spread, in front of right side of face

Sort
Right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb - place tips of this formation on
**Soul**
Place right fingertips and thumbtip at right corner of mouth. Move this.

**Sound**
Point to right ear with fingertips of open right hand, fingers spread, with stress.

**Soup**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - move this formation from palm of open left hand up to mouth, twice.

**Sour**
Extend right hand little finger - draw tip of little finger in an arc under lower lip, from left to right.

**South**
Fingerspell "S" and move formation back towards body.

**Sow-seed**
Move right hand fist in an arc left to right above head.

**Space**
Scoop slightly cupped right hand to the left, twice.

**Spade**
Twist the extended right hand index and middle fingers around the extended left hand index finger, twice.

**Spaghetti**
Point right hand index, middle and ring fingers at palm of open left hand. Move right hand in two small circles above left palm then up towards mouth.

**Spain**
Hold cupped right hand at about waist level - move formation diagonally up to left side of chest while opening hand to end with palm forward.

**Spanner**
Extend thumb and little finger of right hand. Tap thumb of this formation on right side of chest, twice.
Spat
Place extended right hand little finger beside mouth - move hand out and down in an arc ending with palm down.

Speak
Move tip of extended right hand index finger in small forward circles from right side of mouth.

Special
Close ball of right thumb onto nail of middle finger - flick hand open while moving in a forward arc, touching right palm on tip on extended left hand index finger in passing.

Specific
Extend index fingers of both hands. Move tip of right index finger onto tip of left index finger, with stress.

Speckle
Bounce cupped right hand back and forth while moving formation in a circle in front of body.

Sped
Brush right fist along index finger of open left hand, thumb closed.

Speech
Tap tip of extended right hand index finger on chin, twice.

Speed
Both hands open, thumbs closed - move right hand forward and up slightly, brushing index fingers together in passing.

Spell
With a flickering movement, bring fingertips of open hands together a number of times.

Spelt
With flickering movements, bring fingertips of open hands together a number of times while moving hands left to right - fingers point upwards.

Spend
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger - move this formation along fingers of open left hand then open right hand, palm up, fingers spread.

Spent
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger - move this formation forward and off open left hand to end with formation palm down.
Sperm
Extend left hand index and middle fingers. Place tip of extended right index finger on tip of left formation. Whilst moving right formation in a downward arc, open hand and finish with palm down.

Spider
Walk fingers of right hand up left arm.

Spill
With fingertips of both hands on thumbs, place hands together, palms down - while moving hands apart, open hands and spread fingers.

Spin
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart - describe circles with fingertips.

Spirit
As hand follows arrow line, fingertips of open right hand move in a circle on to right thumb, fingers pointing towards face. Holding right fingers on to right thumb, hand moves above head height, opens, and continues upward slightly.

Spit
Place extended right hand index fingertip beside mouth - move out in a downward arc ending with palm down.

Splash
Bring right fist down towards palm of open left hand. Open right hand, bring palms together and bounce right hand up.

Spoil
Place right hand middle fingernail on ball of thumb - rapidly flick finger off thumb, twice.

Spoke
Move open right hand in small circles as hand moves forward from mouth, palm back.

Sponge
Slightly open and close fingers and thumbs of both hands, simultaneously several times.

Spoon
Move tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers in small forward circles in front of chin.

Sport
Place fists together, thumbs extended - move right formation back in a downward arc, and left formation forward.
Spot
Bounce cupped right hand once, in front of body.

Sprang
Make fists with both hands, hold in front of body with right between body and left. Move right fist forward to left fist while opening right hand to fingers spread, pointing upwards.

Spray
Crook right hand index finger, palm forward. Move formation to right from centre chest.

Spread
Place open right hand, fingers spread, on back of left hand, fingers spread - swivel right hand to the right and left hand to the left.

Spring
Hold left fist between right fist and body - move right fist around left fist and as right fist moves up between left fist and body, open right hand to fingers spread.

Sprinkle
Wiggle fingers of right hand in a clockwise circle at right side of body.

Sprung
Hold right fist between left fist and body - move right fist towards left fist but before they meet, open both hands, fingers spread - back of right hand then meets left hand.

Spun
Spin open right hand, thumb closed, in front of body.

Square
Draw a square with index finger of right hand.

Squash-press

Squash-sport

Squeak
Extend right hand thumb and index finger. Move index finger edge of this formation towards the ear.
**Squeal**
Place fingernail of right index finger on ball of right thumb. Whilst moving forward and up, sharply, from right side of mouth, flick formation open.

**Squeeze**
Place cupped right hand above cupped left hand - slowly and firmly close hands to fists, twice.

**Stack**
Both hands, fingers bent at third knuckles, thumbs closed, right hand above left hand - move formation forward slightly with stress then move formation up and again forward slightly with stress.

**Stage**
Open left hand, palm down in front of body. With blade of right fist forward, move right formation along back of hand.

**Stair**
Left hand open, fingers spread - "walk" extended right hand middle and index fingers up left fingers.

**Stamp**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - place tip of this formation below lower lip then on to palm of open left hand.

**Stand**
Extend right hand index and "stand" tips of this formation on palm of open left hand.

**Staple**
Bounce heel of open right hand off heel of open left hand.

**Star**
Flick fingernails of right hand off ball of thumb, several times, while holding hand above and in front of head.

**Stare**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingertips pointing forward. Move formation forward slightly from in front of right side of face.

**Start**
Place fingernails of left and right cupped hands together - swing hands open and apart.

**Starve**
Bend hands at third knuckles and place fingertips above waist. Whilst pushing fingertips into body, roll hands to palms up.
Station
Brush back of open right hand, twice - left hand points to right, in front of body.

Statue
Move tip of crooked right hand index finger straight down from in front of chin - palm faces back throughout.

Stay
Extend and crook both index fingers. Place hands at right side of body, right hand in front of left hand. Move both formations down with stress.

Steak
Clasp fleshy part of open left hand (near thumb) between tip of extended right hand index finger and thumb - left palm faces body.

Steal
Twist fingertips of cupped right hand off and away from open left hand.

Steam
Flick all right fingernails off ball of right thumb, at right side of head, twice.

Steel
Brush right fist palm left down and across fingertips of open left hand, thumb closed, palm back.

Step
Move open right hand forward once, from beside of open left hand.

Sterile
Form fist with left hand, palm up. Sweep open right hand forward across left formation, twice.

Stethoscope
Place tips of index and middle fingers on ball of thumbs and place formation at ears. Leaving left hand in original position move right hand diagonally forward and down.

Stick
Extend right and left index fingers and thumbs, tips facing each other - move formations so that fingers interlock.

Stiff
Hold rigid open hands in front of body. Simultaneously move hands back in a very short, sharp movement.
Still
Move right fist in a forward arc, turning palm forward during movement.

Sting
Place right hand middle fingertip on thumb, other fingers extended - move formation to inside of left wrist (palm up), in front of body.

Stir
Move extended right hand index and middle fingers in circles between left thumb and fingers.

Stitch
Sew with tip of right index finger and thumb along edge of extended left index finger.

Stocking
Slide tips of fingers of open right hand up and off right thigh, close to a fist and replace on thigh.

Stole
Place tips of cupped right hand on palm of open left hand and twist right hand off left palm to close in a fist on chest.

Stomach
Tap tip of crooked right hand index finger on chin, twice.

Stood
Stand extended right hand index and middle fingers apart on palm of open left hand - move formation towards body.

Stool
Place open right hand, palm down, on top of left fist - move formation down slightly in front of body.

Stop
Move open right hand forward very slightly from about right shoulder height.

Store
Bend left hand at third knuckles, thumb closed - move right fist, palm forward, into left palm.
Storm
Form fists with both hands in front of body - right palm back, left palm forward. Swing both formations to the right in small arcs to end with right palm forward, left palm back, then return to original position.

Story
In a continuous movement, move open hands in large alternate, forward circles.

Stove
Rub back of cupped right hand side to side on top of left fist.

Straight
As open right hand, thumb closed, moves forward slightly, drop hand from the wrist.

Strange
Tap side of crooked right hand index finger on right cheek, very slowly, twice.

Strangle
Place slightly cupped hands, fingers spread in front of body, left in front of right. Whilst rolling hands around each other form fists with left in front of right then forcefully move right hand diagonally back and left hand diagonally forward.

Straw
Extend right hand index finger and thumb - move formation upwards chin.

Strawberry
Bounce right fist on edge on extended left hand little finger, then grip left hand little finger with fingers and thumb of right hand, twist right formation from palm down to palm back.

Stray
Brush open right hand along open left hand and to the right, whilst turning to palm forward.

Streak
Move crooked right hand index finger, left to right, in front of body.

Street
Both hands open, palms facing, fingers pointing down - move hands forward in a shallow arc, from about waist level.

Strength
Form right fist - left arm across body, hand in fist. With right formation, describe an arc from left upper arm muscle right.
Stretch
Place fists together in front of body, palms back. Move apart with stress.

Strike
Swing open right hand and arm down across body.

String
Place right hand index fingertip on right thumb - other fingers extended and slightly spread - move this formation in an arc to the right from little finger edge of left fist.

Stripe
Move open right hand, thumb in, palm forward straight down in front of body keeping fingers spread.

Strong
Clench both fists near shoulders, with stress.

Struck
Swing right fist and arm down across body.

Strung
Place left fists, palm up in front of body - move right fist slightly up and to the right form little finger edge of left fist.

Stubborn
Form relaxed fists with both hands palms down and middle fingers pointing down. Simultaneously bounce this formation down, twice with stress.

Stuck
Extend right and left fingers and thumbs, palms facing, fingertips facing each other - move hands together so that they interlock.

Student
Place tips of right hand fingers and thumb on palm of open left hand, close fingers on to thumb and end with tips of this formation on right forehead.

Study
Place back of fingers of open right hand on fingers of open left hand. Move formation in an anti-clockwise circle in front of chest.

Stung
Place right hand middle fingertip on the thumb, other fingers extended and slightly spread - move tip of formation in a circle on the inside of left wrist in front of body.
Stupid
Tap knuckles of right fist on forehead, twice.

Subject
Place right hand fist on fingers and then palm of open left hand.

Submarine
While fluttering fingers of open left hand, move extended right hand index finger forward and under left palm - right hand remaining vertical.

Subtract
Move fingertips of open right hand, fingers spread, quickly down and off palm of open left hand - right hand ends in a fist.

Suburb
Open left hand, palm down - bounce cupped right hand, palm down, in arcs around left hand, left to right.

Success
Hold right hand palm diagonally left, at about right shoulder height, whilst turning hand back, close to a fist leaving thumb extended.

Such
Make "O" with left hand, fingers extended and slightly spread - bounce right fist off side of left formation.

Suck
Hold open right hand, thumb under, by right side of mouth - move back slightly and close fingers on to thumb.

Sudden
Tap thumb of right fist on edge of extended left hand index finger, in front of body - left palm faces body.

Sue
Place right thumb in to crooked right hand index finger. Move formation slightly forward breaking at the wrist with stress.

Suffer
Both hands open, fingers spread, and hands relaxed, simultaneously, alternately shake hands up and down in front of body.

Sugar
Stroke right cheek with fingertips of open right hand and close on to thumb, twice.
Suggest
Extend index and little fingers of right hand. Place tip of index finger on forehead. Whilst moving hand forward, close index finger and extend thumb. Rock formation from the wrist, several times.

Suit
Open both hands and place heels of formations on sides at waist level - simultaneously move formations forward off body and finish with hands together.

Sulk
Place tips of "C" formation at sides of chin - move formation down.

Sultana
Place tip of left hand index finger on left thumb and right hand index finger on right thumb - place tips of both formations together, then move right formation on to chin and rock sideways, twice.

Sum
Hold open hands, fingers spread, in front of body - right hand higher than left hand. Whilst closing balls of fingers on to thumbs, bring hands together with fingertips touching.

Summer
Move open right hand around left fist, in front of body - right palm remains back throughout.

Sun
Flick fingernails of right hand off ball of right thumb whilst moving hand diagonally down from head height.

Sung
Move tips of open right hand, thumb closed, from right corner of mouth, upwards, in two shallow arcs.

Sunk
Move cupped right hand, fingers spread down in front of body.

Super
Form fists with both hands and cross wrists in front of chest. Whilst sweeping hands apart, turn to palms forward.

Superb
Place tips of fingers of right hand on ball of right thumb and place at right side of chin. Whilst moving hand diagonally up to the right, open hand with stress.

Supermarket
Right hand fingers closed on to thumb, fingertips against right cheek - open quickly while moving hand away from cheek.
Supervise
Form finger spelt "C" with both hands, right hand at right side of face and left hand in front of left side of chest. Simultaneously sweep formations in arcs to the left then to right.

Supper
Form "O" with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended and slightly spread - tilt formation back, at right side of mouth, twice.

Supply
Place thumbs in to crooked index fingers, palms down. Roll formation to palms up, open hands and drop formation.

Support
Place right fist on open left hand. Move formation diagonally up.

Suppose
Hold open right hand, palm left at about right shoulder height - rock right hand several times.

Sure
Strike blade of right fist on upturned palm of open left hand, in front of body.

Surf
Move both open hands, fingers spread, in a forward curving motion in front of body.

Surface
Hold open left hand palm down diagonally in front of body. Move right fist in an arc from left fingers to left wrist, then down left hand.

Surprise
Move open right hand, fingers spread, forward in a short, sharp movement from upper chest.

Surround
Extend left index finger. Move open hand, thumb in and fingers spread, from between left hand and body to in front of left hand to finish with right palm facing down.

Suspect
Place balls of right hand index and middle fingers on right side of forehead. Crook fingers whilst moving hand slightly away from head. Repeat action.

Suspicion
Wiggle right extended index finger up and down at right side of head.
Suspicious
Stroke tip of extended right hand index finger across and off right side of forehead, bending finger as it moves - repeat complete action once.

Swallow
Crook right hand index finger, palm back. Move formation from in front of chest in a backward arc, to finish with palm facing down.

Swan
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and thumb, thumb under these fingers. Hold this formation and place right elbow against back of open left hand - close right fingers on to thumb while moving hand back, slightly.

Swap
Form "O"s with index fingertips and thumbs of both hands, other fingers extended. Place right formation between body and left formation. Simultaneously move right hand up and forward, and left hand down and back.

Sweet
Move tip of extended right thumb in an arc under lower lip, from left to right.

Sweat
Move edge of crooked right hand index finger, left to right, across the forehead, and then flick hand forward.

Swept
Place right fist on left fist and move formation forward, slightly, in front of body - then quickly place edge of index finger of open.
**Swim**
Place open hands in front of body, palms down - move hands in outward circles as though swimming.

**Swing**
Place open hands at sides of body, palms facing - swing up and forward in an arc and back to starting point.

**Switch**
Hold extended right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart and in front of body - then twist to palm up.

**Switzerland**
Brush tips of extended right hand index finger left to right across upper chest then down chest to describe a cross.

**Swollen**
Hold cupped hands close together, palms facing, fingers spread. Move hands apart slightly.

**Sword**
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger, palm down. Roll formation to the right then forward, sharply.

**Swore**
Place tip of extended right hand little finger on chin - then move fingernail side of this formation down to, and along palm of open left hand, left to right.

**Swum**
Place right hand on left hand in front of body - move hands in an outward circle whilst closing hands to fists - end with fist touching.

**Swung**
Place fists at sides of body, palms facing - move in forward arc and back to starting point.

**Sydney**
Extend index and middle fingers and thumbs of both hands. Place tips of formations together. Whilst moving hands apart and down slightly, close fingertips onto thumbs.
Table
Tennis Move back of open right hand as a table tennis bat.

Table tennis
Move tip of extended right thumb in small circle on palm of open left hand in front of body.

Tadpole
Wiggle extended right index finger, palm back, whilst moving hand diagonally right to left in front of body.

Tail
Left hand open, palm right, thumb closed. Extend right hand index finger and thumb and place on heel of left thumb - move right formation back towards body while closing index finger and thumb.

Take
Move open right hand, palm sown, from right diagonally left, back towards body while closing to a fist.

Talent
Place edge of index finger of open right hand on forehead, palm forward. Roll hand to palm back whilst closing to a fist with thumb extended, then move forward slightly with stress.

Talk
Extend index fingers of both hands and bounce right formation on left formation, twice in front of body.

Tall
Move open right hand from above right shoulder to above the head.

Tame
Left hand open, palm right in front of body - move tips of open right hand palm back, on blade of left hand in a circular motion.

Tampon
Left hand open, palm right, fingertips forward. Slide side of extended right thumb (palm left) up left palm once.
Tan
Place right hand thumbtip in crooked right index finger. Rub thumbnail of this formation in a circle on back of open left hand, palm back, in front of body.

Tap
Swivel cupped right hand, palm down, in a clockwise direction.

Tape
Place tip of extended right hand thumb on tip of extended left hand thumb, palm back in front of body - move hands apart and slightly down in small arcs.

Tart
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Move right hand in a clockwise circle above palm of open left hand.

Taste
Tap tip of extended right hand index finger at right corner of mouth, twice.

Taught
Place right fingertips on thumb - move formation forward from forehead while opening hand and turning to palm forward - bounce twice.

Taxi
Place right hand thumb tip in crooked right index finger - drop formation from the wrist down to left.

Tea
Place tips of right hand index finger and thumb together as for holding a cup - move this formation from left palm to mouth.

Teach
Close tips of right fingers on to ball of thumb - move formation forward from forehead, while turning to palm forward - bounce twice.

Teacher
Extend right hand index finger and thumb, and move this formation backwards and forwards at right side of head.

Team
Place thumbtips in crooked index fingers of each hand - join formations at thumbs in front of chest, palms forward. Move each hand in a forward arc to meet at blades of hands.

Teapot
Extend right hand index finger, palm back in front of body - move to the left in a downward arc and back.
Tear-cry
Point to right corners of mouth with tip of extended right hand index finger.

Tear-rip
Point to right and left corners of mouth with tip of extended right hand index finger.

Tease
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and thumb, palm left, bounce forward in two small arcs from about chest height.

Teddy
Grasp base of right fist with left hand and swivel right fist to left and right.

Teenieage
With both hands use a natural gesture for holding a telescope to the eye.

Teeth
Point to right and left corners of mouth with tip of extended right hand index finger.

Telegram
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and slide index fingertip of this formation forward along edge of extended left hand index finger in front of body.

Telephone
Extend right hand little finger and thumb. Hold formation at right side of head.

Telescope
With both hands use a natural gesture for holding a telescope to the eye.

Teletypewriter
Place thumbs between extended index and middle fingers of each hand. Alternately move formations up and down from wrists, several times.

Tell
Place nail of extended right hand index finger below lower lip - move formation forward while rolling hand to palm back.

Temper
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and slide thumbnail of this formation up palm and fingers of open left hand, palm forward in front of body.
Temperature
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and slide thumbnail of this formation up and down palm of open left hand, palm forward in front of body.

Tennis
Natural gesture as for serving.

Tent
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands - place fingertips together, then move apart and down in shape of tent.

Terrace
Place tips of thumbs into crooked index fingers, palms facing. Move formations forward in shallow arcs.

Terrible
Both hands in fists, little fingers extended - cross right hand over left hand at chest height - uncross with stress.

Terrify
Both hands open, fingers spread, palms down. Move hands up sharply to end with palms facing forward.

Terror
Both hands cupped, at shoulder height, palms forward. Simultaneously move hands forward with stress.

Test
Place each thumbtip in crooked index fingers and hold formations apart in front of body, right blade forward, left blade down - tilt right hand down, left hand back then right hand back, left hand down.

Testicle
Right hand in fingerspelt “C” formation - place in front of abdomen.

Text
Move extended right hand index and middle fingers, palm left, left to right in front of body.

Than
Move extended right hand index and middle fingers, palm left, left to right in front of body.

Thank
Move fingertips of open right hand forward from chin, once.
That
Point extended right hand index finger away from body, once.

The
Extend right hand index finger, palm left in front of body - move formation in a downward arc, to right, turning to palm down.

Theatre
Brush right middle fingertip on back of left hand as open right hand swings back and forth above open left hand in front of body.

Their
Move right fist, palm forward in an arc from left to right in front of body.

Them
Sweep open right hand in a forward arc from left to right in front of body.

Then
Move extended right hand index finger from left to right, in front of body, with stress.

There
Point extended right hand index finger away from body, twice.

Thermometer
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger. Slide thumbnail of this formation up and down side of extended left index finger.

These
Move the cupped right hand in small horizontal anti-clockwise circles, on front of the body.

They
Move fingers of open right hand in a circle, turning palm back and closing fingers on to thumb at about right shoulder height.

Thick
Form wholehanded "C"s with both hands - hold hands close together in front of body and move downwards with stress.

Thief
Place extended right hand index finger and thumb near right eye - move formation right while closing index finger on to thumb.
Thigh
Brush palm of open right hand down right thigh.

Thin
Extend index fingers and thumbs of both hands with fingers close to thumbs. Place right hand formation under left - move right hand down, left hand up, slightly.

Think
Extend both index fingers and place thumbs of these formations together - roll hands to palms up as hands move right. Repeat action from new position.

Third
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - while moving formation upwards slightly, turn to palm back at about right shoulder height.

Thirst
Stroke throat downwards with fingertips of open right hand twice.

This
Point extended right hand index finger down, close to body.

Thong
Draw extended right hand index fingertip up back of open left hand from between index and middle finger, hands in front of body.

Those
Hold cupped right hand away from the body and move in a small, horizontal anticlockwise circles.

Thou
With right hand index and middle fingers extended, move formation forwards and upwards with stress above head height.

Though
Move open right hand down slightly, with stress, in front of body.

Thought
Place fingertips of right hand on forehead.
Thousand
Move extended right hand index finger in an arc down right side of body.

Thread
From "O" with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended and spread - move tip of this formation forward past tips of left wholehanded "C".

Threw
Move right fist forward quickly from about right shoulder height to end with right hand open, palm up, in front of body.

Thrill
Alternately brush fingertips of both hands in short rapid movements on upper chest several times.

Through
Move open right hand forward between middle and ring fingers of open left hand, palm back, in front of body.

Throw
Natural gesture as for throwing object.

Thunder
Simultaneously move both open hands forward in a series of shallow tremors.

Thy
Extend thumb of right hand and move this formation upwards above head height with stress. (Throughout the sign the hand is bent back.)

Tick
Place right hand index finger on thumb and "tick" tip of this formation to right, off palm of open left hand - left hand palm right, on front of body.

Ticket
Place extended index fingers together and extended thumbs together in front of body - move formations apart then close right index finger on to right thumb, and left index finger on to left thumb.

Tickle
Tickle" palm of open left hand with fingers of right hand.

Tidy
Simultaneously bounce both open hands, palms facing once in front of body and once to right.
Tie
Place index fingers on to thumbtips - with tips of these formations tie a bow in front of body.

Tiger
In a continuous movement, alternately turn each fist from palm back to palm down while moving arms forward and back.

Tight
Place edge of index finger of open right hand on chin. Twist formation sharply to end with balls of fingers on chin.

Till
Hold open left hand, thumb closed in front of body - bounce little finger edge of open right hand off edge of left index finger.

Timber
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger - move this formation in a sawing action across back of left wrist, palm down - in front of body.

Time
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - place tip of thumb into centre palm of open left hand. Turn right hand formation until index finger points down.

Tin
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and brush tip of this formation in an arc off fingers of open left hand, palm back.

Tiny
With palm left close right hand index finger on to ball of right thumb, twice, at about chest height.

Tip
Move extended right hand index finger in upward arc to touch tip of middle finger of open left hand, palm right, in front of body.

Tire
Place fingertips of open right hand on right side of chest - leaving hand on chest, drop arm until blade of the formation rests on chest.

Tissue
Left hand forms wholehanded "C", palm right in front of body - close right fingertips on to thumb while moving right hand up from left formation, twice.

Title
Move tips of extended right index finger and thumb across fingers of open left hand, from left to right.
To
Extend right hand index and middle fingers - while turning to palm down, move formation to the right in an arc.

Toad
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Tap index finger under chin, twice.

Toadstool
Place tip of extended right hand index finger into palm of cupped left hand in front of body.

Toast
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - place tips of formation on to palm of open left hand, turn left hand to palm back and place fingertips on to back of left hand.

Tobacco
Swivel heel of slightly cupped right hand on heel of slightly cupped left hand, several times.

Today
Move extended right hand index finger and arm, side to side, twice at slightly above right shoulder height.

Toe
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger, move to touch right thumbnail on tip of middle finger of open left hand, palm down, in front of body.

Together
Turn both open hands in forward arcs to clasp all fingers and thumbs together - thumbs press against the right fingers.

Toilet
Fingerspell "T" quickly, twice.

Told
Place nails of extended right hand index and middle fingers on chin and move formation forward in an arc while turning to palm back.

Tomato
Form "O" with left hand fingertips and thumb in front of body. Slice extended right hand index finger down past left fingertips, twice.

Tomorrow
Move extended right hand index finger in a forward arc off right cheek.
Tongue
Extend right hand index and middle fingers near right side of mouth - move fingers up and down quickly, twice.

Tonight
Extend right hand index finger - drop right arm down in an arc from shoulder height to point diagonally left.

Tonne
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Place blade of this formation on left fist.

Too
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger - move formation forward from about right chest height.

Took
Move open right hand up in front of body, while closing hand into a fist.

Tool
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger. Strike blade of right formation on base of thumb of open left hand.

Tooth
Tap tip of extended right index finger at right corner of mouth.

Top
Move right fist, palm down, up into palm of open left hand then move both hands up slightly in front of body.

Torch
Flick all right hand fingernails off ball of right thumb then move cupped hand in a wide sweep from left to right.

Tore
Place fists together, thumbs in crooked index fingers, palms down in front of body - move right hand back and left hand forward in action of tearing.

Tortoise
Place open right hand on back of open left hand in front of body and simultaneously move thumbs in several forward movements.

Total
Place open hands, fingers spread, on front of body, left hand above right hand - move right hand up to left hand while closing fingers of both hands on to thumbs - end with edge of right hand index finger against edge of left hand little finger.
Touch
Bend right hand at third knuckles, thumb closed - move formation forward in a short arc, with stress.

Tough
Bounce tip of extended right thumb off palm of open left hand.

Tour
Crook right hand index and middle fingers, bounce formation from wrist in a semi-circle in front of body, several times.

Tow
Hook both crooked index fingers together and move formation from left to right in front of body - left palm back, right palm down.

Toward
Bring extended right hand index finger up from right to touch tip of extended left hand index finger, palm right, in front of body.

Towel
Move both fists in action of drying the back.

Town
Touch fingertips of open hands, thumbs closed, together twice, while moving both hands to the right at about chest height.

Toy
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger. With this formation at about right shoulder height, palm forward, quickly extend the thumb and little finger while turning hand to palm back.

Trace
Left hand open, fingers spread. "Trace" around left fingertips with tip of extended right index finger.

Track
Place tips of thumbs in crooked index finger. Move formations in a forward arc to the right.

Tracksuit
Slide tips of extended right index middle fingers down the outside of the left arm.

Tractor
Crook and spread fingers of both hands, and place formations in front of chest - twist formations forward from wrists, twice.
Tradition
Continuously move open hands forward rolling hands around each other twice, to finish with right in front of left.

Traffic
Move open hands, fingers spread, alternately back and forth, quickly, in front of left side of chest.

Trailer
Crook right hand index finger and hook over fingertips of cupped left hand - move formation left to right across body.

Train
Crook and separate right hand index and middle fingers and move formation forward from the right temple - palm left.

Tram
Extend index fingers of both hands - hood right index finger behind left index finger - move hands forward from about left shoulder height.

Trampoline
Jump extended right hand index and middle fingers up and down on back of open left hand - hands in front of body.

Transport
Place blade of right fist on palm of open left hand. Move formation left to right in front of body.

Travel
Extend both index fingers and thumbs and move hands alternately forward and back in front of body.

Tray
Place left hand thumbtip in crooked left hand index finger - sweep open right hand to right, away from left hand.

Treasure
Form a whole handed "C" with left hand, blade diagonally forward. Place fingertips of right hand on ball of thumb. Flick right formation open whilst moving hand down into left formation - repeat action.

Treble
With fingers apart, tap together tips of extended index, middle and ring fingers of both hands in front of body, twice.

Tree
Place both open hands close together at head height - move hands apart and down in arcs.
Tremendous
Place open right hand on back of open left hand in front of body - sweep hands off to the sides in a slight upward arc, with stress.

Trial
Extend little fingers and thumbs of both hands, blades forward. Simultaneously rock hands whilst moving hands down.

Triangle
Describe a triangle in the air with extended right hand index finger.

Trick
While moving right hand slightly forward from chin, flick right hand index fingernail up from right thumb.

Trip
Move crooked right hand index and middle fingers quickly forward in a zig-zag.

Trolley
Move both fists, palms down, simultaneously right to left, then left to right.

Trophy
Form “O” with thumb and index finger of right hand and place this formation on tip of extended left index finger. Wriggle right hand.

Trouble
Tap upper left arm with fingertips of open right hand, twice.

Trouser
Draw fingertips of open right hand up to waist from top of right thigh.

Truck
Move fingers of open right hand down palm of open left hand, palm right - then bending right fingers at third knuckles, move right hand away to the right.

True
Move blade of open right hand down on to palm of open left hand in front of body.

Trunk
Place tips of thumbs into crooked index fingers in front of body, palms facing. Simultaneously move hands down slightly.
**Trust**
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and place on left chest.

**Truth**
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and strike palm of open left hand with blade of right hand - then slide right formation along and off left fingers - hands in front of body.

**Try**
Move the tip of crooked right hand index finger down right cheek.

**Tube**
Form "O"s with index fingers and thumbs of both hands, other fingers extended. Place index finger edges together, palms forward in front of body - move formations apart.

**Tuck**
Both hands open, palms down in front of body - place edge of right hand index finger against tip of left hand middle finger. Turn right hand under left hand to end palm up.

**Tummy**
Point to tummy with right hand index finger.

**Tunic**
Place tips of extended index fingers at centre chest - move hands apart then with thumbs and index fingers forming "O"s, move tips of these formations up to shoulders - palms back throughout.

**Tunnel**
Place right hand thumbtip into crooked right index finger and move this formation forward under palm of open left hand.

**Turkey**
Form right hand fingerspelt "C" - touch edge of thumb of this formation on mid-forehead twice.

**Turn**
Turn open right hand, palm down, to palm up in front of body.

**Twice**
Extend and spread right hand index and middle fingers, palm back - move formation in a downward arc to right at about chest.

**Twin**
Extend right index and middle fingers, fingers apart, palm down. Shake formation slightly, side to side twice.
Twist
Place right fist on left fist and firmly "twist" fists in opposite directions.

Type
Perform the action of typing with the right hand.

Tyre
Extend right hand index finger above right thumb - move this formation in a forward circle around open left hand, palm right, starting and ending in front of left thumb.
U
Place tips of right hand crooked index and middle fingers near right side of face - move formation diagonally down in two small arcs.

Ugly
Move right fist up from left fist in front of body - left fist moves down slightly.

Umbrella
Place tips of extended right index and middle fingers below lip. Flick formation forward to end with fingers pointing forward.

Umpire
Place tips of extended right index and middle fingers near right side of face - move formation diagonally down in two small arcs.

Uncle
Tap tips of extended little fingers together, twice.

Under
Move open right hand, palm up, forward under open left hand, palm down, in front of body.

Understand
Move back of right hand extended index finger forward in an arc off centre forehead, turning to palm back.

Understood
Place backs of open right hand fingers on centre forehead - move hand in a forward arc, turning to palm back.

Uniform
Extend right index and middle fingers. Move this formation up the right side of the body and then down again whilst opening hand.

Union
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands. Place index fingers together, palms forward, move in forward arcs to end with blades touching.

Unit
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, palm forward at about shoulder height. Drop formation slightly while turning to palm back and closing middle finger.

Unite
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands, fingers spread in front of body. Swing formations to interlock at centre chest.
University
Alternately move hands up and down to brush backs of fingers together, several times.

Unless
Tap fingers of open right hand on extended left thumb, twice.

Until
Hold open left hand, palm diagonally right, in front of body - place blade of open right hand, thumb up, across left wrist - move right hand over left hand, to end with blade of right hand on end of left index finger.

Up
Move open right hand upwards.

Upset
Place right hand, fingers spread and pointing upwards on chest and move hand up.

Upward
Arc. Finish by dropping formation on to left palm.

Urine
Extend right index and middle fingers and place formation at right side of waist - move down and forward in a shallow arc, ending with palm down.

Us
Place extended right hand index fingertip at right side of chest - swing tip of this formation out in a semi-circle to end on left side of chest.

Use-verb
Shake fingertips of open right hand at edge of left hand extended index finger, twice. Right hand is between left hand and body.

Usual

Uterus
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and place palm of this formation on diaphragm.
V

Vacant
Close right hand into a relaxed fist, palm up, with middle finger pointing up. Move formation in small anticlockwise circles.

Vacuum
Open right hand thumb under fingers. Move formation backward then forward in front of body.

Vagina
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread and place on diaphragm.

Valley
Open both hands, thumbs closed, arms diagonally forward. Move both hands diagonally down, to end with index finger edges touching.

Valuable
Form fingerspelt "V". Bounce formation forward, twice.

Value
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread. Move formation left to right in front of chest, palm starts diagonally left.

Van
Place fingertips and thumbtip of right hand fullhanded "C" on palm of open left hand. Move right formation slightly off left palm to right.

Vase
Place heels of both open hands together in front of chest, and move formation down slightly.

Vegemite
Form "V" with index and middle fingers of right hand. Twist right wrist to brush edge of right middle finger along palm of open left hand. Repeat action.

Vegetable
Move right hand extended index and middle fingers, fingers spread up back of cupped left hand, and over towards left wrist.

Venezuela
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread, at about shoulder height. Shake formation from side to side, twice.
Verandah
Rest right forearm on left forearm in front of body - move formation down very slightly, with stress.

Verse
Extend right index and middle fingers. Place tip of right middle finger on edge of left little finger, then blade, of open left hand.

Verticle
Stroke edge of right hand extended little finger off left hand extended little finger, twice.

Vibrate
With several rapid, shallow bounces move open hands, fingers spread, to the left.

Victim
Form “V” with right index and middle fingers. Place firmly on centre chest.

Video
Move right hand extended index and middle fingers, fingers spread in a forward circle in front of open left hand.

View
Extend right index and middle fingers, fingers apart. Place tip of index finger below left eye, and move in a sweeping arc to the right to end palm down.

Vinegar
Extend index and middle fingers of right hand, fingers spread. Tap balls of fingers of this formation on back of relaxed fist, twice.

Violence
Place extended right index finger on side of nose. Close index finger and extend little finger whilst moving hand down to chest height. Shake this formation rapidly side to side, several times.

Violent
Extend index fingers of both hands. Forcefully fling formations back above shoulders, twice.

Violet
Move tips of right hand extended index and middle fingers, fingers spread in a circle on back of open left hand, in front of body.
Virgin
Form a "V" with extended index and middle fingers of right hand. Firmly place fingers of formation on upper left arm.

Vision
Extend index and middle fingers of both hands fingers spread. Simultaneously move formations forward from below eyes.

Visit
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread - place middle fingertip on chin - move formation forward and down.

Visual
Extend index and middle fingers of right hand, fingers spread. Move formation forward from in front of eyes.

Vital
Extend and spread right hand index and middle fingers, other fingers closed. Place edge of index finger of this formation on left hand upper arm, and move in an arc ending with inside edge of middle finger near elbow.

Vocabulary
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread. Move formation left to right in front of body.

Voice
Tap fingertips of open right hand very lightly on lower throat, twice.

Volcano
Place back of right fist on palm of open left hand. Sharply move right fist up then flick hand open to fingers spread.

Volleyball
Hold both hands above head and simultaneously push hands forward and up slightly, twice.

Volume
Extend right index and middle fingers, fingers spread. Move this formation up beside left fist.

Vomit
Place open right hand fingers spread on abdomen. Move formation up centre chest and off in a forward arc to finish palm up, fingers pointing forward.

Vote
Place right index finger and thumb together, other fingers spread. Move tip of this formation into "O" formed by fingers and thumb of left hand, palm diagonally back.
W
Extend right index, middle and ring fingers. Move this formation straight back to right side of waist, closing to a fist.

Waist
Place hands on waist.

Wait
Bounce open right hand up and down, twice, in front of right side, keeping palm down.

Waiter
Turn slightly cupped right hand from fingers pointing back, in an arc to fingers pointing forward, at shoulder height.

Waitress
Extend and spread index, middle and ring fingers of right hand, Turn formation from fingers pointing back, in an arc, to fingers pointing forward, at shoulder height.

Wake
Open extended right hand index fingertip off ball of right thumb while holding this formation at corner of right eye.

Walk
Walk" extended right hand index and middle fingers along palm of open left hand - left fingers pointing forward, in front of body.

Wall
Move the open hand (thumb down) down once in direction of wall.

Wallet
Form flat left hand "C" with whole hand - drop blade of open right hand, thumb closed, down through "C", twice.

Wand
Place tip of right thumb into crooked right index finger. Drop formation at wrist, move in a clockwise upward arc, then bounce formation slightly at wrist.

Want
Move heel of open right hand down side of chest and turn to palm down.
**War**
Point fingertips of both open hands, thumbs in, towards each other with stress, twice, palms back in front of body.

**Ward**
Hold extended right hand index, middle and ring fingers, fingers spread, above right shoulder - move formation forward.

**Wardrobe**
Extend right hand thumb and little finger and move formation left to right from centre chest - keep palm right throughout.

**Warm**
Rock right fist on right cheek.

**Warn**
Wag extended right hand index finger forward, twice.

**Was**
Extend index, middle and ring fingers - place formation, fingers spread on centre chest, palm left - move forward.

**Wash**
Rub right fist backwards and forwards on left fist in front of body.

**Waste**
Place fingertips of both hands on balls of thumbs in front of body - move hands up very slightly, then fling hands open while forcefully moving them forward, palms up throughout.

**Watch**
Move tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart, down from about chest height towards left wrist - left arm diagonally across body, hand open.

**Water**
Stroke edge of crooked right hand index finger down right cheek, twice.

**Wave**
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers, fingers spread - move this formation above left forearm, from elbow to wrist, in a wavy motion - left arm diagonally across body, hand open.

**Way**
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands, fingers apart - move formations forward in a shallow arc, in front of body.
**We**
Extend both index fingers and cross hands to place tips of fingers on chest - swing tips of these formations out in semi-circles to finish pointing into either side of chest.

**Weak**
Place extended right hand index and middle fingers, fingers apart, on palm of open left hand, in front of body - shake right formation.

**Wear**
Place extended right hand index, middle and ring fingers, fingers apart, on right side of chest.

**Weather**
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of both hands, fingers apart and place formations together in front of body - left hand points forward, right hand points up. Swivel formations to left up, right forward, then back to original position.

**Wedding**
Form "O" with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended and apart. Brush tips of "O" in a downward arc back across ring finger of open left hand, fingers spread.

**Wee**
Quickly rub fingertips of open right hand on right side of waist, several times.

**Weed**
Flick right hand index, middle and ring fingers up behind left forearm, once near elbow and again near left wrist - left arm diagonally across body, left hand open.

**Week**
Extend right hand index finger and bounce this formation across back of left wrist - left hand in a fist, left arm diagonally across body.

**Weigh**
In a continuous movement, move both open hands up and down, alternately.

**Welcome**
Hold both hands open in front of shoulders. Simultaneously bend fingers at third knuckles, quickly, twice.

**Well**
Open firth hand and brush fingertips across and off right side of chest, closing into fist, leaving thumb only extended.

**Went**
Move open right hand back over left shoulder.
Were
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - place formation, fingers apart, palm left, on centre chest and turn hand in an arc to the left ending with little finger edge on left side of chest.

West
Fingerspell "W" and move the formation to the left from in front of centre chest.

Wet
Close fingertips of right hand on to ball of right thumb, twice, palm up.

Whale
Hold open left hand palm down in front of body. Place right hand fingertips on ball of right thumb and place little finger edge of this formation at base of left thumb - move right hand back to the left while flicking open to fingers spread.

Wharf
Move open right hand, palm back, right to left, between spread left middle and ring fingers of open left hand.

What
Extend right hand index finger and move formation from side to side, palm forward, twice, at mid-chest height.

Wheat
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of right hand. Move this formation above relaxed left arm in shallow zig-zag towards fingers.

Wheel
Point extended left hand index finger into palm of open right hand and swivel right hand twice, in front of body.

When
Starting from little fingertip of open, alternately place all right hand fingertips quickly onto right cheek, twice.

Where
Open both hands and simultaneously move each hand from side to side, twice.

Whether
Extend index and middle fingers of left hand, fingers spread, palm back. Extend right thumb and little finger, palm down. Move right formation side to side between left formation and body.

Which
Extend right hand thumb and little finger and move formation from side to side, twice.
While
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of right hand, fingers spread. Hold little finger and thumb together and place this formation on palm of open left hand in front of body. Swivel right formation forward and down.

Whinge
Extend right index, middle and ring fingers. Move tips of this formation down and off right cheek, twice.

Whip
Place tip of right thumb into crooked index finger, palm diagonally left. Flick formation in small clockwise circles.

Whisper
Place edge of index finger of open right hand, thumb in, at right side of mouth.

Whistle
Place tips of extended right hand index and middle fingers on chin.

White
Place right hand thumb and index fingertips together, other fingers extended and apart - place tip of this formation on right side of neck and rock formation, twice.

Whose
Move open right hand in small forward horizontal circles at about chest height.

Who
Extend right hand index finger and move hand in small forward circles.

Whole
Each hand forms wholehanded "C", palms facing in front of body - move formations to meet, fingertips and thumbtips touching, in front of body.

Whom
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - move hand in small forward horizontal circles, at about chest height.

Whose
Move open right hand in small forward horizontal circles at about chest height.

Why
Extend right hand thumb and index finger - stroke right lapel downwards with tip of thumb, twice.

Wicked
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers, fingers apart, palm back, at about right shoulder height - whilst moving this formation forward and down, turn palm down.
Wide
Place open hands close together in front of body - simultaneously move hands apart with stress.

Width
Extend index, middle and ring fingers of right hand and place near open left hand, blades down, in front of body. Move right formation to the right.

Wife
Place open right hand on left side of chest, then move in a forward arch to tuck under right armpit, palm up. Roll formation forward to fingers pointing forward, palm up.

Wild
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers, fingers apart - move in two small clockwise circles above right shoulder.

Will
Place second knuckle of crooked right hand index finger into right cheek - palm forward - turn hand to palm back.

Win
Turn cupped right hand to palm back, about right shoulder height, while forcefully closing into a fist.

Wind-breeze
Wind-verb

Window
Bounce blade of open right hand, thumb closed, on index finger edge of open left hand twice, in front of body.

Wine
Place right hand index and middle fingertips of ball on right thumb. Place tips near right side of mouth and swivel back to blade forward.

Wing
Both hands open, fingers bent at third knuckles. Place formations at shoulder height and "flap" fingers twice.

Winter
Extend right hand index, middle and ring fingers - move this formation under and over left fist, in front of body.
Wipe
Brush fingers of open right hand down fingers and palm of open left hand, then off to right.

Wire
Extend and spread left hand index, middle and ring fingers and hold in front of body. Place tip of right hand index finger and thumb together on tip of left hand middle finger and move right formation up and away to right.

Wise
Tap tips of open right hand on centre of forehead, twice.

Wish
Cross middle and index fingers of both hands - move formations forward, slightly, with stress.

Witch
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers. While wriggling fingers, move hand diagonally down from right temple.

With
Clasp extended right hand index and middle fingers between extended left hand thumb, index and middle fingers in front of body.

Witness
Extend right index finger. Sharply move tip from below right eye in an arc to the right, whilst flicking hand open to fingers spread, palm forward.

Woke
Place right hand fingertips on thumb - place formation beside right eye and flick formation open.

Wolf
While moving open right hand, thumb under, forward from face, close fingertips on to thumb.

Woman
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers and place edge of ring finger on face - move formation down.

Womb
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers - place fingers on diaphragm palm to body.

Wombat
Crook and spread index, middle and ring fingers of both hands, palms down in front of body - move hands alternately forward in small arcs, once.
Women
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers - tap tip of right ring finger on right cheek, twice.

Won
Move right fist in small circles at about head height.

Wonder
Place index finger of open right hand thumb closed on right cheek - move hand diagonally forward to the right.

Wont

Wood
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers and make a sawing action across back of left wrist - left arm diagonally across body, left hand open.

Wool
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers and thumb - clasp left forearm between right hand thumb and fingers and move right formation up and off left arm closing fingers on to ball of thumb - repeat right hand action.

Word
Extend and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers - move this formation left to right in front of body - fingers point forward.

Wore
Place extended and spread right hand index, middle and ring fingers on right side of chest - move hand down.

Work
Hit blade of open right hand on base of thumb of open left hand thumb closed, twice - left arm diagonally across body, left hand blade down.

World
Place index finger edges of open hands together, thumbs in, in front of body - move hands to sides in arcs to bring little finger edges together.

Worm
Move crooked right hand index finger in a crawling action from right to left in front of body.

Worry
Rock tip of crooked right hand index finger on right temple.
Worse
Extend little fingers of both hands - lightly move edge of right hand little finger diagonally back and off left hand little finger - left hand moves away very slightly.

Worst
Extend little fingers of both hands. Forcefully move edge of right little finger across and off left little finger whilst moving hands apart with stress.

Worth
Interlace fingers with blades diagonally down. Shake formation up and down slightly, twice.

Would
Crook right hand index finger - with palm forward, move formation diagonally down across body from right to left.

Wound-injure

Wound-wrap
Form an "O" with left fingers and thumb. Move extended right index, middle and ring fingers onto and then off left formation.

Wow
Extend and spread index, middle and ring fingers of both hands and hold in front of body - right hand in front of left hand. Roll hands over one another then move away to either side - palms back throughout.

Wrist
Grasp left wrist between thumb and fingers of right hand.

Write
Close right hand index fingertip on to ball of right thumb - move formation from left to right in front of chest, in action of writing.

Written
Extend right hand index and middle fingers and move from left to right at about chest height, whilst wiggling fingers in action of writing.

Wrong
Wrote
Close right hand index finger onto ball of right thumb, other fingers closed - move formation from left to right in a straight line at about chest height.
Xylophone

Cross extended index fingers - then, place tips of thumbs into crooked index fingers and move in action of playing a xylophone.
Y
Place blade of slightly cupped right hand on thumb of open left hand - move formation forward.

Yacht

Yard
Extend right hand thumb and little finger and move this formation in a horizontal circle at about chest height.

Yawn
Tap fingertips of open right hand at right corner of mouth, twice.

Year
Form fingerspelt "Y" with a downward stress, in front of body.

Yell
Extend right hand index finger and thumb. Place thumbtip near right corner of mouth, then move formation up to the right, with stress.

Yellow
Close right hand index fingertip on to thumbtip - place tip of this formation on right temple and swivel formation several times.

Yes
Move right hand fist up and down from the wrist, twice.

Yesterday
Move edge of right hand extended index finger forward and off right cheek.

Yet
Bend right arm, hand in a fist, and hit right elbow into right side.

Yoghurt
Extend thumb and little finger of right hand. Place tip of right little finger into "O" formed with fingers and thumb of left hand. Turn right hand to palm back whilst moving formation up.

You
Point tip of right hand extended index finger forward, or toward person concerned.
Young
Move fingerspelt "Y" formation in a small forward circle in front of body.

Your
Move open right hand forward, once - palm remains forward throughout.

Yugoslavia
Slide blade of open right hand from left chest down across body to about right waist.
Zambia
Bend fingers of open hands at right angles to palms. Cross formations at wrist in front of body.

Zebra
Extend right hand index and middle fingers, fingers spread. Stroke tips of this formation on right side of body, twice.

Zero
Form "O" with right hand index finger and thumb, other fingers extended. Place at about shoulder height.

Zip
Place right hand thumb in crooked right index finger - move formation up center of body from waist.

Zoo
Place tips of right thumb, middle and ring fingers together. Move this formation into left wholehanded "C".